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1Abstract
Kinetochores are multi-protein machines that control chromosome movements by reg-
ulating the dynamics of attached microtubules. In human cells chromosome move-
ments are orchestrated by the leading kinetochore tracking a shrinking microtubule
whilst its sister tracks a growing microtubule. Directional switches occur when (both)
kinetochore-attached microtubules flip between these two states, adaptive and coordi-
nated switching then giving rise to the oscillations observed during metaphase. How-
ever the mechanisms (and rules) controlling directional switching are poorly under-
stood. This work demonstrates that by tracking kinetochores with sub-pixel resolution
in HeLa cells and fitting stochastic mathematical models that a sensor on the lead-
ing sister triggers switching when the tension across the centromeric spring connecting
the sisters builds up sufficiently rapidly. Further it is shown that the trailing sisters
polymerisation state is stabilised by high spring tension. These mechanisms pre-empt
trail-first switching that would otherwise impose abnormal pulling forces between sister
chromatids. As a consequence sister-switching is biased towards lead-first switching,
switching of the trailing sister rapidly following as the spring tension falls, this remov-
ing the force dependent stabilisation of the trailing sisters K-fibre (kinetochore bound
microtubules). This model explains how switching events are initiated and resolved, the
centromeric spring tension providing a means for inter-sister communication and cross
regulation that results in coordinated oscillations within a context of low spring ten-
sion. This study demonstrates that high throughput analysis and modelling pipelines
can provide novel mechanistic insight into mechanochemical systems.
Thesis Supervisors: Andrew McAinsh1 and Nigel Burroughs2
1 Biomedical Cell Biology Division, Warwick Medical School, University of Warwick
2 Warwick Systems Biology Centre, University of Warwick
2Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview of Mitosis
Once per cell cycle eukaryotic cells go through mitosis, the process of nuclear divi-
sion [1]. M-phase (mitosis combined with cytokinesis) occurs at the end of the cell
cycle [2]. Cell division is the basis for growth, development and damage repair for all
multi-cellular organisms [2]. Proper cell division results in two new cells, known as
daughter cells, that are genetically identical to the parent. Inaccurate cell division is
the precursor to many downstream genetic disorders and cancers [3–7]. DNA replica-
tion takes place during interphase (specifically S-phase). Complete DNA replication,
along with many other factors will satisfy the cell’s G2 checkpoint and the cell will enter
mitosis [8]. A successful mitosis (i.e. assuming no errors occur) results in the accurate
segregation of identical genetic material into the new daughter cells. A successful M-
phase will result in two new daughter cells both starting the cycle again at the G1 (or
G0) phase (Figure 1.1). Mitosis is a relatively short cycle period [2] but is where the
most dramatic physical changes to the internal cell structure occur [9] (Figure 1.2).
Mitosis itself can be divided into five distinct phases:
• Prophase, where duplicated strands of DNA (duplicated during the preceding S-
phase) condense into distinct chromosomes. Each one consisting of two identical
sister-chromatids joined along their length by condensin complexes and cohesin
rings, and at their midpoint known as the centromere. Outside the nucleus the
centrosomes begin to separate.
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• Prometaphase, begins with the breakdown of the nuclear envelope separating
the chromosomes from the rest of the cell. The chromosomes diffuse out into
the cytoplasm and bind to mitotic spindle microtubules via the kinetochore com-
plex assembled on each sister-chromatid. Sister-kinetochores continually capture
and release microtubules until they achieve a bi-orientated state (each sister-
kinetochore attached to an unique spindle-pole) while chromosomes congress to
the spindle equator.
• Metaphase, when captured chromosomes are all aligned to the middle of the
spindle. Aligned chromosomes form an effective two-dimensional plane normal to
the axis between the spindle-poles. Chromosomes remain in a stably bi-orientated
state while oscillating towards and away from each spindle-pole.
• Anaphase, the beginning of physical sister-chromatid segregation. The cohesin
rings joining the sister-chromatids are cleaved and each chromatid is pulled to-
wards its respective spindle-pole. Anaphase can be divided into two distinct
phases; anaphase A where kinetochore-engaged microtubule depolymerisation
pulls chromatids poleward followed by anaphase B where the two halves of the
spindle slide apart by the action of molecular motors, microtubule dynamics and
cell cortex interactions.
• Telophase, the forming of two new nuclei. Once genetic material has been
segregated to each spindle-pole a new nuclear envelope forms around each set
of chromatids. DNA begins to de-condense and eventually two new genetically-
identical nuclei are formed.
After telophase is complete the cell completes cytokinesis (not considered part of mito-
sis) where the cell physically separates its cytoplasm and pinches close its cell membrane
forming two new cells.
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Figure 1.1: Overview of the cell cycle. G1: Main phase of cellular growth. G1/S
checkpoint controls the transition to S-phase. S: Phase of DNA replication. G2:
Additional phase of growth and protein synthesis in preparation for cell division. G2/M
checkpoint controls the transition to M-phase. M: Mitosis followed by cytokinesis, two
genetically identical daughter cells formed. G1 plus S plus G2 are known as interphase
(I). G0: Cell cycle exit, a resting phase where no growth or division takes place.
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Figure 1.2: Overview of mitosis. Prophase: DNA condensation and beginning of
centrosome separation. Prometaphase: Spindle establishes across the cell body, chro-
mosomes begin to engage spindle microtubules via their kinetochores. Metaphase: Bi-
orientated chromosomes have all congressed to form the metaphase plate. Anaphase:
Sister-chromatids separate and start to move towards their respective spindle-poles.
Telophase: DNA decondensation and nuclear reformation.
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1.2 Mitotic Machinery
1.2.1 Mitotic Spindle Assembly
The mitotic spindle self-assembles around the chromosomes during prometaphase. The
mitotic spindle is an active polymer structure made of dynamic microtubules, motors
and microtubule associated proteins (MAPs) [10–12]. Microtubules are formed by
the polymerisation of tubulin hetero-dimers consisting of alpha- and beta-tubulin sub-
units [2]. Tubulin hetero-dimers polymerise end-on-end between alpha-tubulin and
beta-tubulin creating a microtubule protofilament [13]. A microtubule is typically
formed by 13 protofilaments arranged laterally in a cylindrical structure [14]. Because
of the sub-unit structure of the protofilaments microtubules have a distinct polarisation
with exposed alpha-subunits at one end and beta-subunits at the other. The beta-
tubulin end is referred to as the plus-end with the other referred to as the minus-end.
Polymerisation typically takes place at the plus-end [15]. A free tubulin hetero-dimer
binds two molecules of GTP, one bound to alpha-tubulin and one to beta-tubulin.
Alpha-tubulin bound GTP is stable while beta-tubulin bound GTP has the ability to
hydrolyse to GDP [13]. Only a hetero-dimer with GTP-bound beta-tubulin can be
incorporated into a microtubule polymer, whereupon hydrolysation of the GTP is pro-
moted [16]. A hetero-dimer at the plus-end of a microtubule that becomes GDP-bound
will rapidly disassociate from the polymer. Therefore if the rate of hetero-dimer addi-
tion to a microtubule becomes smaller than the rate of GTP-to-GDP hydrolysation the
‘cap’ of GTP at the plus-end will start to disappear. Once the hydrolysation catches-up
with the last hetero-dimer the microtubule will start to rapidly depolymerise (known
as ‘catastrophe’) [17]. Incorporation of new GTP-bound tubulin at the plus-end can
halt disassembly or ‘rescue’ the microtubule. Microtubules therefore have the ability
to switch between periods of polymerisation and depolymerisation. The microtubules
of the spindle emanate from two spindle-poles that are located at opposite sides of
the cell. The structure that becomes a spindle-pole is a microtubule organising centre
known as a centrosome [18]. During interphase the cell contains a single centrosome
serving as the main microtubule organising centre of the cell that sits on the surface of
the nucleus. The centrosome contains a pair of embedded cylindrical structures known
as centrioles [2, 11]. One centriole is known as the mother centriole and the other as the
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daughter (the daughter having been nucleated from the mother). The centrioles serve
as the organising centres of the pericentriolar material (PCM) that makes up the body
of the centrosome [19]. The PCM contains gamma-tubulin ring complexes which serve
as nucleation sites for microtubules that nucleate from their minus-ends outward [20].
Before the onset of mitosis (during S-phase) the centrosome is duplicated [18]. Mother
and daughter centrioles separate and nucleate two new daughters [18]. Once both new
centrioles are formed the centrosome is duplicated. During prophase the two centro-
somes move to opposite sides of the nucleus and then begin to move to opposite sides
of the cell via microtubule sliding [18]. Microtubules from each pole engage the chro-
mosomes via the two kinetochores sitting either side of each centromere by a search
and capture mechanism. Through detection of their attachment state the kinetochores
selectively turn over microtubules [21] until they are bi-orientated (each kinetochore
attached to microtubules emanating from opposite spindle-poles) while the chromo-
somes congress to the spindle equator [22]. The microtubules of the spindle can be
roughly divided into three populations: inter-polar microtubules that span the spindle
structure, making anti-parallel overlaps with microtubules from the opposite spindle-
pole. Inter-polar microtubules are thought to give structure to the rest of the spindle
and provide an initial formation pathway as the spindle first forms [23], sliding against
each other moving the two spindle-poles to opposite ends of the cell by the action of the
motor proteins that provide some of the crosslinking [24]. Kinetochore microtubules
are the microtubules that directly engage with the kinetochores; as mentioned previ-
ously their dynamic turnover is modified by the kinetochore thus forming a more stable
attachment. Bundles of kinetochore microtubules are called K-fibres, ranging from 1
microtubule in yeast to ∼ 25 in humans [25]. Astral microtubules emanate from the
spindle-pole radially and make physical contact with the cell cortex. Through coupling
to dynein motors at the cortex astral microtubules are responsible for maintaining the
global positioning of the spindle [26]. The microtubules of the spindle also provide
a transport network for other proteins, molecular motors and proteins that bind di-
rectly to the growing plus-tips of microtubules providing a means to both transport
and localise cargo [27]. Figure 1.3 shows a schematic of the kinetochore - K-fibre -
spindle-pole system.
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Figure 1.3: Schematic of the kinetochore - K-fibre - spindle-pole system.
1.2.2 Kinetochores
1.2.2.1 Kinetochore Assembly
A large multi-protein super-complex called the kinetochore assembles on each dupli-
cated sister-chromatid at the centromere [28–30]. Kinetochore assembly starts with
an epigenetic marker for the kinetochore’s location. The histone H3 variant CENP-A
serves as this marker [31, 32]. CENP-A remains stably incorporated into centromeres
over several cell cycles [31, 33] and thus is the stable base upon which the rest of the
kinetochore forms. The inner kinetochore, also known as the constitutive centromere-
associated network (CCAN) complex, directly binds to centromeric DNA / nucleo-
somes [34, 35]. A main structural component of the CCAN is the CENP-T-W-S-X
nucleosome-like complex [36–39]. CENP-T-W-S-X binds directly to DNA and thus
forms a second structural basis for the kinetochore along with CENP-A. In-fact both
CENP-A and the CENP-T-W-S-X complex each offer a different structural pathway
for kinetochore assembly. CENP-A directly binds CENP-C [40] which in-turn binds to
the other kinetochore component Mis-12 [41]. Meanwhile the CENP-T subunit of the
CENP-T-W-S-X complex directly binds the Ndc80 complex of the outer kinetochore,
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which itself also binds to Mis-12 [42]. See Figure 1.4 for a structural schematic of a
kinetochore.
1.2.2.2 Kinetochore Control of Microtubule Dynamics
Outer kinetochore components directly bind microtubules and are thought to form the
bulk of kinetochore-microtubule attachments [30, 43]. The microtubule engagement
site of the kinetochore outer-plate is the KMN network. A single engagement site
forms multiple bonds along a microtubule lattice [44]. The KMN network is a multi-
protein complex consisting of KNL-1, Mis12 and Ndc80. KNL-1 and Ndc80 directly
bind to microtubules [44, 45]. The lifetime of attachment of semi-purified kinetochore
particles to microtubules has been shown to depend on the level of tension applied in
vitro [46] and this tension across the kinetochore has been shown to correlate with the
state of the spindle assembly checkpoint (SAC) [47, 48]. Molecular motors and MAPs
associate with kinetochore-bound microtubules. The Ska complex for example directly
binds to the KMN network and affects microtubule stability [22, 49]. The human Ska
complex is comprised of three proteins: SKA1, SKA2 and SKA3. SKA1 and SKA2
are recruited by Ndc80 to kinetochore-microtubule attachment sites [50]. SKA3 is re-
cruited to kinetochores where all three subunits are required for the formation of the
Ska complex [51–55]. The Ska complex has been shown to directly bind and stabilise
kinetochore-bound microtubules, remaining bound to the plus end of depolymerising
microtubules [55, 56]. Ska has also been shown to play a role in chromosome congres-
sion, the kinetochore interface with the SAC and segregation during anaphase [50–54].
Molecular motors such as the plus-end directed motor CENP-E and the minus-end
directed motor dynein associate with the kinetochore and provide ATP fuelled slid-
ing of microtubules [22]. Other molecular motors that affect microtubule growth and
shrinkage rates such as Kinesin-8 [57] and Kinesin-13 [58] are also found associated
with the kinetochore, offering further regulation of microtubule dynamics. Subunits of
the inner-kinetochore CCAN complex have been shown to affect microtubule plus-end
turnover rates, change abundance on sister kinetochores during oscillations (preferring
the trailing sister) and even bind microtubules directly [59, 60].
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Figure 1.4: Structural schematic of a kinetochore. The inner-kinetochore (CCAN
complex) includes the CENP- proteins: A; C; H; I; K; L; M; N; O; P; Q; U; R; T; W;
S and X. CENP-TWSX and CENP-C provide a structural linkage between the inner-
and outer-kinetochore. The outer-kinetochore includes the KMN network consisting
of: KNL-1, Mis12 and Ndc80. Components of the outer-kinetochore bind directly to
microtubules.
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1.2.3 Structural Integrity of the Sister-Chromatid Linkage by
Condensins and Cohesins
Condensation of duplicated genetic material into chromosomes during prophase re-
quires the action of condensin proteins [61]. Condensins are enzymes than use the
energy derived from ATP hydrolysis to induce coiling in DNA fragments [61]. Two
versions of condensins are found in mammalian cells: condensin I and condensin II.
Both condensin I and II are structurally similar. Both consist of two long subunits
SMC2 and SMC4 (also known as CAP-E and CAP-C respectively) hinged at one
end [62]. The other end of SMC2 and SMC4 are the ATPase heads and bind to the
third subunit, a kleisin complex [62]. In the case of condensin I the kleisin subunit is
known as CAP-H and in the case of condensin II as CAP-H2 [62]. The kleisin binds
a fourth and a fifth subunit, a pair of HEAT repeats, CAP-D2 and CAP-G in the
case of condensin I and CAP-D3 and CAP-G2 in the case of condensin II [62]. Con-
densins as well as being necessary for mitotic chromosome formation also play a key
role in maintaining structural integrity of the sister-chromatid linkage throughout mi-
tosis pre-anaphase [63, 64]. Condensin I binds to chromosomes via the CAP-D2 HEAT
repeat subunit to histones H1 and H3 [62, 65]. Condensin II binds to histone H4 via
both its HEAT repeats CAP-D3 and CAP-G2 [62, 66]. Condensin is thought to bind
chromosomal regions together topologically by encircling DNA strands in their ring-
like structure, with the ATP hydrolysis of the SMC2 and SMC4 heads affecting the
binding with the kleisin subunit thereby closing/releasing the lock [62, 67]. Another
key structural component of mitotic sister-chromatids is the cohesin complex. Cohesin
complexes are distributed along the chromosome arms and like condensin is thought
to topologically bind sister-chromatids by forming ring-like structures [68]. Cohesins
have a very similar structure to condensins, cohesins consist of two long subunits SMC1
and SMC3 hinged and one end. The other ends of SMC1 and SMC3 bind to a kleisin
complex RAD21 which itself bind to a fourth subunit, either STAG1 or STAG2 [69,
70].
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1.2.4 The Spindle Assembly Checkpoint
Only when all the chromosomes are properly positioned at the spindle equator and
are properly attached to the spindle does the spindle assembly checkpoint (SAC) de-
activate, causing each chromosome to separate and each sister chromatid to be pulled
towards its corresponding spindle-pole. The main target of the SAC is the anaphase
promoting complex APC/C. Active APC/C triggers the onset of anaphase [71, 72].
APC/C activation requires the binding of CDC20. The SAC delays the transition to
anaphase by promoting the formation of the mitotic checkpoint complex MCC [72,
73]. MCC sequesters CDC20 thereby preventing the activation of APC/C [72]. An in-
correctly attached kinetochore phosphorylates the outer kinetochore protein KNL1 via
the protein kinase MPS1 [72, 74]. The current working model is that phosphorylated
KNL1 binds the protein BUB3 which then recruits BUB1 which in turn recruit the
BUBR1/MAD3 complex [72]. BUB1, BUB3 and BUBR1/MAD3 then recruit MAD1
and MAD2 [75]. MAD1 catalyses MAD2 from an ‘open’ to a ‘closed’ formation. Closed
MAD2 then is able to bind CDC20. MAD2-CDC20 then binds BUBR1/MAD3 and
BUB3 to form MCC [72, 73]. Upon forming stabilised microtubule attachments the
MAD2 recruitment scaffold established at the kinetochore is removed by the action
of dynein motors bound to Rod-Zw10-Zwilch (RZZ) complexes [76]. This interaction
offers an effective checkpoint silencing pathway for kinetochores that establish cor-
rect attachments. MCC is continually degraded by Cdc20 auto-ubiquitylation [76, 77]
therefore the eventual depletion of the pool of ‘closed’ MAD2 at kinetochores upon
achieving a correct attachment state eventually results in the loss of MCC and there-
fore activate APC/C which in turn can start the transition to anaphase. The exact
kinetics and control mechanisms that make the SAC both robust and sensitive enough
to delay the anaphase transition until all chromosomes have become bi-orientated are
still active areas of research. Studies have began to reveal the minimum level of MCC
required to block APC/C and the minimum amount of time required to establish the
checkpoint [77, 78]. There is evidence that under certain circumstances the SAC can
deactivate before all chromosomes have become bi-orientated leading to potential ane-
uploidy [77].
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1.3 Mitotic Chromosome Dynamics
1.3.1 Phase Contrast and DIC Microscopy Reveal Coordi-
nated Chromosome Dynamics
Studies on the internal dynamics of eukaryotic cells during mitosis, with particular
emphasis on the dynamics of the chromosomes, have been conducted for over 70 years.
As distinct chromosomes formed by DNA condensation during prophase they became
macroscopically distinct from the rest of the nuclear material and cytoplasm. Phase
contrast microscopy, invented in the 1930s [79], allowed mitotic chromosomes to be
visualised in vivo [80, 81]. Phase contrast converts differences in the phase of incident
light to brightness variations. Phase differences between beams of light arise when the
light rays move through media with differing refractive indexes. Chromosomes for ex-
ample have a higher refractive index than the background cytoplasm due to the higher
density of the chromosomes. These observations led to the conclusion that chromosome
movements during mitosis, particularly during anaphase, were driven by the direct in-
teraction of fibres of the mitotic spindle with the chromosomes [81]. Refinements to
phase contrast techniques in the 1960s yielded Nomarski or Differential Interference-
Contrast (DIC) microscopy [82]. The improved image quality along with the advent
of digital image capture and storage technologies allowed mitotic chromosomes to be
visualised in greater spatio-temporal detail [83–91]. In parallel to the greater resolving
power available for live-cell imaging advances in fixed sample imaging such as elec-
tron microscopy revealed the fine-structure of the mitotic machinery [85, 92]. Electron
microscopy images of chromosomes and their associated sister-kinetochore complexes
indicated that the kinetochore was the site of microtubule interaction between the
chromosome and the mitotic spindle [92]. Later in vitro experiments confirmed that
kinetochore mobility was driven by microtubule depolymerisation [93]. Observations of
chromosomes during prometaphase and metaphase up to the initialisation of anaphase
uncovered the fact that chromosomes undergo periodic-like movements towards and
away from the centrosomes on either side of the spindle, both in mitosis and meio-
sis [83–85]. The amplitude and frequency of these oscillations varied between species
but was observed in all model eukaryotic cell lines. Chromosome oscillations were first
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assumed to be sinusoidal in nature [86, 87, 89] but more detailed analysis revealed that
oscillating chromosomes exhibit a saw-tooth-like motion, termed directional instability
i.e. periods of relatively constant velocity travelling towards each spindle-pole separated
by relatively rapid reversals of direction [90]. Both bi-orientated and mono-orientated
(one kinetochore attached to one spindle-pole) chromosomes were found to oscillate
indicating that single kinetochores can cause both poleward and anti-poleward move-
ments [90]. Phase synchronisation between sister-kinetochores during chromosome os-
cillations were assumed to be controlled by the tension between the kinetochores i.e.
across the chromosome. Laser-microsurgery experiments confirmed this hypothesis
by cutting the connection between sister-kinetochores leading to two de-synchronised
oscillating kinetochores [91]. The mechanisms by which this works however are still
unknown.
1.3.2 Fluorescent Markers Allow Direct Measurements of Mi-
totic Machinery
The advent of fluorescent markers as a tool in live-cell imaging allowed kinetochores
and various other mitotic proteins to be tagged and their dynamics ascertained di-
rectly. These kinds of measurements offered new insights into chromosome dynam-
ics and allowed hypotheses to be tested in greater detail. For example the coupled
asymmetry between sister-kinetochores in terms of microtubule attachment i.e. a pole-
ward moving kinetochore is attached to depolymerising microtubules while an anti-
poleward moving kinetochore is attached to polymerising microtubules was shown by
the injection of fluorescently marked anti-bodies against the plus-end tracking protein
EB1 [27]; plus-end tracking proteins are proteins that bind-to and follow the growing
ends of microtubules [94]. Combined phase contrast and fluorescent imaging showed
that EB1 is enriched at the trailing kinetochore during a bi-orientated oscillation i.e.
the anti-poleward moving kinetochore, indicating that the kinetochore in question is
attached to polymerising microtubules [27]. After a directional switch EB1 no longer
associates with the now leading / poleward moving kinetochore, indicating that the
kinetochore is now attached to depolymerising microtubules. Advances in high volume
data processing and computer vision technologies alongside continuing refinements in
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light-microscopy techniques allowed kinetochore dynamics to be studied in an increas-
ingly high-throughput manner [95–100]. Three-dimensional imaging of kinetochores
throughout mitosis and meiosis for example has revealed the mechanisms and path-
ways chromosomes take to form the metaphase plate [95, 97, 98]. Studies on mouse
oocytes tracking kinetochores through meiosis have shown that chromosomes and the
mitotic spindle initially form a ball-like structure after nuclear-envelope-breakdown [95,
97]. The structure evolves into a belt or ring-like formation as prometaphase continues
before morphing into the metaphase plate at the onset of metaphase. Chromosomes
were observed to undergo multiple rounds of error-correction during prometaphase i.e.
correcting merotelic (one kinetochore attached to two spindle-poles) and syntelic (both
kinetochores attached to a single spindle-pole) attachments. This ring-like structure
of chromosomes has also been observed in studies on RPE1 cells [98]. Here the au-
thors hypothesised that the ring-like structure optimised the search-and-capture mecha-
nism of kinetochore-microtubule interaction. Automatic object detection and tracking
techniques allow for a large range of kinetochore dynamics to be sampled and their
statistical distributions to be analysed. Such techniques have been implemented in
high-throughput assays allowing for a relatively quick pipeline to take image data and
determine kinetochore coordinate data with minimal human-bias [96, 99, 100]. The os-
cillation period of chromosomes was shown to depend on both molecular motors at the
kinetochores and on the mechanical linkage between the kinetochores [96]. Poleward
and anti-poleward moving kinetochores were shown to behave with different dynam-
ics e.g. they move with different speeds [99, 100]. The inter-kinetochore displacement
was shown to oscillate with approximately twice the frequency of the chromosome
oscillation, with the maximal inter-kinetochore stretch occurring before a directional
switch [96, 100].
1.3.3 Tracking Kinetochores with Sub-Pixel Accuracy
Fluorescent tags that are small relative to the resolving power of an optical microscope
appear as diffraction-limited intensity distributions. The locations of these tagged fea-
tures can be resolved with an uncertainty smaller than classical optical theory would
suggest, using an appropriate model of the intensity distribution. Various spot-fitting
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algorithms have been applied to the study of kinetochore dynamics [99–106]. Sub-pixel
resolution becomes important in measuring kinetochore dynamics when trying to cap-
ture relatively rapid events such as directional switches. The cost of spot fitting is an
increased computational time and complexity, generally scaling non-linearly with the
number of features to fit. Super-resolution spot fitting has been used to resolve inner-
and outer-kinetochore components (tagged in different colours) sufficient to measure
intra-kinetochore stretch during oscillations [47, 48, 100]. Kinetochore stretch was
found to be smaller on poleward moving kinetochores. Individual kinetochore compo-
nents have been resolved using super-resolution spot-fitting in fixed-cells (again using
different coloured tags) where longer exposure times and higher light intensities can
be used to collect higher quality images compared with live-cell imaging [106]. Major
conformational changes in the sub-unit architecture of the kinetochore were observed
under taxol treatment, a microtubule stabilisation agent; specifically in the separation
between the outer-kinetochore component Ncd80 and the inner-kinetochore CCAN.
Taxol treatment has been shown to activate the SAC [107, 108]. The authors therefore
concluded that the spatial organisation of kinetochore sub-units is sensitive to active
microtubule tension and generates a SAC activation signal. Parallel measurements of
individual kinetochore components have been used to show the correlation between
intra-kinetochore stretch and SAC activation [47, 48]. Similar analysis on proteins
integral to SAC signalling revealed close associations between SAC proteins and the
KMN network [109].
1.4 Modelling Chromosome Dynamics During Mi-
tosis
1.4.1 The Kinetochore as a Molecular-Clutch
The kinetochore can be thought of as a ‘molecular-clutch’ transforming stochastic GTP
hydrolysis based microtubule forces into useful work in transporting chromosomes [110].
The high regularity of chromosome oscillations when compare to the highly stochastic
nature of microtubule growth and shrinkage suggest that kinetochores impose a great
deal of control over K-fibre dynamics. Centromeric chromatin that forms the physical
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linkage across sister-kinetochores is generally modelled as a linear elastic spring [88].
This elasticity can be inferred by the observed inter-sister displacements oscillating in
phase (with double the frequency) of kinetochore oscillations [96, 100] and the high
but not perfect synchronisation of the motion of sister-kinetochores [96]. Studies have
found that centromeric chromatin may diverge from a linear spring model by displaying
a kind of plastic deformity i.e. a hysteresis that could correlate with the kinetochore
attachment state [111]. Non-linear spring-like behaviour could also be contributed
to by conformation changes within the internal multi-layered structure of the kineto-
chore [106]. Other components to consider that could influence chromosome dynamics
are molecular motors. Both plus- and minus-end directed motors are found associated
with kinetochores and exert force on kinetochore-bound microtubules [112]. External
forces to the kinetochore include the polar ejection force (PEF) pushing chromosomes
away from the ends of the spindle and poleward microtubule flux i.e. depolymerisation
of kinetochore-bound microtubules at their minus- i.e. spindle-pole bound end. The
PEF is thought of as a repulsive force field that acts on the chromosomes emanating
from either spindle-pole and is believed to be the average action of microtubules on
the chromosome arms, either directly by the steric interactions of polymerising mi-
crotubules or by chromosome-bound chromokinesin motors [113]. The whole mitotic
spindle itself can generate forces that may need to be considered as well e.g. though
the dynamics of the spindle-poles themselves [114].
1.4.2 Dynamic Forces at Chromosomes
A model needs at least two elements to reproduce oscillations: a spatial force gradient
to bias chromosomes to the centre of the cell i.e. to the metaphase plate and a force-
based feedback process to regulate the resultant polymerisation and depolymerisation
of kinetochore-bound microtubules. The PEF is usually a reliable candidate for the
force gradient, it being a relatively well studied phenomena that acts towards the
cell centre. Force-feedback is necessary in order to endow the system with oscillatory
dynamics. The nature of kinetochore-bound microtubules is highly model-dependent
and can range from simple binary-state polymerisation / depolymerisation models up to
the incorporation of a full microtubule regulatory process at the kinetochore. Almost all
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models impose force-balance whilst iterating forward through time to generate dynamic
trajectories of the system. These kinds of force-balance models have well developed
principles [115] and have been used extensively throughout theoretical biology e.g.
modelling the action of actin filaments [116] and a model of Drosophila embryo spindle
morphogenesis [117].
1.4.3 The Kinetochore-Microtubule Interface
1.4.3.1 Passive Binding - Microtubule Sleeves
There have been many proposed models of chromosome oscillations that feature in-
tricate models of the kinetochore-microtubule interface as a primary component. For
example the model of Joglekar and Hunt [118, 119] is a one-dimensional chromosome
dynamic model. The model consists of force-balance between microtubule-based forces
and a PEF. Numerical simulation of a set of equations is used where microtubules and
kinetochores update their states by moving to a state of lowest free energy. Model
parameters are either taken from experiments on PtK1 or Newt lung cells or are
estimated [118]. For the kinetochore-microtubule interface the Joglekar and Hunt
model incorporates the Hill-sleeve model [120]. A Hill-sleeve is a theorised binding
site that is able to bind multiple tubulin heterodimers of a single microtubule. A
single sleeve is modelled as being 40nm in length as this is the inferred depth of the
outer-kinetochore plate based on electron micrograph measurements [121]. A tubulin
heterodimer is 8nm in length therefore 40nm/8nm = 5 heterodimers can enter the
sleeve simultaneously lengthwise. A single microtubule is made of 13 cylindrically
arranged protofilaments therefore 13 × 5 = 65 heterodimers can enter the sleeve si-
multaneously in total, therefore it is assumed that there are 65 tubulin binding sites
per sleeve. A microtubule interacting with a Hill-sleeve is modelled as follows: as a
microtubule enters a sleeve more and more binding sites become occupied, an occu-
pied binding site has a lower free-energy than a non-occupied one therefore the state
of lowest energy is where the microtubule has completely penetrated the sleeve. The
microtubule will therefore be biased to enter the sleeve. However to actually pene-
trate further into the sleeve a microtubule must break all its current bonds, there is
therefore an increasingly large energy barrier for the microtubule to overcome. Once
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the tip of a microtubule has entered a sleeve it is assumed that it cannot interact with
any free tubulin dimers therefore it cannot polymerise. Therefore a microtubule can
move relative to a sleeve by either depolymerising or by diffusion of the sleeve over the
microtubule lattice. In the Joglekar and Hunt model each kinetochore has multiple
sleeves connected by linear elastic springs. A microtubule tip position inside a sleeve
is therefore affected by the polymerisation state of the microtubule and the restoring
force on the sleeve, a higher restoring force moving the tip further out of the sleeve.
A sleeve will therefore move on a microtubule lattice to its equilibrium position in re-
sponse to its restoring force and its free binding energy. Assuming that a microtubule
tip moves relative to a sleeve much more rapidly than the overall velocity of the tip,
sleeves will tend to follow a microtubule tip at a constant rate until they detach from
the microtubule lattice. This endows the system with the property that kinetochores
move at a constant velocity i.e. a key property of directional instability. Experimental
evidence for a sleeve-like structure of the kinetochore-microtubule interface does ex-
ist. The KMN network of the outer-plate of a vertebrate kinetochore has been shown
to have the ability to form multiple bonds to a microtubule lattice [44]. The KMN
network consists of KNL-1, Mis12 and Ndc80; both the Ndc80 complex and KNL-1
have been shown to bind microtubules [44, 45]. Specifically Ndc80 has been shown
to bind inter- and intra-tubulin dimer interfaces forming oligomeric arrays along the
microtubule lattice [43]. This gives Ndc80 the ability to form multiple interactions
along a single microtubule. In vivo studies have shown that kinetochore-bound micro-
tubules are bound to at least 10 copies of the Ndc80 complex [122]. Additional in vitro
experiments have shown that the kinetochore-associated Ska complex also binds mi-
crotubules by oligomerising into ring-like structures [55, 56]. These complexes provide
experimental justification for the binding sites required by the Hill-sleeve model in the
correct order-of-magnitude. The Ndc80 and Ska complexes have been shown to be able
to form load-bearing attachments to depolymerising microtubules via optical trapping
experiments [55, 123]. There are also many molecular motors and MAPs that could
provide microtubule interaction sites for the kinetochore [124]. However quantitative
comparison between these binding complexes and the properties of a Hill-sleeve model
has basically failed to proceed beyond an initial conception since there are a vast multi-
tude of parameters e.g. elasticity, binding-energy that are still unknown. To account for
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the dynamic instability of microtubules the Joglekar and Hunt model uses a modified
Hill-sleeve, microtubules are assumed to depolymerise much faster than the kineto-
chore velocities therefore only a polymerising microtubule can enter an empty sleeve.
Kinetochore- i.e. sleeve-bound microtubules are assumed to be stabilised compared to
free-microtubules, an assumption justified by in vivo experiments [125, 126] (although
the Joglekar and Hunt model does not propose any mechanism for microtubule sta-
bilisation). Within the model stabilised microtubules are modelled by switching to a
depolymerising state with a different (lower) rate than non sleeve-bound microtubules.
Finally sister-kinetochores are connected by a linear elastic spring, a feature of most
models of chromosome dynamics [90, 91, 99, 127]. During a chromosome-oscillation the
leading kinetochore follows its sleeve-bound depolymerising microtubules at a constant
rate. The lead kinetochore’s sleeves are subjected to a greater and greater restoring
force. On the trailing kinetochore the sleeves are under a relatively low load, any
microtubules that undergo catastrophe i.e. switch to a depolymerising state are lost
relatively quickly as the whole kinetochore is moving in the opposite direction. There-
fore in the Joglekar and Hunt model the chromosome is ‘pulled’ entirely by the lead
kinetochore. Laser microsurgery experiments have supported this assumption by cut-
ting the microtubules of the trailing kinetochore which did not affect the poleward
velocity of the chromosome. However cutting the microtubules of the leading kineto-
chore completely aborted all poleward movement [128]. However it should be noted
that other studies have concluded that kinetochores can produce pushing forces, though
poleward-flux [129] and though measurement of centromere deformation during anti-
poleward movements [90]. A directional switch occurs within the Joglekar and Hunt
model when the restoring force on the lead kinetochore overcomes the binding bias
of the sleeves and all the microtubules detach. This causes the chromosome to stall
causing the other kinetochore to accumulate a majority of depolymerising microtubules
and then the chromosome will start to follow the new lead kinetochore. This behaviour
is consistent with experiments on purified kinetochore particles that showed that kine-
tochore particle-microtubule attachment lifetimes decrease with the application of a
threshold force [46]. However this study did show that a smaller applied force sta-
bilises attachments, consistent with results from in vivo experiments [88]. The other
component in the model is the PEF which is vital in order to bias the chromosome
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to the middle of the cell. The PEF is assumed to be proportional to the density
of microtubules from the spindle so is assumed to follow an inverse-square distribu-
tion (∝ x−2) although the oscillatory dynamics have been shown to be robust to the
exact form of the distribution. Microsurgery experiments have tested the effects of the
PEF on chromosome oscillations [130]. Chromosome arms were severed during oscilla-
tions; the main characteristics of directional instability such as constant speed remained
unaltered while the average amplitude of oscillations increased indicating a dependence
on the magnitude of the PEF acting on the whole chromosome. These observations
support the force-field model of the PEF where the magnitude of the resultant force
being dependent on the microtubule density on the surface area of the chromosome
arms, thus also providing support for the Joglekar and Hunt model. This study did
however infer a PEF distribution quite different than an inverse-square dependence;
the estimated distribution went approximately as the square-root of the distance from
the cell centre (∝ x0.57). It still remains to be tested how such a distribution would
affect the results of the Joglekar and Hunt model. Autocorrelation time-series anal-
ysis of Joglekar and Hunt model simulated trajectories suggests that the trajectories
exhibit regular oscillation-type behaviour with a period of around 300s [110] which is
not dissimilar from experimental observations [128]. Autocorrelation curves also qual-
itatively appear similar to those calculated from human kinetochore trajectories [96,
110] (Figure 3.25b). The Joglekar and Hunt model is therefore capable of producing
qualitatively similar kinetochore trajectories to experimental measurements. However
as a mechanistic model of chromosome dynamics the Joglekar and Hunt model lacks
many important features. As previously discussed the model lacks molecular detail on
the nature of the microtubule binding sites and on the mechanisms of microtubule sta-
bilisation. The turnover rate of kinetochore-bound microtubules have been shown to
be on the order of 10 times smaller than of free microtubules [126]. Many kinetochore-
associated proteins have been shown to affect bound microtubule catastrophe rates
such as aurora-B whose inhibition further reduces the turnover rate [131]; depletion of
the CCAN complex on the other hand results in microtubule catastrophe rates iden-
tical to free microtubules [59]. The CENP-H and -I subunits of this complex have
been shown to be asymmetrically localised to the trailing kinetochore during oscilla-
tions with their depletion causing more frequent directional switches and stochastic
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oscillations [59]. Integrated protein-based feedback-control mechanisms of microtubule
dynamics are obviously crucial to chromosome-oscillations and will need to be incor-
porated into any mechanistic model. On the mesoscopic scale the model does not
consider three-dimensional dynamics of sister-kinetochores i.e. torques and rotations
of the system; it also does not consider the possibility of any steric interactions between
neighbouring chromosomes. It has been shown that kinetochores undergo internal de-
formations during oscillations [47, 48, 100]; this could be considered consistent with the
model as microtubule-bound sleeves become stretched away from their parent kineto-
chore during poleward-movement. However live-cell measurements have reported that
intra-kinetochore displacements decrease on poleward-moving kinetochores compared
to anti-poleward ones [100], directly in contradiction with the Joglekar and Hunt model.
Lastly the model does not consider many additional sources of external force generation
such as molecular motors and microtubule flux.
1.4.3.2 Active Binding - Molecular Motors
Models that base chromosome-dynamics on the action of molecular motors have been
proposed such as the Civelekoglu-Scholey et al model [132]. This model’s compo-
nents are well-characterised and thus it is relatively well constrained. Again the
model employs force-balance-based numerical simulation with parameters estimated
from experimental observations of Drosophila syncytial blastoderm embryos. Multi-
ple sources of force generation are considered, sources present on the kinetochore and
from kinetochore-bound microtubules. Kinetochore based forces are: the viscous drag
of the kinetochore moving in the cytoplasm; molecular motor based forces from the
plus-end directed motor CENP-E and the minus-end directed motor dynein; the steric
force of a polymerising microtubule pushing against the kinetochore; the PEF pushing
the kinetochore away from the spindle-poles and lastly a force due to a linear spring
that connects sister-kinetochores. The antagonistic action of plus- and minus-end di-
rected motors generate relatively stable kinetochore-microtubule connections consisting
of multiple individual binding sites, thus is similar to a Hill-sleeve except that motor-
based movement requires ATP hydrolysis. Both motor species have been well char-
acterised previously and thus properties such as maximum motor speed, force-speed
dependences and stall forces are well known. Therefore a kinetochore-microtubule
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binding sleeve is parameterised only by the number of each motor per unit micro-
tubule length. Kinetochore-based force-balance takes into account the net action of
motors at the kinetochore-microtubule interface, poleward microtubule flux and mi-
crotubule depolymerisation. Microtubule depolymerisation is modelled to be due to
the action of the depolymerase motor kinesin-13 (KLP59C). Kinetochore-bound mi-
crotubules switch between polymerising and depolymerising states stochastically. The
model incorporates feedback-based control of microtubule dynamics by modifying the
rates of microtubule state-switching based on the level of tension acting on the kineto-
chore. Tension-based feedback control has been used in other models such as a model of
chromosome congression in budding yeast [133]. Under low tension the rate of switch-
ing to a depolymerising state is high and vice versa. Thus within the model a poleward
moving kinetochore which is under relatively high tension becomes increasingly more
likely to have its microtubules switch to a polymerising state. This property allows
kinetochores to remain attached to its microtubules while under tension, consistent
with the observations that kinetochore-microtubule attachment improves up to a point
with increasing load [46, 88]. Tension-based regulation of kinetochore components is
supported by experiment [134]. Human kinesin-13 (MCAK) however has been shown
to be activated rather than deactivated under tension [135]. It is unknown whether
other depolymerases play a role at the kinetochore, for instance there is some evidence
that human kinesin-8 (Kif18a) is a kinetochore-associated microtubule depolymerase
although this is still not conclusive [136, 137]. Simulations of the Civelekoglu-Scholey
model can qualitatively reproduce chromosome behaviour of Drosophila embryonic
spindles during metaphase (where oscillations are rapid with a low amplitude) and
anaphase by simply removing the sister-kinetochore connection. Oscillations can be
produced with a high kinetochore-bound microtubule turnover rate and a low poleward
flux rate, similar to conditions found in budding yeast. However human chromosome
dynamics cannot be produced where the kinetochore-bound microtubule turnover rate
is relatively low. More critically the role of molecular motors within the model raises
serious questions on the model’s generality. Experiments on human cells have shown
no significant effect on directional switching by the depletion of either CENP-E or
MCAK [96]. Experiments have shown however that motors MCAK and Kif18a in-
fluence the speed of chromosome oscillations [57, 58, 96]. A modified version of this
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model was proposed [138] to describe the observation that in many species, includ-
ing PtK1 and human cells, during metaphase chromosomes found near the middle of
the metaphase plate display oscillatory-type dynamics while those found nearer the
edges of the plate show more suppressed oscillations and generally more stochastic dy-
namics [57, 99]. The model was modified by replacing the molecular motors used as
microtubule binding sites with non-motor outer-kinetochore components. Microtubule-
binding components are tethered to the kinetochore not by simple elastic springs but
by viscoelastic connections i.e. a spring in parallel with a dampener. A viscoelastic con-
nection is also used for the sister-kinetochore connection. Molecular motors take on the
reduced role of microtubule sliding at the kinetochore. Another necessary feature of the
model was a different non-linear PEF acting on central and peripheral chromosomes.
The justification for this was that peripheral chromosomes in PtK1 cells are observed
to be larger in size compared to central ones [138] therefore present a larger surface
area for interaction with microtubules. This model more closely resembles the Joglekar
and Hunt model due to the multiple passive microtubule binding sites per microtubule
engagement site. The model was able to qualitatively reproduce the spatially depen-
dent range of oscillations observed at the metaphase plate. The model also has the
slight advantage over the previous model in that kinetochore-microtubule interactions
are not strictly motor-dependent, although the model has not been tested under full
depletion of CENP-E or MCAK which as previously stated should only affect oscilla-
tion speeds. A radially varying non-linear PEF has not been experimentally observed.
The viscoelastic nature of intra- and inter-kinetochore bonds has also not been exper-
imentally tested, the physical properties of which were estimated for the model. The
affect on simulated trajectories of taking the limit of the viscoelastic bonds to either full
spring-like or dampener-like connections has not been explored. The model could pro-
duce inter-kinetochore stretching but could not produce inter-kinetochore oscillations
with twice the frequency of chromosome oscillations [96, 100]. The model could also
not produce the observed intra-kinetochore stretches observed in PtK1 cells [100]. A
reasonable future direction for mechanistic modelling of chromosome-oscillations would
be to combine sleeve-like binding sites with molecular motors. Both kinds of models
are able to produce oscillations suggesting that merely being able to qualitatively pro-
duce directional instability is not sufficient to justify a ‘correct’ modelling framework.
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Models will need to be closely developed in conjunction with experimental data with
emphasis on careful perturbation experiments. Model outputs will need to be tested
for their dependence on all model parameters. Models that can produce oscillations in
different species will need to include conserved components with differing functional
dependency.
1.4.4 Mechanochemical Feedback Mechanisms
Mechanochemical feedback refers to model components that regulate dynamic prop-
erties (such as microtubule (de)polymerisation rates for example) in response to me-
chanical influences, like the tension across a kinetochore. Experimental evidence sug-
gests that kinetochores contain force-sensitive complexes that regulate microtubule dy-
namics [139]. Models have been proposed that incorporate feedback mechanisms into
models of kinetochore-oscillations [132, 138, 140, 141]. Some models focus solely on
chemical feedback [140] i.e. ignoring multi-part sources of force at kinetochores. In this
model kinetochores engage microtubules and move either poleward or anti-poleward
depending on the state of the bound microtubules. Tension sensors at the kinetochore
control the rate of microtubule catastrophe. Oscillations produced by this model are
highly periodic i.e. do not exhibit sawtooth-like motion and do not closely resemble
experimental data. More sophisticated models incorporate both chemical feedback
and mechanical force-balance such as the two versions of the Civelekoglu-Scholey et al
model previously discussed [132, 138]; a more complex feedback system was used in
the model by Shtylla and Keener [141]. This model can be thought of as the Joglekar
and Hunt [118] model modified with an additional multi-part tension-sensitive chemical
feedback mechanism that affects kinetochore-bound microtubule dynamics. The justi-
fication for including such tension-sensitive components is that the model attempted
to explain kinetochore-oscillations for both bi-orientated and mono-orientated chromo-
somes; tension-sensors allowed the dynamics to be more robust to transitions between
the attachment states [141]. Tension-sensing at kinetochores remains a controversial is-
sue and is a matter of current debate [142]; the main thrust of which is focused however
on the question of whether the state of the SAC is regulated by kinetochore tension or
by kinetochore-microtubule attachment. Evidence however suggests that kinetochore-
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microtubule attachment affinity does respond to tension since in vitro kinetochore
particles bound to single microtubules have binding lifetimes that vary according to
the applied pulling force [46]. Further experimental investigation into tension-sensitive
kinetochore components is clearly important to improve the realisation of kinetochore
dynamics models.
1.4.5 Data-Driven Modelling as a Future Direction for Study-
ing Chromosome Dynamics
Reasonable models of chromosome-oscillations have demonstrated that, as previously
stated, two elements are crucial for establishing directional instability: a spatial force
gradient biased towards the middle of the cell and a feedback mechanism at the kine-
tochore. Mechanical load-dependent microtubule-binding feedback as in the model
of Joglekar and Hunt [118] and/or mechanochemical feedback as in the models of
Civelekoglu-Scholey et al [132, 138] or Shtylla and Keener [141] demonstrate a range
of reasonable principle configurations for feedback mechanisms that endow the system
with qualitatively realistic characteristic dynamics. Establishing which components
of the kinetochore that are essential for oscillatory dynamics requires continued high-
throughput experimentation. Given the range of different model systems that can
produce qualitatively reasonable oscillations indicates that simply establishing oscil-
latory dynamics is not sufficient to uniquely identify mechanisms. Given the number
of kinetochore proteins that can be depleted without destroying oscillatory dynamics,
as previously stated, the system is not minimal. A key question is what are the key
characteristics of the dynamics beyond simply directional instability during oscillations
and how are these behaviours produced. Most of the experimental work in measuring
chromosome dynamics has taken place in marsupial epithelial, newt lung and grasshop-
per spermatocytes cells that are typically large flat cells and so are ideal for imaging.
Measuring chromosome dynamics in human cells is more challenging because of the
larger number of kinetochore pairs, their higher density and smaller amplitudes. Given
these challenges mathematical models and quantification are required to determine the
mechanistic and regulatory processes governing oscillatory dynamics. Models are able
to identify concepts whilst a statistical framework to fit models can determine the
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level of support for specific mechanisms from experimental data. Model predictions
can then be confirmed by perturbation experiments. Here this iterative experiment-
modelling programme is implemented using data driven model analysis to extract infor-
mation from individual trajectories. Given the high stochasticity and inter-trajectory
variability large sample sizes of trajectories are essential to both determine levels of
heterogeneity in the data and also confidence in the conclusions.
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Chapter 2
Experimental Methods
2.1 Cell Culture
A human cell line, HeLa-K was used as a model system expressing enhanced green
fluorescent protein (eGFP) fused to kinetochores and/or centrioles as a fluorescent
marker. HeLa-K cells stably expressing eGFP - CENP-A and eGFP - Centrin1 (a gift
from Patrick Meraldi, University of Geneva) [60] or eGFP - CENP-A [96] (its parental
cell line) were grown in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) (Fisher) con-
taining 10% foetal calf serum (FCS) (Fisher) and 1% Penicillin-Streptomycin solution
(Fisher) maintained in atmospheric conditions of 10% CO2 at 37
◦C. eGFP - CENP-
A over-expression was maintained by a supplement of 0.1µg/ml Puromycin (Fisher)
added to the cell media. eGFP-Centrin1 over-expression was maintained by a sup-
plement of 500µg/ml Geneticin (Fisher) added to the cell media. Cells were grown
in 10ml of DMEM in 10cm dishes (Fisher). When at or near 100% confluency cells
were split from their dish and seeded into another 10cm dish (maintaining an active
cell line) and also seeded into 35mm glass bottom dishes (MatTek Corporation) for
imaging experiments if required. Cells were split by first removing their current media
then washing the cells twice with 10ml sterile phosphate buffered saline solution (PBS).
The cells were then incubated with 3ml of trypsin (Invitrogen) at 37 ◦C for 5 min in
order to detach the cells from the dish surface. 7ml of DMEM was then added to the
dish and the trypsin/DMEM mixture was washed over the dish surface several times to
ensure as many cells as possible were detached and mixed into the media at a uniform
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density. This mixture was used to seed a new 10cm dish at an appropriate ratio with
fresh media for a desired confluency (e.g. 1ml of cells plus 9ml of new media would give
a new dish at approximately 10% confluency). The desired confluency of the new dish
was selected to control the time at which the cells could next be split (controlling the
time when cells dishes would be ready for experiments for example). The cell mixture
was also used to seed imaging dishes at an appropriate confluency depending on how
long after seeding imaging was to take place and/or on further experimental protocols
(see below); e.g. for imaging untreated cells 0.5ml of cells would be seeded along with
1ml fresh media to be imaged 48 hours later.
2.2 Short Interfering RNA Transfection and Drug
Treatments
For short interfering RNA (siRNA) transfection experiments 80µl of 100% confluent
cells were seeded in imaging dishes along with 1.5ml of fresh DMEM. 24 hours later
media was changed to 1ml minimum essential media (MEM) (Fisher) containing 10%
FCS. Each dish was treated with a siRNA mixture consisting of 124µl Optimem
(Fisher), 6µl Oligofectamine (Fisher) and 3µl RNA solution at 20µM. The siRNA
mixture was created by first mixing 100µl of Optimem with the RNA solution while
separately mixing 24µl of Optimem with the Oligofectamine. After 8 min at room tem-
perature the two mixtures were combined and left to incubate for a further 25 min at
room temperature. Dishes were incubated with the siRNA mixture for 24 hours after
which the media was changed back to DMEM. 24 hours later the cells were either ready
for imaging or further drug treatment (see below). The siRNA oligonucleotides used
were the ‘scramble’ custom RNA sequence for siRNA control [143], a siRNA against
Nuf2 [144] and a siRNA against CAPD2 [96] (Qiagen). For microtubule depolymeri-
sation experiments cells were treated with 2µg/ml Nocodazole (Fisher) (Methyl (5-
[2-thienylcarbonyl]-1H-benzimidazol-2-yl) [145] and incubated for between 16 and 24
hours before imaging.
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2.3 Live Cell Imaging
Before imaging cell media was changed to 1ml CO2 independent Leibovitz L-15 (Fisher)
supplemented with 10% FCS and 1% Penicillin-Streptomycin solution. Cells were
imaged using a 100X 1.4 NA objective on a confocal spinning-disk microscope (VOX
Ultraview; Perkin and Elmer) fitted with an environmental chamber maintained at
37 ◦C controlled by Volocity 6.0 (Perkin and Elmer) running on a Windows 7 64bit
(Microsoft) PC (IBM). Cells were located by brightfield. For time-series collection
laser power (488nm) was set to 15% and the camera (ORCA-R2; Hamamatsu) was
set to 2x2 pixel binning (138nm x 138nm), a 16 bits per pixel imaging depth and
an exposure time of 50ms. The time-lapse was set to 2 sec per frame with a total
experiment time of 5 min. For imaging cells with metaphase plates the Z range was
set to 12µm with a step size of 0.5µm. For imaging cells without metaphase plates
(Nocodazole treated and Nuf2 siRNA treated cells) the Z range was set to 6µm with a
step size of 0.2µm. Imaging conditions were chosen by adjusting parameters (exposure
time, laser power, total imaging time) until it was found that over 90% of imaged cells
went on to complete anaphase either during or within approximately 30 minutes after
imaging (see Figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.1: Cell anaphase progression. Number of cells that were and were not
observed to successfully complete anaphase.
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2.4 Image Pre-Processing
All image pre-processing of confocal images was performed on an OSX 10.6 Power-Mac
(Apple). First images were exported from their native Volocity format to .OME.TIFFs
(The Open Microscopy Environment) using Volocity 6.0 before further processing.
Images were next deconvolved with Huygens 4.1 (SVI) using the ‘classic maximum
likelihood estimation (CMLE)’ algorithm using a point spread function (PSF) measured
from micro-bead images (see below). Processed images were exported from Huygens
to a .r3d format (Applied Precision) and then read into MATLAB (The Mathworks)
using the loci-tools Java library (The Open Microscopy Environment). Images were
then stored in a native MATLAB format.
2.4.1 System Point Spread Function Measurements
Microscope point spread functions were measured for the Ultraview microscope using
images of 200nm diameter micro-beads (Fisher). A bead slide was imaged by setting the
camera to 1x1 binning (69nm x 69nm) and a 16 bits per pixel imaging depth. Exposure
times and laser powers (488nm laser) were set manually for maximum observed image
quality. Z step size was set to 69nm. The Z-range was set as to capture as many
beads as possible. Point spread functions were measured for the 488nm channel using
the Huygens ‘PSF distiller’ averaging over > 20 beads. The PSF templates were then
saved in Huygens (.h5) format to be used for image deconvolution.
2.4.2 Live Cell Image Processing
All images collected from single imaging sessions were processed in batch using the
Huygens batch processor along with MATLAB and Python scripting. A generic de-
convolution template was created with the Huygens batch processor for a single image
using the measured PSF. For batch processing a selection of .OME.TIFFs was made
using MATLAB, a MATLAB program would read the metadata from each image using
the loci-tools Java plugin and save the pixel sizes. MATLAB would then pass this in-
formation to a Python program that would create a custom batch deconvolution script
based on the generic template, with the correct pixel sizes set for each image. The
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Huygens batch processor would then be automatically launched, reading in the custom
batch script and starting the deconvolution jobs. When all the jobs were complete the
MATLAB program would continue, reading in the processed image data again using
the loci-tools Java plugin. Figure 2.2 shows an example of a live cell movie frame before
and after deconvolution.
deconvolved
image
raw image
a)
b)
Figure 2.2: Deconvolution of confocal spinning-disk images. a) Confocal spinning-
disk raw image frame (rendered in 3D) of a HeLa-K eGFP - CENP-A eGFP - Centrin1
cell. Image consists of 130×160×25 voxels in X,Y,Z respectively. Voxel dimensions =
{0.138, 0.500}µm in {X/Y,Z} respectively. b) Deconvolved image (rendered in 3D).
Deconvolution performed as described in Section 2.4.
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Chapter 3
Development of High
Spatio-Temporal Resolution
Kinetochore and Spindle-Pole
Tracking Assay
3.1 High-Throughput Measurement of Human Kine-
tochore Dynamics
This chapter describes the development of a computational assay designed to track
sister-kinetochore pairs and (optionally) spindle-pole dynamics during metaphase in
HeLa cells. Fully automated analysis is performed on four-dimensional (three spatial
dimensions plus time) image series of cells expressing fluorescently tagged kinetochores
and (optionally) spindle-poles (Figure 3.1). Live cell images were captured on a spin-
ning disk confocal microscope using a cell line stably expressing eGFP - CENP-A as a
kinetochore marker and eGFP - Centrin1 as a spindle-pole marker, see Chapter 2 for
details on all experimental conditions. Computational methods employed here are
based on a previous kinetochore tracking assay [96] with minor or major improvements
introduced at almost every computational stage. Details of each computational step,
from a pre-processed image series to generation of a set of kinetochore and spindle-pole
trajectory coordinates, are described in the following sections. Changes and improve-
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ments on the original work [96] are described where relevant. A significant feature
implemented here is the use of Gaussian mixture-model (GMM) intensity fitting, al-
lowing kinetochore and spindle-pole positions to be determined with super-resolution
accuracy. GMM intensity fitting has been applied in live cell tracking of kinetochores
in previous studies e.g. on 2 dimensional image projections of PtK1 cells [99] and on
full 3 dimensional images of GFP-labelled chromosomes in budding yeast [101]. How-
ever to the best of knowledge, no published study has used GMM intensity fitting
for obtaining super-resolution positions of kinetochores from live-cell images of human
cells. Using GMM intensity fitting for kinetochore localisation in human cells repre-
sents a significant technical challenge, the structure of the metaphase plate requires a
large number of kinetochore locations to be jointly fit (in 3D) per image frame (nearly
complete imaging of the metaphase plate is required for metaphase plate fits, see Sec-
tion 3.5). The number of spots required to be jointly fit per frame is on the order
of ∼ 100 (an order of magnitude more than present in PtK1 cells). A combination of
new computational techniques that significantly improve performance (see Section 3.4)
combined with a dedicated computational cluster allowed analysis to be completed
in a reasonable amount of time. Combined with a spinning-disk confocal microscope
with a piezoelectric stage as an image source, capable of capturing a full metaphase
plate image stack in 2 seconds, this work represents a database of human kinetochore
dynamics during metaphase at the highest spatio-temporal resolution ever recorded.
Figure 3.2 gives an overview of the assay pipeline.
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Figure 3.1: Example of a tagged-kinetochore image series. Individual 2D image
planes (various Z sections and time-points). Pixel size: 0.138µm, Z spacing: 0.5µm,
time-lapse: 2s per frame.
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Figure 3.2: Overview of the kinetochore tracking assay pipeline. The workflow is
based on the assay described in [96] where the main steps were as follows: kinetochore
localisation; metaphase plate fitting; feature tracking and sister-kinetochore track pair-
ing. For this work the pipeline was updated with additional steps: kinetochore locali-
sation was performed by using 3D Gaussian mixture-model-fitting; an additional step
of frame alignment was introduced after feature tracking and finally an algorithm was
introduced that attempted to resolve any gaps in sister-kinetochore tracks. Algorithms
for metaphase plate fitting, feature tracking and sister-kinetochore track pairing were
taken from [96] with some modification.
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3.2 Robust Outlier Detection
Many of the techniques and methods discussed in this chapter made use of a robust
statistical method for detecting and removing outlying data points from sets of data.
Outlying data points are those that do not follow the statistical distribution followed
by the majority of the set for a given data model. The method implemented here is
that of least-median squares (LMS) [146, 147]. In brief LMS first attempts to find a
solution to the minimisation problem
min
x
median [(Ax−B) · C · (Ax−B)] (3.1)
where B is a vector of data points, assuming Gaussian distributed residuals. This is
in contrast to ordinary least-squares (OLS) (where C = 1) or weighted least-squares
(WLS) that attempt to find the minimum sum of squares. LMS is insensitive to data
outliers in finding a solution. In the simplest case for estimating the mean of an outlier
contaminated data set B consisting of n data points A1...n = 1 , C = 1, the problem
reduces to finding the value x that minimises the median of the squared residuals
min
x
median
i=1...n
[
(x−Bi)2
]
(3.2)
The solution x∗ and the associated squared residuals R allow the set of outliers in
the data to be estimated. A data point is considered an outlier if its squared residual
Ri > (kσR)
2 where σR is the robust standard deviation estimate and k is the sen-
sitivity of the outlier detection. Unless otherwise stated k is usually set equal to 3,
with σR = 1.4826
√
M where M = median (R) (see [146] for derivation of σR). No
general method exists for solving (3.1) (and 3.2) so in practice the solution is esti-
mated using the fminsearch function in MATLAB, which uses a Nelder-Mead simplex
search through parameter space. Once outliers have been detected and removed from
the data set other least-squares techniques can then be used on the inlier set e.g. OLS
or WLS to find a final solution. In the case of estimating the mean of a data set
with outliers the final estimate is the arithmetic mean of the inlier points. Figure 3.3
shows LMS fitting of the mean for a random synthetic data set consisting of 1000
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normally distributed data-points N(0, 1) plus 500 uniformly distributed data-points
U(4, 8). The data-sets were combined and (3.2) was fitted to the joint data (Fig-
ure 3.3a,b) producing a solution x∗. The squared residuals around x∗ were used to
calculate test values for each point (= Ri
1.48262M
). Test values above k2 were considered
outliers (Figure 3.3c,d). Inlier/outlier partitioning effectively recovered the two original
populations (N(0, 1)/U(4, 8) respectively) with a small proportional error (0.7% false
negatives) (Figure 3.3e).
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Figure 3.3: Least-median squares for robust outlier detection. a) Histograms of
random synthetic data drawn from two populations: N(0, 1) (green; 1000 samples)
and U(4, 8) (red; 500 samples). b) Histogram of combined data-set. Dashed blue line
shows the solution to (3.2) x∗ for the data-set. c) Histogram of squared residuals for
the data-set around x∗. Dashed orange line shows the median squared residual M .
d) Histogram of data-set test values (= squared residuals/(1.48262M)). Black dashed
line shows inlier/outlier cut-off k2 (with k = 3). e) Histograms of inlier data (green)
and outlier data (red). Proportion of false positives (incorrectly labelled inlier data)
and false negatives (incorrectly labelled outlier data) shown in legend.
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3.3 Initial Spot Location Estimates
Initial estimates of spot positions are needed before super-resolution spot fitting. Voxels
(single 3D image units) that are local intensity maxima are selected as initial estimates
of spot locations [96]. A local intensity maxima is any voxel that has an intensity
greater than any of its 26 surrounding voxels. Before selecting local intensity maxima
the image is convolved with a Gaussian kernel which reduces the background intensity
of the image while having a smaller effect on features i.e. it increases the intensity
difference between spots and the image background (Figure 3.4). The Gaussian kernel
is an approximation to the PSF of the optical system which is a 1st order Bessel
function [101]. The standard deviations describing the profile of the Gaussian, σx and
σz (σx = σy due to axis symmetry of the light path) are estimated by a theoretical
Gaussian fit to the point spread function [101].
σx =
0.21wvl
NA
voxxy
σz =
0.66n wvl
NA2
voxz
where
wvl→ emission wavelength of imaging channel
NA→ numerical aperture of microscope lens
voxxy → voxel size in X and Y
voxz → voxel size in Z
n→ refractive index of imaging media
Even after suppression of background effects by using a Gaussian filter, local maxima
still results in many false-positives. To separate true local maxima from false positives
histogram unimodal thresholding on the filtered voxel intensity was used [96, 148]. The
method separates the two populations of voxels based on their filtered intensity; it is a
conservative method since it gets rid of almost all background local maxima but also
some of the true local maxima i.e. it gets rid of almost all false positives but generates
some false negatives. Figure 3.5 shows an example image and its local maxima divided
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into two sets based on unimodal thresholding.
filtered
image
b)
deconvolved
image
a)
Figure 3.4: Image filtering with a Gaussian kernel. a) Deconvolved image frame
(from Figure 2.2b). b) Image after filtering with a Gaussian kernel (see Section 3.3).
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Figure 3.5: Local voxel maxima. a) Filtered image frame (see Section 3.3). Local
voxel maxima above/below intensity cut-off marked with green/silver spheres respec-
tively. b) Histogram of local maxima intensity with intensity cut-off marked (red line).
Cut-off determined by unimodal thresholding (Section 3.3).
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3.4 Super-Resolution Spot Localisation by Gaus-
sian Mixture-Model-Fitting
This section describes how to locate spots in fluorescent images by Gaussian mixture-
model-fitting, a highly accurate method of sub-pixel resolution spot localisation. Many
of the methods detailed in this section are based on ideas described in [101], which used
3D Gaussian mixture-models to locate kinetochores and spindle poles in movies of yeast
cells during mitosis. Specifically the method consists of using a mixture of Gaussian ker-
nels to model the intensity distribution in an image of overlapping diffraction-limited
fluorescent objects. This study [101] also introduced the method described in Sec-
tion 3.4.3.2 where additional kernels are added iteratively depending on the significance
of the (relative) fits. Computational methods were based on parts of the ‘U-track’
package, computer code published at lccb.hms.harvard.edu/software.html. This soft-
ware was originally written to perform Gaussian mixture-model-fitting on 2D images,
which was re-written here to work on 3D images. Partitioned Least Squares Fitting,
Section 3.4.1.2, was based on work originally by Jonas Dorn and Jacques Boisvert of
the Universite´ de Montre´al; again, originally designed to work in 2D and re-written in
this study to work in 3D.
Fluorescently labelled structures smaller than the imaging sampling volume (voxel size)
appear as diffraction limited intensity distributions. As mentioned in Section 3.3 this
distribution can be approximated by a Gaussian distribution. This model of the inten-
sity distribution around a spot allows spot positions (and uncertainties) to be inferred
directly by least squares fitting. Figure 3.6 shows 2D image planes (single Z-sections)
taken from three example frames from a live-cell movie of labelled kinetochores. Over-
laid on the images are: the local maxima voxels i.e. the initial location estimates, the
sub-pixel location inferred by Gaussian fitting and for comparison the sub-pixel loca-
tion inferred by centroid fitting. Centroid fitting estimates the sub-pixel location by
calculating the intensity centre of mass of a target volume (5× 5× 5) of the image
centred on the object’s initial location estimate. Centroid fitting is a comparatively
quick method (compared to Gaussian mixture-model-fitting) for estimating an object’s
sub-voxel location. Centroid fitting was the method used in [96]. Visual inspection
shows that the Gaussian fit appears to be more accurate than the centroid fit.
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local maxima
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Gaussian centre
position
Figure 3.6: Gaussian model and centroid spot fitting examples. a), b) and c) show
example centroid (red) and Gaussian (green) spot fitting results overlaid on a single
2D image plane. Initial position estimate i.e. local maxima marked in blue.
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3.4.1 Least Squares Gaussian Fitting
Gaussian models of intensity distributions are fitted to image data using a large-scale
least-squares optimisation strategy. Here the technical details of this optimisation are
laid out. The aim is to minimise the sum of squares of the parameters of the length m
vector F (m voxel intensities)
min
v
‖F (v) ‖22 (3.3)
where v is a vector of parameters of length 4n+ 1 comprising model spot positions and
amplitudes plus a global background value as follows,
v =

x1
y1
z1
A1
x2
...
xn
yn
zn
An
b

(3.4)
where
n→ number of spots
xi → x coordinate of spot i
yi → y coordinate of spot i
zi → z coordinate of spot i
Ai → amplitude of spot i
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b→ background amplitude
F (v) is the difference between the Gaussian mixture-model for the image and the real
image
F (v) = M (v)− I (3.5)
M (v)→ Gaussian mixture-model representation of the image intensity
based on the parameters of v
I → real image voxel intensities
where both M (v) and I are length m vectors
M (v) =

pζ1
pζ2
...
pζm

(3.6)
I =

p1
p2
...
pm

(3.7)
where pζj is the intensity of voxel j from the model and pj is the intensity of voxel j
from the real image.
3.4.1.1 Full Least Squares Fitting
The problem of finding the v that minimises ‖F (v) ‖22 can be implemented as a full
non-linear least-squares optimisation. In calculating M (v), the intensity in each voxel
(pζ) is calculated as the contribution from each spot through the PSF i.e. the integral
of the Gaussian distribution over the voxel space from each spot.
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pζj =
(
n∑
i=1
∫ xjmax
xjmin
∫ yjmax
yjmin
∫ zjmax
zjmin
g (χ, γ, ξ, xi, yi, zi, Ai) dχ dγ dξ
)
+ b (3.8)
where
g (χ, γ, ξ, xi, yi, zi, Ai) = Ai exp
(
−
(
(χ− xi)2
2σ2x
+
(γ − yi)2
2σ2x
+
(ξ − zi)2
2σ2z
))
(3.9)
xjmin → minimum x value in image coordinates of voxel j
xjmax → maximum x value in image coordinates of voxel j
yjmin → minimum y value in image coordinates of voxel j
yjmax → maximum y value in image coordinates of voxel j
zjmin → minimum z value in image coordinates of voxel j
zjmax → maximum z value in image coordinates of voxel j
σx → PSF standard deviation in XY
σz → PSF standard deviation in Z
The integral of a Gaussian distribution is calculated numerically using the error func-
tion, implemented here using the erfc function in MATLAB. So the intensity of voxel j at
position {Cjx, Cjy , Cjz} due to a spot at position {xi, yi, zi} (coordinates in image space)
with amplitude Ai is calculated by
pζji = AiΓ
(
Cjx, xi, σx
)
Γ
(
Cjy , yi, σx
)
Γ
(
Cjz , zi, σz
)
(3.10)
where
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Γ (C, x, σ) = σ
√
pi
2
(
erfc
(−1
2
− C + x√
2σ
)
− erfc
( 1
2
− C + x√
2σ
))
Also required for least-squares minimisation is the Jacobian of F (v), denoted J (v).
The Jacobian is the (4n+ 1)×m matrix of partial derivatives of the values of F with
respect to the parameters v. Note that because F (v) = M (v)− I, and I is a constant,
the Jacobian of F is the Jacobian of M
J (v) =

∂pζ1
∂x1
∂pζ1
∂y1
∂pζ1
∂z1
∂pζ1
∂A1
. . .
∂pζ1
∂An
∂pζ1
∂b
∂pζ2
∂x1
∂pζ2
∂y1
∂pζ2
∂z1
∂pζ2
∂A1
. . .
∂pζ2
∂An
∂pζ2
∂b
...
. . .
...
∂pζm
∂x1
∂pζm
∂y1
∂pζm
∂z1
∂pζm
∂A1
. . . ∂p
ζ
m
∂An
∂pζm
∂b

(3.11)
where
∂pζj
∂xi
= AiΛ
(
Cjx, xi, σx
)
Γ
(
Cjy , yi, σx
)
Γ
(
Cjz , zi, σz
)
∂pζj
∂yi
= AiΛ
(
Cjy , yi, σx
)
Γ
(
Cjx, xi, σx
)
Γ
(
Cjz , zi, σz
)
∂pζj
∂zi
= AiΛ
(
Cjz , zi, σz
)
Γ
(
Cjx, xi, σx
)
Γ
(
Cjy , yi, σx
)
∂pζj
∂Ai
= Γ
(
Cjx, xi, σx
)
Γ
(
Cjy , yi, σx
)
Γ
(
Cjz , zi, σz
)
∂pζj
∂b
= 1
(3.12)
where
Λ (C, x, σ) = exp
(
−
((
C − x− 1
2
)2
2σ2
))
− exp
(
−
((
C − x+ 1
2
)2
2σ2
))
3.4.1.2 Partitioned Least Squares Fitting
Minimising ||F (v) ‖22 can be partitioned between two optimisation procedures. Equa-
tion (3.9) can be re-written as
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g (χ, γ, ξ, xi, yi, zi, Ai) = AiG (χ, γ, ξ, xi, yi, zi) (3.13)
where
G (χ, γ, ξ, xi, yi, zi) = exp
(
−
(
(χ− xi)2
2σ2x
+
(γ − yi)2
2σ2x
+
(ξ − zi)2
2σ2z
))
(3.14)
separating the contributions of amplitude (Ai) and position (xi, yi and zi). Applying
this idea to the construction of the image model, (3.6) and (3.8) can be combined and
written in a matrix form
M (v) = N (v)× a (v) (3.15)
where
N (v) =

q (1, 1, v) . . . q (n, 1, v) 1
. . .
...
q (1,m, v) . . . q (n,m, v) 1
 (3.16)
with
q (i, j, v) =
∫ xjmax
xjmin
∫ yjmax
yjmin
∫ zjmax
zjmin
G (χ, γ, ξ, xi, yi, zi) dχ dγ dξ
and
a (v) =

A1
...
An
b

(3.17)
Combining (3.5) and (3.15)
F = Na− I (3.18)
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For a given set of spot positions, i.e. the matrix N , minimising ‖F‖22 constitutes min-
imising ‖Na−I‖22 over a. This is an ordinary least-squares (OLS) optimisation problem.
This effectively removes the need to have the spot amplitudes and background as input
to F , the calculation of optimal amplitudes now being an intermediary step. Instead
finding
min
vτ
‖F (vτ ) ‖22 (3.19)
where vτ is a 3n length vector of model spot positions.
vτ =

x1
y1
z1
...
xn
yn
zn

(3.20)
the amplitudes a′ are found using the ‘left matrix divide’ or \ operator in MATLAB
i.e. a′ = N\I, which performs an OLS optimisation for an under- or over-determined
system of equations. F is then calculated from (3.18), F = Na′ − I.
The Jacobian of F (vτ ), Jτ (vτ ) is calculated in the same manner as (3.11) using
(3.12).
Jτ (vτ ) =

∂pζ1
∂x1
∂pζ1
∂y1
∂pζ1
∂z1
. . .
∂pζ1
∂zn
. . .
∂pζm
∂x1
∂pζm
∂y1
∂pζm
∂z1
. . . ∂p
ζ
m
∂zn
 (3.21)
note this is a reduced Jacobian of the system, matching the reduced input vector vτ .
Nevertheless a full Jacobian can be calculated using (3.12) since spot and background
amplitudes are available from a′. The full Jacobian is used to calculate the parameter
covariance matrix (see Section 3.4.1.5).
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3.4.1.3 Sparse Jacobian Structuring
To increase the computational speed of least-squares fitting an additional processing
step was introduced. In practice not all the terms of J need to be used during the
minimisation. Only the local gradients around each spot are needed. For any given
spot only the voxels both within a 4× σx in XY and a 4× σz in Z range were chosen
to have their gradients retained for the minimisation routines. By exploiting this high
level of sparsity in J the computational time needed for minimisation was significantly
reduced. That is, for example given 2 spots c1 and c2 the voxels of the image both
within a 4×σx in XY and a 4×σz in Z of each spot were determined e.g. voxels j = m11
to m21 for spot 1 and voxels j = m
1
2 to m
2
2 for spot 2. Then in calculating J only the
relevant terms are kept.
For the full model (Section 3.4.1.1) the sparsity pattern has the form
...
0
∂pζ
m11
∂x1
∂pζ
m11
∂y1
∂pζ
m11
∂z1
∂pζ
m11
∂A1
0 · · ·
...
...
...
...
∂pζ
m12
∂x2
∂pζ
m12
∂y2
∂pζ
m12
∂z2
∂pζ
m12
∂A2
0 · · ·
∂pζ
m21
∂x1
∂pζ
m21
∂y1
∂pζ
m21
∂z1
∂pζ
m21
∂A1
...
...
...
...
· · · 0
∂pζ
m22
∂x2
∂pζ
m22
∂y2
∂pζ
m22
∂z2
∂pζ
m22
∂A2
0 · · ·
0
...
Note that the last column of J has
∂pζj
∂b
= 1.
For the partial model (Section 3.4.1.2) the sparsity pattern has the form
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...
0
∂pζ
m11
∂x1
∂pζ
m11
∂y1
∂pζ
m11
∂z1
0 · · ·
...
...
...
∂pζ
m12
∂x2
∂pζ
m12
∂y2
∂pζ
m12
∂z2
0 · · ·
∂pζ
m21
∂x1
∂pζ
m21
∂y1
∂pζ
m21
∂z1
...
...
...
· · · 0
∂pζ
m22
∂x2
∂pζ
m22
∂y2
∂pζ
m22
∂z2
0 · · ·
0
...
Figure 3.7 compares the fitting times for the frames of a movie using both full and
partitioned least-squares with and without a sparse Jacobian structure. Figure 3.7a
shows that by using partitioned least squares over full least-squares the fitting times
are reduced by approximately 73%. Figure 3.7b shows that by using a sparse Jacobian
structure when using full least-squares fitting the fitting times are reduced by approx-
imately 74%. Figure 3.7c shows that by using a sparse Jacobian structure when using
partitioned least-squares fitting the fitting times are reduced by approximately 65%.
Finally Figure 3.7d shows that by using a partitioned least-squares fitting with a sparse
Jacobian structure over full least-squares without a sparse Jacobian structure the fitting
times are reduced by approximately 91%.
3.4.1.4 Non-Linear Least Squares Minimisation
Minimisation is performed using the lsqnonlin function in MATLAB using a trust-
region reflective algorithm [149, 150] with a tolerance of 10−6 set for changes in the
input parameters and for changes in ‖F‖22. Briefly, the algorithm constructs a quadratic
approximation to the objective function within a small region of parameter space (the
trust-region). A Newton-Raphson method is then used to compute a minimisation step
to the approximated function. If a minimisation step crosses pre-set constraints in the
values of the parameters it is reflected back along the appropriate direction(s), i.e. if
a computed minimisation step s = (s1 . . . sn) causes parameter i to cross a constraint
then si = −si. The parameters of v (for the full model, Section 3.4.1.1) or vτ (for
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the partial model, Section 3.4.1.2) were constrained between realistic upper and lower
bounds (using the box constraint option of lsqnonlin), positions ((x, y, z) parameters
of v or vτ ) were constrained between ±2× σx in XY and ±2× σz in Z relative to the
initial location estimates. For the full model, amplitudes and the background were
constrained between 0 and 1. These amplitude constraints were implemented by first
normalising the entire image by the maximum possible voxel intensity for the image
bit-depth (dividing all intensities by B where B = 2bit-depth − 1).
v lower bound =

xlm1 − 2σxy
ylm1 − 2σxy
zlm1 − 2σz
0
...
xlmn − 2σxy
ylmn − 2σxy
zlmn − 2σz
0
0

v upper bound =

xlm1 + 2σxy
ylm1 + 2σxy
zlm1 + 2σz
1
...
xlmn + 2σxy
ylmn + 2σxy
zlmn + 2σz
1
1

vτlower bound =

xlm1 − 2σxy
ylm1 − 2σxy
zlm1 − 2σz
...
xlmn − 2σxy
ylmn − 2σxy
zlmn − 2σz

vτupper bound =

xlm1 + 2σxy
ylm1 + 2σxy
zlm1 + 2σz
...
xlmn + 2σxy
ylmn + 2σxy
zlmn + 2σz

where
{
xlmi , y
lm
i , z
lm
i
}
is the initial local maxima location estimate for spot i.
Figure 3.8 gives a breakdown of the fitting times detailed in Figure 3.7 into the time
taken by each algorithm to calculate its respective objective function (F from (3.5))
and Jacobian (J from (3.11) or (3.21)) (including the time taken to calculate Jacobian
sparsity patterns) and the time taken by the lsqnonlin algorithm to calculate each
subsequent minimisation step. Figure 3.8a shows the number of iterations taken by
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lsqnonlin when using each algorithm to converge to an answer (within defined bounds).
The use of partitioned least-squares and a sparse Jacobian structure both have the ef-
fect of reducing the number of iterations taken to converge. Figure 3.8b shows the
time taken by lsqnonlin to calculate each subsequent minimisation step i.e. the time
to calculate each new input vector (v from (3.4) or vτ from (3.20)) when using each
algorithm. Again, using partitioned least-squares and a sparse Jacobian both have the
(compounded) effect of reducing the time taken to calculate each subsequent minimisa-
tion step. Figure 3.8c shows the time taken by each algorithm to calculate its objective
function and Jacobian. Using sparse Jacobians increases the time taken since the spar-
sity patterns also need to be calculated. Using partitioned least-squares also increases
the time taken since the intensity values need to be calculated by OLS each iteration.
Figure 3.8d shows the sparsity fraction of each algorithm using sparse Jacobians i.e.
the fraction of the Jacobian that is non-zero. For both algorithms the sparsity fraction
is less than 2% with the value decreasing to less than 0.5% for the case of partitioned
least-squares.
3.4.1.5 Parameter Uncertainties
Uncertainties of the parameters of v can also be inferred [151]. Upon minimisation
the minimised parameter vector v∗ is obtained and the values of ‖F (v∗) ‖22 and the
Jacobian J∗ at that point can be determined. The covariance matrix for the parameters
of v∗ is then given by
c =
‖F (v∗) ‖22
dof
× (J∗T × J∗)−1 (3.22)
where
dof = m− (4n+ 1)
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Figure 3.7: Initial fitting algorithm execution times. A 150 frame movie was
initially fitted for spots as described in Section 3.4.3.1. Four algorithms were
used, full and partitioned least-squares with and without sparse Jacobians (sec-
tions 3.4.1.1, 3.4.1.2 and 3.4.1.3 respectively). The execution times for the largest
cluster (Section 3.4.3.1) in each frame were compared. Linear models were fitted to the
data-sets (of the form d1−xd2 where d1 and d2 are the data sets) using LMS to discard
outliers (shown in red) and OLS to fit the model to the inliers (shown in green). Values
for the linear gradients plus their estimated standard deviations are shown in the fig-
ure legends. Green dashed lines represent the 95% confidence interval for the gradient
value. Black dashed lines represent the unit gradient i.e. the path of equal execu-
tion times. a) compares the full least-squares model with the partitioned least-squares
model (both without sparse Jacobians). b) compares the full least-squares model with
and without sparse Jacobians. c) compares the partitioned least-squares model with
and without sparse Jacobians. d) compares the full least-squares model without a
sparse Jacobian to the partitioned least-squares model with a sparse Jacobian.
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Figure 3.8: Initial fitting algorithm iteration times. The algorithm fitting times
described in Figure 3.7 broken down into different steps. a) Histograms of the number
of iterations each algorithm took to converge. b) Histograms of the time taken by each
algorithm to calculate each subsequent minimisation step. c) Histograms of the time
taken by each algorithm to calculate its objective function and Jacobian (including
the time taken to calculate Jacobian sparsity patterns). d) Histograms of the sparsity
fractions (fraction of non-zero elements) of each Jacobian. Distribution medians shown
in figure legends.
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3.4.2 Estimating the Point Spread Function of Diffraction Lim-
ited Objects
To try and obtain a better estimate of the PSF caused by a sub-resolution object, which
may differ from the theoretical value for a number of reasons (object size and rotation,
microscope light path complications, non-linear photon response, deconvolution effects
etc.) single Gaussian distributions were fitted to isolated local maxima in the image
(> d10σxe in XY or > d10σze in Z) away from any other local maxima using a similar
method described in Section 3.4.1.1 except the Gaussian standard deviations are also
made part of the parameter vector, along with the spot positions and amplitudes.
Therefore the minimum
min
v′
‖F (v′) ‖22
was found where
v′ =

x
y
z
A
b
σx
σz

Each Gaussian was fitted to a cropped sub-image centred on the local maxima voxel in
question. The sub-image extended for d5σxe voxels in each direction in XY and d5σze
voxels in each direction in Z (isolated local maxima also had to be > d5σxe from the
edges of the image in XY and > d5σze from the edges of the image in Z). The initial
amplitude was taken as the maximum voxel intensity of the 27 central voxels of the
cropped image and the initial background was taken as the median intensity of all the
edge-voxels of the cropped image. Note that for a single Gaussian kernel the fitting of
σx and σy is achievable i.e. the fitting algorithm converges on a solution, but fitting
becomes unstable when jointly fitting more than one kernel [101]. That is why for the
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methods detailed in Section 3.4.1 σx and σy are kept constant.
The average of the σx and σz from all fits are calculated using LMS fitting of the
mean (Section 3.2) to discard outliers. This then forms the PSF for the next iteration
of isolated spot detection and fitting until both σx and σz change by less than 5%.
Iterative fitting is abandoned and the theoretical PSF is used if there are not enough
isolated spots in the movie or if there are too many outliers detected from the LMS
fitting. In practice PSF fitting almost always converges to a solution. Figure 3.9
shows an example of a single fit of an isolated spot and the results of a successful PSF
estimation to a single movie.
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Figure 3.9: Illustration of PSF estimation. a), b) Example of an isolated local
maxima shown as a plane in ZX and XY respectively. Local maxima voxel marked with
a green circle, minimum isolation distance marked with a yellow circle. c) Cropped
3D image around the voxel in question (voxel dimensions represent real physical voxel
dimensions). d) Model image of a Single Gaussian fit to the cropped image. Gaussian
standard deviations (σX , σZ) marked with yellow arrows. e) Results from first iteration
of fitting (initial i.e. theoretical σX , σZ = 0.8547, 0.8008 respectively). Data from 225
image fits resulting in 165 and 209 inliers for σX and σZ respectively. f) Results from
second iteration of fitting. Data from 222 image fits resulting in 160 and 207 inliers
for σX and σZ respectively. Both σX and σZ change by less than 5% resulting in an
end to iterative fitting. Note that σX and σZ given in image space units throughout.
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3.4.3 Fitting Algorithm
Here the procedure for fitting kinetochore and spindle pole positions within an image
is described. Figure 3.10 shows an overview of the algorithm.
Y
local maxima
cluster spots
iterate over
clusters
partitioned
least-squares
do clusters
merge?
significantly
better new fit?
full
least-squares
iterate over
clusters
add one extra
spot
N
Y
N
merge all
clusters
remove
insignificant spots
partitioned
least-squares
initial fit
iterative n+1 fitting
spot significance test
Figure 3.10: Overview of the Gaussian mixture-model-fitting algorithm.
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3.4.3.1 Initial Fitting
Maxima locations within each image are clustered based on their separations. Local
maxima are grouped with others that are both within d9σxe in XY and d9σze in Z
of each other. Then the clusters are processed separately while the spots within each
cluster are jointly fitted. Only image voxels within the relevant cluster are used during
the fitting, a voxel is considered part of the cluster if it is both within d4σxe in XY and
d4σze in Z of any cluster spot (note that this means a voxel can only belong to one
and only one cluster). Each cluster is then fitted using partitioned least squares fitting
as described in Section 3.4.1.2, with the positions of the local maxima used as the
initial starting point. The advantage of using partitioned least-squares fitting over full
least-squares fitting is that the function being minimised takes less input arguments
(3n as opposed to 4n+ 1) so in general fitting takes less time to converge to a solution
(see Figure 3.8). Also spot amplitudes and the background amplitude do not have to
be estimated before fitting. Figure 3.11 shows an example of image clustering on a
single frame, indicating the image voxels assigned to each cluster.
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a)
local
maxima
b)
clusters
Figure 3.11: Feature clustering example. a) Example frame with local maxima
marked with green spots. b) Clustering local maxima as described in Section 3.4.3.1
results in four clusters shown in green, red, blue and yellow.
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3.4.3.2 Iterative n+ 1 Kernel Fitting
Due to the conservative method of finding local maxima and the occasional close prox-
imity of spots some features in each cluster could easily have been missed in the first
round of fitting. So, to test for ‘missing information’ for each cluster one more spot is
added at the voxel corresponding to the minimum of F (Equation (3.5)) i.e. the point
where the real image had its intensity highest over the model image. The new spot’s
spatial parameter upper and lower bounds are set to the maximum and minimum spa-
tial range of the whole cluster respectively and the fitting is re-done. This gives two
fitting attempts,
Foriginal, doforiginal and Fnew, dofnew
To test whether the new fit is significantly better the residual variance of the new
fit is tested against the residual variance of the original fit. If a new spot has been
found then the residual variance will be significantly lower in the new fit. The residual
variances of the fits are
R =
‖F‖22
dof
because R is generated by a sum of squares it is chi-squared distributed. If the new fit
did not find a new spot Rnew should not be significantly different from Roriginal and the
ratio of the two T = Rnew
Roriginal
should be F distributed with doforiginal and dofnew degrees
of freedom. Otherwise if the new fit did find a spot then T will have an extreme value,
the test is then a one-sided F-test
p = fcdf (T, doforiginal, dofnew)
where fcdf (T, d1, d2) is the F cumulative distribution function of T with d1 and d2
degrees of freedom and p is the p-value of the test.
If p is below a significance threshold (chosen to be 5%) then the test is said to have
failed i.e. Rnew is significantly lower than Roriginal and the new fit is accepted. The new
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fit then becomes the original fit and the process is repeated until a new fit is found
not to be significantly better, whereupon the new fit is rejected and the original fit is
kept.
Before fitting a new spot the cluster is checked to make sure it contains enough voxels
for the fitting since there may be voxels within d4σe of the new spot that were not
part of the original cluster for example if the new spot is near an edge of the cluster.
If the cluster has to be resized then the previous fit is recalculated on the newly sized
cluster for a fair comparison with the new fit. If a cluster is resized and the new fit
is accepted then it is checked whether or not it has now merged with any existing
clusters. If clusters do merge together then iterative fitting is performed for the new
larger cluster.
For partitioned least squares fitting each evaluation of F requires an OLS optimisation
to calculate spot and background amplitudes (see Section 3.4.1.2), something which
is not required when performing full least squares fitting. During iterative n + 1 fit-
ting most spots will be at or very close to their final positions and amplitudes i.e.
‖F‖22 should be close to its minimum (within tolerance). Because of this it becomes
advantageous to use full least squares fitting when testing potential new spots; the
cost of longer convergence times is minimal when fewer evaluations are needed and
in fact is outweighed by the time saved in not calculating all spot and background
amplitudes during each evaluation. Figure 3.12 shows an example of the N + 1 fitting
procedure.
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model imagereal image
residual image
residual image
real
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point of 
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Figure 3.12: N+1 spot fit example. The real image is first fit with the 3 spots
marked with green crosses. From the residual image i.e. the difference between the
real image and the 3-spot model image the voxel with the highest residual is chosen as
the estimated location of a 4th spot (marked with a red circle). The fit of the 4th spot
is marked with a red cross.
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3.4.3.3 Finial Fitting plus Test of Spot Significance
After iterative n + 1 fitting is complete for all clusters, all spots within the image are
jointly re-fitted and each spot is tested for significance. Specifically each spot is tested
for a significant amplitude (relative to its variance) and each pair of spots is tested
for significant separation (relative to their joint variance). This is important because
a spot cannot be said to be detectable if it does not have a significant amplitude and
it cannot be said to be separable from another spot if it does not have a significant
displacement from that spot.
The covariance matrix c of all the spot parameters is calculated after the joint fit
by (3.22). The testing procedure is as follows:
First the amplitudes are tested. The test statistic for each spot is
T ampi =
ai√
caiai +R
where ai is the amplitude of spot i, caiai is the variance of the amplitude of spot i
(from the main diagonal of the covariance matrix) and R is the residual variance of
the least-squares fit (the variance of the overall fit contributes to the variance in the
amplitude i.e. the amplitude of a spot should be significant compared to the variance
of the overall fit as well). T ampi is assumed to be Student’s t-distributed with the same
degrees of freedom as the least-squares fit. The test is then
pampi = 1− tcdf (T ampi , dof)
where tcdf (T ampi , d) is the Student’s t cumulative distribution function of T
amp
i with
d degrees of freedom and pampi is the p-value of the test. After all spots are tested if
any spot has a p-value above a threshold (chosen to be 5%) the spot with the largest
p-value is removed and the fitting is re-done. This is then repeated until no spot has
a p-value above the threshold.
Secondly the spot separations are tested. The test statistic for each pair of spots
is
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T disij =
dij
stddisij
where dij is the distance between spots i and j
dij =
√
(xi − xj)2 + (yi − yj)2 + (zi − zj)2
and stddisij is the estimated standard deviation of the distance between spots i and
j. stddisij is calculated using the standard linear Gaussian propagation of errors, that
is given a value w created by an operation on x, w = Hx the covariance of w is
Q = HCHT where C is the covariance of x. In this case
x =

xi
yi
zi
xj
yj
zj

,
H =
(
xi − xj yi − yj zi − zj xj − xi yj − yi zj − zi
)
1
dij
and
C =

cxixi cxiyi cxizi cxixj cxiyj cxizj
cyixi cyiyi cyizi cyixj cyiyj cyizj
czixi cziyi czizi czixj cziyj czizj
cxjxi cxjyi cxjzi cxjxj cxjyj cxjzj
cyjxi cyjyi cyjzi cyjxj cyjyj cyjzj
czjxi czjyi czjzi czjxj czjyj czjzj

where
cxixj is the covariance between xi and xj etc. So
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stddisij =
√
HCHT
T disij is assumed to be Student’s t-distributed with the same degrees of freedom as the
least-squares fit. The test is then
pdisi = 1− tcdf
(
T disi , dof
)
After all pairs of spots are tested if any have a p-value above a threshold (chosen to be
5%) then of the pair that had the largest p-value the spot with the lowest amplitude is
removed and the fitting is re-done. This is then repeated until no pairs of spots have
a p-value above the threshold.
3.4.4 Gaussian Spot Fitting Accuracy
Uncertainties in spot positions from Gaussian fitting are determined directly from the
covariance of the model fit (see Section 3.4.1.5); the uncertainty in the spot parameters
is defined as the square-root of the parameter variances, so for parameter i
ηi =
√
cii
where c is the covariance matrix of the fit.
Figure 3.13 shows the uncertainties of spot positions across a range of cells. Position
uncertainties in X and Y are grouped together as they are equivalent and have a median
value of 5nm with a tail stretching out to approximately 40nm. Uncertainties in Z have
a much broader distribution due to the greater voxel dimension in Z compared to X
and Y (500nm versus 139nm); the distribution has a median value of 16.3nm with a
tail stretching out to approximately 140nm.
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Figure 3.13: Uncertainties in Gaussian fitted spot positions. Histograms of the
uncertainly in position of Gaussian fitting spots in XY (blue) and Z (red) determined
as described in Section 3.4.4. Distribution medians shown in figure legend. Data
acquired from 2,689,550 spot fits to 21,144 image frames from 145 movies of untreated
cells.
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3.5 Frame Alignment by Metaphase Plate Fitting
To measure kinetochore dynamics along their principle direction of motion i.e. towards
and away from the metaphase plate the position and rotation of the plate was estimated
in each movie frame. Fitting a metaphase plate in each movie frame also allowed the
main problems associated with rotations to be mostly removed, which aided with frame
to frame particle assignments during tracking. Plane fitting was carried out using the
method used in [96] with an extra step in the initial estimation of the aligned feature
set i.e. feature clustering.
3.5.1 Estimation of Aligned Feature Set
First the kinetochores that had been identified in a frame were divided into two pop-
ulations: those that were aligned to the metaphase plate and those that weren’t. To
estimate the population of aligned kinetochores, firstly the located spots in each frame
were clustered together with spots that were within 3µm of each other. Kinetochores
aligned to the plate were expected to form one cluster with other clusters formed by
distant outlying kinetochores and/or spindle-poles. Starting with the largest popula-
tion cluster (since the majority of kinetochores were expected to be aligned) a plate
fit was attempted on each set. If a plate could not be fit to a cluster the next largest
was tested until either a plate was fitted or no plate was assigned to the frame. The
population of aligned kinetochores was then refined to remove additional unaligned
kinetochores by analysing the distribution of the mean distance between a kinetochore
and its five nearest neighbours dnn5 within the cluster. The majority of kinetochores
were expected to be aligned and have a small nearest neighbour distance to at least 5
other aligned kinetochores. Therefore any outliers in the distribution of dnn5 would in-
dicate spots that weren’t aligned. Outliers were filtered using LMS fitting of the mean
(Section 3.2). Figure 3.14 gives an example of an initial aligned feature estimation
for a single frame. Figure 3.14a and b show the feature positions within a frame and
their clustering based on connectivity with other features less than 3µm away. Of the
resulting three clusters the first cluster (shown in green) is tested first for a metaphase
plate (which is successful). Figure 3.14c and d show the removal of potentially un-
aligned features based on the mean distance between each feature and its five nearest
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neighbours. LMS fitting was used to remove outliers, shown in red.
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Figure 3.14: Metaphase plate fit: feature clustering. a) Rendered 3D image of a
single frame with spot positions overlaid with silver spheres. b) Clustering of features
based on connectivity. Features were connected with other features less than 3µm away
(connections shown in figure), with the resulting sub-graphs forming clusters. Clusters
were tested for a metaphase plate in descending order of feature number (i.e. starting
with cluster 1 shown in green). c) Histogram of mean distance to the five nearest
neighbours for all features in cluster 1; outliers (red) were removed by LMS fitting
of the distribution mean. d) Inlier (green) and outlier (red) feature positions (based
on LMS fitting of the distribution mean). Only the inliers were used for initial plate
fitting.
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3.5.2 Metaphase Plate Fitting by Eigenvalue Decomposition
The centre of the metaphase plate in each frame was taken as the centre of mass of
the inlying kinetochores. The orientation of the plate was calculated by the eigenvalue
decomposition of the covariance matrix of aligned kinetochore positions. The resultant
eigenvectors described the orthogonal directions of scatter of the aligned kinetochores
and the corresponding eigenvalues parameterised the degree of scatter in that direction.
Kinetochores aligned at the metaphase plate would be expected to show weak scatter
in one direction (normal to the plate) compared to the other two. Therefore a plate was
fitted to a cluster if the ratio between the smallest eigenvalue and the mean of the other
two was smaller than a given threshold, chosen to be 1/3. To determine a consistent
normal direction to the fitted plate the eigenvectors were mapped between frames by
minimising the global rotation of the vectors. The normal direction to the plate was
then chosen as the eigenvector that had the lowest cost c =
∑
frames (r/g) where r was
the modulus of the vector’s rotation angle between the current and previous frame
and g was the geometric mean difference between the vector’s corresponding eigen-
value and the other two eigenvalues in the current frame. The cost function for the
normal direction was structured this way since the eigenvector representing the normal
direction of the metaphase plate was expected to show a larger difference in eigenvalues
compared to the other two vectors and was expected to undergo smaller rotations com-
pared to the other two vectors. Figure 3.15 gives an example of eigenvector assignment
between frames and selecting the normal direction based on the eigenvector cost.
In frames where a plate was fitted the normal direction to the plate was the eigenvector
selected via the cost function described above. One of the in-plane vectors describing
the plate was set parallel to the XY plane in raw coordinates and the other was set
perpendicular to the first and the normal i.e. if the normal direction is described by
the normalised vector n where
n =

xn
yn
zn

then the plane vector p1 parallel to the XY plane is
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p1 =

xp1
yp1
zp1
 =

−yn
xn
0
 1√x2n + y2n
and the other plane vector p2 is
p2 =

xp2
yp2
zp2
 =

xn
yn
zn
×

xp1
yp1
zp1
 =

−znxn
−znyn
x2n + y
2
n
 1√x2n + y2n
Together these vectors form the matrix S that defines the plane coordinate system
S =
[
n p1 p2
]
=

xn xp1 xp2
yn yp1 yp2
zn zp1 zp2
 (3.23)
The inverse of S forms the rotation matrix that transforms raw coordinates to rotated
coordinates

xr
yr
zr
 = S−1 ×

x− cx
y − cy
z − cz
 (3.24)
where cx, cy and cz are the centre of mass components in X, Y and Z respectively.
Spot coordinates were rotated relative to this plate. Spots were then redefined as
either aligned or unaligned based on their distance from the plate. Unaligned spots
were those whose distance from the plate was an outlier (again found by LMS fitting
of the mean with k = 2.5). The aligned or unaligned grouping was used in frame
to frame tracking of features, allowing different tracking parameters to be used for
aligned features compared to unaligned ones, which were expected to display different
dynamics. For the vast majority of movies of kinetochores during metaphase a plate
was fitted to every frame before anaphase, however in cases where a plate was not fit
the coordinate system was taken from the previous frame, or from the next frame for
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any time-points before the first plate-fit. For these frames all spots were considered
to be aligned for the purposes of assigning tracking parameters. Figure 3.16 gives an
example of a final plate fit to a frame and the re-classification of aligned and unaligned
features based on the normal distance to the plate.
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Figure 3.15: Metaphase plate fit: calculating and assigning eigenvectors. a) In-
lier spot positions (from Figure 3.14d) marked with green spheres along with eigen-
vectors of the spots’ covariance matrix indicated by orange arrows (origin taken as
the centre of mass of the inlier spots). Relative vector magnitudes proportional to
their relative eigenvalue sizes. b) Eigenvectors from three subsequent frames. Vectors
paired with corresponding vectors in subsequent frames by minimising global rota-
tion of all three vectors between frames. The three vector groups are distinguished
with different colours (green, yellow and red). c) Histograms of the geometric mean
difference between the eigenvalues of each eigenvector group. d) Histograms of the
frame to frame rotation of each eigenvector group. e) Score of each eigenvector
group (
∑
frames (r/g) where r is the frame to frame rotation and g is the geometric
mean difference in eigenvalues). Vector 1 (green) has the lowest score therefore is
assigned as the normal direction to the metaphase plate in each frame.
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Figure 3.16: Metaphase plate fit: final plate fit. a) Metaphase plate vectors for a
single frame. Normal direction n (green) calculated by eigenvector fit (Figure 3.15). In-
plane vector p1 (red) perpendicular to n and parallel to the microscope (raw coordinate)
XY plane. In-plane vector p2 (blue) perpendicular to both n and p1. b) The metaphase
plate fit (yellow) along with all spots in the frame. Final spot classification based on
normal distance to the plate. Aligned features marked in green and unaligned features
marked in red. c) Histogram of spot distances from the metaphase plate. LMS mean
fitting (with k = 2.5) used to identify outliers i.e. unaligned features.
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3.5.3 Initial Estimation of Anaphase Frames
Automatic estimation of movie frames where a cell has entered anaphase is an impor-
tant step since kinetochore dynamics and their spatial distribution change abruptly
at the onset of anaphase, which could potentially affect downstream steps such as
correctly identifying sister kinetochore pairs. Also there is a need for time-points of
kinetochores in anaphase to be separated or filtered out from the final data output
since ultimately interest is in oscillation dynamics that cease at anaphase onset. The
initial detection of any anaphase frames was carried out using the method in [96]. The
movie was searched for a set of frames lasting from time t until the end of the movie
where the standard deviation of spot distances from the metaphase plate in each frame
St was larger than the value over the five previous frames, St > St−i i = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}
. If this set existed then all member frames were labelled as anaphase.
3.6 Initial Frame to Frame Feature Tracking
Frame to frame tracking of features was carried out using the multiple hypothesis track-
ing (MHT) algorithm as presented in [152] using a similar set-up as presented in [96]
with modification to some of the tracking parameters. Features were tracked in their
rotated (plate fitted) coordinate system. The algorithm first assigned features between
consecutive frames, allowing for birth and death of track segments, by formulating the
assignment as a linear assignment problem (LAP) solved using the algorithm presented
in [153]. Assignments were spatially optimal but temporally greedy since linking was
solved on a frame-by-frame basis. Allowing for birth and death of all track segments
made assignments robust to particle disappearances. Costs of linking features were
derived from Brownian models of the particles’ previous motion, see [152] and its asso-
ciated supplementary information. The maximum search radius for potential feature
links was based on the particles’ previous motion and the particles’ nearest neighbour
density with a user-set maximum cut-off, see [152] supplementary information. The
maximum search radius for unaligned features was set higher than for aligned features.
Finally track segments were linked together, again by formulating the assignment as
a LAP, in a globally (spatially and temporally) optimal manner. This allowed par-
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ticle tracking to account for temporary particle disappearances. Figure 3.17 shows a
diagram representing features assignments using MHT.
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Figure 3.17: Diagram of multiple hypothesis frame to frame tracking. Features at
each timepoint (black circles) are first linked frame-to-frame. Compound tracks (black
dashed lines) have their positions in the next frame predicted based on their previous
dynamics (blue lines and circles). Potential assignment of features (light red lines)
in each frame based on displacements between predicted and actual features (up to a
cutoff). Optimal assignments (red lines) result in the lowest sum of displacements in
each frame. Gaps in tracks are closed where possible. Assignments between incomplete
tracks (light green dashed lines) based on the distance between track ends and the
angle between track segments (up to appropriate cutoffs). Optimal assignments (green
dashed lines) results in the lowest sum of displacements.
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3.7 Frame Alignment by Minimisation of Frame to
Frame Displacements
Frame alignment by metaphase plate fitting can potentially suffer due to four reasons:
1) Since the entire metaphase plate is not captured in each movie frame there is the
possibility of some ambiguity when assigning the direction of least scatter by eigenvalue
decomposition. This could result in an artificial ‘wobble’ of the fitted plate, adding
noise to the rotated particle positions over time. 2) The rotation of the plate around
its normal direction cannot be determined by eigenvalue decomposition and is always
set parallel to the XY plane in raw coordinates. This means that global rotations of
features around the normal axis cannot be removed from feature tracking or trajec-
tory analysis. 3) Because of the possibility of temporary particle disappearances the
estimate of the centre of the coordinate system i.e. the centre of mass of the aligned
kinetochores could potentially suffer. This could also add noise to the rotated particle
positions over time. 4) Any frames that did not have a plate fitted did not have a
specifically estimated coordinate system, just a copy of the previous / next frame’s
coordinate system. In addition, conditions that did not have a metaphase plate had
no estimated coordinate system.
To further refine the global metaphase coordinate system for a movie, each frame had
its coordinate system rotated to minimise the sum of square displacements of features
between itself and its target frame. Note that the metaphase plate is then defined
as x = 0 in the aligned coordinate system. Of the frames with fitted plates the one
with the smallest ratio of normal-direction eigenvalue to the mean of its other two
eigenvalues was determined as the frame with the ‘best’ plate fit. Or, if no plates were
fit for the movie the first frame was chosen. This frame was the starting frame for
minimisation. Working away from the starting frame in time each frame was rotated
to match its corresponding target frame i.e. if the chosen starting frame was at time
t frames t + 1 and t − 1 were targeted to frame t, then frame t + 2 was targeted to
frame t + 1 and frame t − 2 was targeted to frame t − 1 etc. until all frames were
processed.
To rotate a frame’s coordinate system to match a target frame, tracked features between
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the two frames were selected. Features that were classified as unaligned in either frame
were discarded. The current rotated coordinates of the features were taken and the
displacements in X, Y and Z were calculated for each feature and pooled together. The
mean displacement was calculated using LMS fitting (Section 3.2) and any features that
were identified as outliers were discarded, this was to ensure that when displacement
minimisation was being carried out that unusually large displacements wouldn’t skew
the results.
The frame’s coordinate system was then linearly-shifted and rotated to minimise the
sum of squares of the vector D (r).
min
r
‖D (r) ‖22 (3.25)
D is a 3n length vector of combined n feature displacements between the frame and
its target frame.
D =

xτ1 − xt1
...
xτn − xtn
yτ1 − yt1
...
yτn − ytn
zτ1 − zt1
...
zτn − ztn

(3.26)
where {xτi , yτi , zτi } are the {X,Y,Z} coordinates of feature i after transformation and
{xti, yti , zti} are the {X,Y,Z} coordinates of feature i in the target frame.
The vector r in (3.25) is a set of position and rotation transforms to be applied to the
feature coordinates.
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r =

sx
sy
sz
φ
θ
ψ

(3.27)
sx, sy and sz are linear shifts to be applied to the feature coordinates in X, Y and
Z respectively. φ, θ and ψ are Euler angles for rotations to be applied to the feature
coordinates around the X, Y and Z axes respectively.
(
xτi y
τ
i z
τ
i
)
=
(
xi + sx yi + sy zi + sz
)
×R (3.28)
where
R =

cosψ − sinψ 0
sinψ cosψ 0
0 0 1
×

cos θ 0 sin θ
0 1 0
− sin θ 0 cos θ
×

1 0 0
0 cosφ − sinφ
0 sinφ cosφ
 =

cosψ cos θ cosψ sin θ sinφ− sinψ cosφ sinψ sinφ+ cosψ sin θ cosφ
sinψ cos θ cosψ cosφ+ sinψ sin θ sinφ sinψ sin θ cosφ− cosψ sinφ
− sin θ cos θ sinφ cos θ cosφ

(3.29)
The Jacobian ofD, JD is also calculated, as it is required for minimisation of ‖D‖22.
JD =

∂D1
∂sx
∂D1
∂sy
∂D1
∂sz
∂D1
∂φ
∂D1
∂θ
∂D1
∂ψ
...
...
...
...
...
...
∂D3n
∂sx
∂D3n
∂sy
∂D3n
∂sz
∂D3n
∂φ
∂D3n
∂θ
∂D3n
∂ψ
 (3.30)
The first column of JD are the partial derivatives of D with respect to the linear shift
in X, which is just the X component of the rotation matrix i.e. the first row of R.
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
∂D1
∂sx
...
∂Dn
∂sx
∂Dn+1
∂sx
...
∂D2n
∂sx
∂D2n+1
∂sx
...
∂D3n
∂sx

=

R1,1
...
R1,1
R1,2
...
R1,2
R1,3
...
R1,3

=

cosψ cos θ
...
cosψ cos θ
cosψ sin θ sinφ− sinψ cosφ
...
cosψ sin θ sinφ− sinψ cosφ
sinψ sinφ+ cosψ sin θ cosφ
...
sinψ sinφ+ cosψ sin θ cosφ

Similarly the second and third columns are the partial derivatives of D with respect
to the linear shift in Y and Z respectively, which are the Y and Z components of the
rotation matrix respectively i.e. the second and third rows of R.

∂D1
∂sy
...
∂Dn
∂sy
∂Dn+1
∂sy
...
∂D2n
∂sy
∂D2n+1
∂sy
...
∂D3n
∂sy

=

R2,1
...
R2,1
R2,2
...
R2,2
R2,3
...
R2,3

=

sinψ cos θ
...
sinψ cos θ
cosψ cosφ+ sinψ sin θ sinφ
...
cosψ cosφ+ sinψ sin θ sinφ
sinψ sin θ cosφ− cosψ sinφ
...
sinψ sin θ cosφ− cosψ sinφ

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
∂D1
∂sz
...
∂Dn
∂sz
∂Dn+1
∂sz
...
∂D2n
∂sz
∂D2n+1
∂sz
...
∂D3n
∂sz

=

R3,1
...
R3,1
R3,2
...
R3,2
R3,3
...
R3,3

=

− sin θ
...
− sin θ
cos θ sinφ
...
cos θ sinφ
cos θ cosφ
...
cos θ cosφ

The fourth, fifth and sixth columns of JD are the partial derivative of D with respect to
the rotation angles φ, θ and ψ respectively; these values are calculated by multiplying
the shifted coordinates by the derivative of the rotation matrix R with respect to the
angle in question.
∂D
∂φ
=
(
x+ sx y + sy z + sz
)
× ∂R
∂φ
where, from (3.29)
∂R
∂φ
= Rφ =

cosψ − sinψ 0
sinψ cosψ 0
0 0 1
×

cos θ 0 sin θ
0 1 0
− sin θ 0 cos θ
×

0 0 0
0 − sinφ − cosφ
0 cosφ − sinφ
 =

0 sinψ sinφ+ cosψ cos θ cosφ sinψ cosφ− cosψ sin θ sinφ
0 sinψ sin θ cosφ− cosψ sinφ − cosψ cosφ− sinψ sin θ sinφ
0 cos θ cosφ − cos θ sinφ

(3.31)
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∂R
∂θ
= Rθ =

cosψ − sinψ 0
sinψ cosψ 0
0 0 1
×

− sin θ 0 cos θ
0 0 0
− cos θ 0 − sin θ
×

1 0 0
0 cosφ − sinφ
0 sinφ cosφ
 =

− cosψ sin θ cosψ cos θ sinφ cosψ cos θ cosφ
− sinψ sin θ sinψ cos θ sinφ sinψ cos θ cosφ
− cos θ − sin θ sinφ − sin θ cosφ

(3.32)
∂R
∂ψ
= Rψ =

− sinψ − cosψ 0
cosψ − sinψ 0
0 0 0
×

cos θ 0 sin θ
0 1 0
− sin θ 0 cos θ
×

1 0 0
0 cosφ − sinφ
0 sinφ cosφ
 =

− sinψ cos θ − cosψ cosφ− sinψ sin θ sinφ cosψ sinφ− sinψ sin θ cosφ
cosψ cos θ cosψ sin θ sinφ− sinψ cosφ sinψ sinφ+ cosψ sin θ cosφ
0 0 0

(3.33)
A list of transformed coordinates multiplied by a rotation matrix is given by

x1 + sx y1 + sy z1 + sz
...
xn + sx yn + sy zn + sz
×

R1,1 R1,2 R1,3
R2,1 R2,2 R2,3
R3,1 R3,2 R3,3
 =

q (1, 1) q (1, 2) q (1, 3)
...
q (n, 1) q (n, 2) q (n, 3)

where
q (i, j) = R1,j (xi + sx) +R2,j (yi + sy) +R3,j (zi + sz)
so using (3.31) the fourth column of the Jacobian JD is
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
∂D1
∂φ
...
∂Dn
∂φ
∂Dn+1
∂φ
...
∂D2n
∂φ
∂D2n+1
∂φ
...
∂D3n
∂φ

=

(sinψ sinφ+ cosψ cos θ cosφ) (y1 + sy) +
(sinψ cosφ− cosψ sin θ sinφ) (z1 + sz)
...
(sinψ sinφ+ cosψ cos θ cosφ) (yn + sy) +
(sinψ cosφ− cosψ sin θ sinφ) (zn + sz)
(sinψ sin θ cosφ− cosψ sinφ) (y1 + sy) +
(− cosψ cosφ− sinψ sin θ sinφ) (z1 + sz)
...
(sinψ sin θ cosφ− cosψ sinφ) (yn + sy) +
(− cosψ cosφ− sinψ sin θ sinφ) (zn + sz)
(cos θ cosφ) (y1 + sy) +
(− cos θ sinφ) (z1 + sz)
...
(cos θ cosφ) (yn + sy) +
(− cos θ sinφ) (zn + sz)

and the fifth column from (3.32) is
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
∂D1
∂θ
...
∂Dn
∂θ
∂Dn+1
∂θ
...
∂D2n
∂θ
∂D2n+1
∂θ
...
∂D3n
∂θ

=

(− cosψ sin θ) (x1 + sx) + (cosψ cos θ sinφ) (y1 + sy) +
(cosψ cos θ cosφ) (z1 + sz)
...
(− cosψ sin θ) (xn + sx) + (cosψ cos θ sinφ) (yn + sy) +
(cosψ cos θ cosφ) (zn + sz)
(− sinψ sin θ) (x1 + sx) + (sinψ cos θ sinφ) (y1 + sy) +
(sinψ cos θ cosφ) (z1 + sz)
...
(− sinψ sin θ) (xn + sx) + (sinψ cos θ sinφ) (yn + sy) +
(sinψ cos θ cosφ) (zn + sz)
(− cos θ) (x1 + sx) + (− sin θ sinφ) (y1 + sy) +
(− sin θ cosφ) (z1 + sz)
...
(− cos θ) (xn + sx) + (− sin θ sinφ) (yn + sy) +
(− sin θ cosφ) (zn + sz)

and the sixth column from (3.33) is

∂D1
∂ψ
...
∂Dn
∂ψ
∂Dn+1
∂ψ
...
∂D2n
∂ψ
∂D2n+1
∂ψ
...
∂D3n
∂ψ

=

(− sinψ cos θ) (x1 + sx) + (− cosψ cosφ− sinψ sin θ sinφ) (y1 + sy) +
(cosψ sinφ− sinψ sin θ cosφ) (z1 + sz)
...
(− sinψ cos θ) (xn + sx) + (− cosψ cosφ− sinψ sin θ sinφ) (yn + sy) +
(cosψ sinφ− sinψ sin θ cosφ) (zn + sz)
(cosψ cos θ) (x1 + sx) + (cosψ sin θ sinφ− sinψ cosφ) (y1 + sy) +
(sinψ sinφ+ cosψ sin θ cosφ) (z1 + sz)
...
(cosψ cos θ) (xn + sx) + (cosψ sin θ sinφ− sinψ cosφ) (yn + sy) +
(sinψ sinφ+ cosψ sin θ cosφ) (zn + sz)
0
...
0

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The starting point for minimisation i.e. the initial state of r (3.27) was set as follows:
the linear shifts sx, sy and sz were initially set to the current displacements between
the components of the centre’s of mass between the two frames
sx = com
t
x − comx
sy = com
t
y − comy
sz = com
t
z − comz
where com is the centre of mass of the coordinate system of the current frame and
comt is the centre of mass of the coordinate system of the target frame. The initial
rotation angles were set by the current rotation between the two frame’s coordinate
systems. Given the coordinate systems of the current frame and the target frame, S
and St respectively from (3.23), the rotation between the two r was given by
r = St × S−1
the initial rotation angles {φ, θ, ψ} between the two frames were calculated from the
rotation matrix r
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{φ, θ, ψ} →

θ = − arcsin (r3,1)
φ = atan2
( r3,2
cos θ
, r3,3
cos θ
)
if |r3,1| 6= 1
ψ = atan2
( r2,1
cos θ
, r1,1
cos θ
)
ψ = 0
θ = pi
2
if r3,1 = −1
φ = atan2 (r1,2, r1,3)
ψ = 0
θ = −pi
2
if r3,1 = 1
φ = atan2 (−r1,2,−r1,3)
where
atan2 (x, y) = 2 arctan
(
x√
x2 + y2 + y
)
Minimisation of ‖D‖22 was performed with the lsqnonlin function in MATLAB using
a trust-region reflective algorithm [149, 150] with a tolerance of 10−10 set for changes
in the input parameters and for changes in ‖D‖22 (see Section 3.4.1.4). The result r∗
was a set of linear transforms and rotations relative to the target frame’s coordinate
system that would define the new coordinate system for the frame in question.
r∗ =

s∗x
s∗y
s∗z
φ∗
θ∗
ψ∗

The frame’s new coordinate system centre of mass was set by
com = comt −
(
s∗x s
∗
y s
∗
z
)
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The rotation matrix r∗ was defined from {φ∗, θ∗, ψ∗} using (3.29). The frame’s coordi-
nate system S was set by
S = r∗−1 × St
Figure 3.18 shows the results of frame alignments for a single movie. Figure 3.18a
shows that the centre of mass of each frame undergoes an additional shift of 0.1µm on
average. Figure 3.18b shows that the plate normal undergoes an additional rotational
shift of 0.02 radians (approximately 1◦) on average each frame. Figure 3.18 compares
the frame to frame displacements of all tracked objects between the original metaphase
plate fit and the aligned plate fit. It shows a reduction in the average displacements
from 0.16µm to 0.10µm on average.
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Figure 3.18: Example of frame alignment by displacement minimisation. Results
from a single movie. a) Histogram of frame centre of mass absolute shifts. b) His-
togram of plate normal absolute angular shifts. c) Histograms of the frame to frame
displacements for all tracks under the original plate coordinate system (red) and the
aligned coordinate system (green). Distribution medians shown in all figure legends.
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3.8 Improved Frame-to-Frame Feature Tracking us-
ing Improved Frame Alignment
Section 3.7 describes a method of improved frame alignment based on the feature
displacements between frames, features that are tracked between frames using the
method described in Section 3.6. By iterating these two methods an optimal set of
tracks can be found by aligning each frame’s coordinate system based on existing tracks,
then tracking features using the new coordinate system in each frame. In practice after
each frame’s coordinate system has been aligned features are re-tracked using the new
coordinate system. If a different set of tracks are produced then the process is iterated
until either re-tracking does not produce a different set of tracks, or up to a maximum
number of iterations (set to 10). An optimal set of tracks was almost always found
after one or two iterations.
3.9 Sister Kinetochore Track Pairing
Sister kinetochore track pairing was carried out as in [96] with some modifications. For
each pair of tracks with an overlap of at least 40 frames the separation between tracks,
st and the angle made by the tracks with the metaphase plate, at was calculated for each
frame where both tracks existed before anaphase. For frames where either track feature
was unaligned with respect to the metaphase plate the angle value was updated to
min (at, 0.99× amax) where amax was an adjustable tracking parameter (see Table 3.1 for
tracking parameters used). This was because unaligned pairs were not necessarily
orientated along the normal to the metaphase plate. The average track separation
〈s〉, the variance in separation v and the average angle 〈a〉 were then calculated. If
〈a〉 < amax and 〈s〉 < savgmax where savgmax was an adjustable tracking parameter (see
Table 3.1 for tracking parameters used) the two tracks were considered for possible
pairing with a cost c = 〈s〉 ∗ v ∗ 〈a〉. All tracks that had a possible pairing partner were
also allowed to not pair to anything with a cost cnp = 1.1 ×maxpairs (c). Tracks were
paired in a way that resulted in the lowest overall global cost, minpairs
∑no. pairs
i=1 ci (where
tracks can only be paired with one other track). Figure 3.19 shows an example of sister
kinetochore track pairing in a single cell.
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Figure 3.19: Sister kinetochore track pairing. Example of sister kinetochore track
pairing in a single cell. a) All tracked features in the cell. Feature positions marked
with red spheres and feature tracks over the previous ten frames marked with red tails.
b) Track-pairs. Feature tracks successfully paired. Feature positions marked with
green spheres and feature tracks over the previous twenty frames marked with green
tails. A typical example track-pair highlighted in a dark green. c) Example kinetochore
track-pair (highlighted in b) plotted relative to the aligned metaphase plate in each
frame (green). Sister kinetochore separation (in 3D) also plotted (red). d) Histogram
of all sister kinetochore separations from the cell over all timepoints (8171 data points
from 61 track-pairs). Distribution median shown in the figure legend.
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3.10 Improved Detection of Anaphase Frames
Detection of anaphase frames can be refined by examining the change in inter-sister
distances over time. At the onset of anaphase sister kinetochores begin to separate
therefore inter-sister distances will rapidly increase. For each frame with time t in
the set {1 . . . ta − 1} where time ta is the current first frame of anaphase, the mean
inter-sister distance over all sister-pairs in the current frame st was calculated (mean
over sister-pairs at a single timepoint) using LMS to fit the mean (Section 3.2). The
mean distance 〈s〉 was then calculated (mean st over time) again using LMS to fit the
mean and to detect outliers. If there exists a set of frames that last from time t′ until
ta − 1 whose st values are all outliers and for all st > 〈s〉 then those frames are also
labelled as anaphase i.e. ta = t′.
3.11 Improved Frame to Frame Feature Tracking:
Integration of Spatial and Temporal Informa-
tion
Construction of sister kinetochore tracks described so far has separated spatial (spot de-
tection) and temporal (track assignment) aspects. There exists, however, the potential
to extract more spatio-temporal information from the image sequence by utilising prior
temporal knowledge i.e. in this case gaps in sister-kinetochore tracks can be searched
for missing spots. For example the position of a missing kinetochore can be inferred
from the dynamics of its sister. Potential spots can either be taken from the pool of
available spots not currently assigned to a sister-kinetochore track-pair or by re-fitting
for new spot positions (Section 3.4.1). The ability to test fitted spots for significance
(Section 3.4.3.3) makes this process robust to spurious fits. In brief the procedure goes
as follows:
1. Search for any potential tracking errors in each sister-kinetochore track and re-
move these time-points, see Section 3.11.1.
2. Breakup sister-kinetochore track-pairs at time-points where both kinetochore
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time-points are missing (internal missing time-points i.e. complete breaks). A
track-pair with n complete breaks would be broken into n+ 1 track-pairs.
3. Iterate forward through time searching for any track-pairs that have a single
missing time-point i.e. one missing sister in the current frame. Infer the positions
of each missing spot in the frame based on the previous dynamics of their sisters,
see Section 3.11.2. Search for potential candidates for the missing spots from the
current available spots, see Section 3.11.2.1.
4. Repeat step 3 iterating back in time.
5. Iterate forward through time searching for any track-pairs that have double miss-
ing time-points i.e. both sisters missing in the current frame. Infer the centre
points between each missing pair in the frame based on their previous dynamics,
see Section 3.11.3. Search for potential candidates for the missing spots from the
current available spots, see Section 3.11.3.1.
6. Repeat step 5 iterating back in time.
7. Merge together any track-pairs that share a common spot in a frame. Form two
new track-pairs out of the merger, see Section 3.11.4.
8. Resolve any spot assignment conflicts. For any set of track-pairs that share spot
assignments in any frame remove the track-pair that has either the most missing
time-points or the largest variance in inter-sister distance. Repeat this step until
there are no conflicts, see Section 3.11.5.
9. Repeat steps 3, 4, 5 and 6 but keep a record of the locations of potential new
spots for each frame instead of searching for potential candidate spots.
10. For any frames with potential new spots re-fit those frames (Section 3.4.1.2).
Test each spot for significance (Section 3.4.3.3), remove insignificant spots and
re-fit until all spots pass the significance test, see Section 3.11.6.
11. If any frames have new spots return to step 3.
12. In each frame remove any spots that are part of a sister-kinetochore track. Re-
track the remaining spots (Section 3.8) and attempt to pair up those tracks (Sec-
tion 3.9). If any more sister tracks are found return to step 1, see Section 3.11.8.
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13. Re-fit metaphase plates (Section 3.5), re-align frames (Section 3.7) and re-check
for anaphase frames (Section 3.10), see Section 3.11.9.
Figure 3.20 gives an overview of the extra spot assignment and fitting algorithm.
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Figure 3.20: Overview of extra spot assignment and fitting algorithm. Black / red /
green arrows show algorithm flow. Orange / purple arrows show feature information
flow.
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3.11.1 Tracking Error Detection
A tracking error occurs because of an incorrect assignment in frame to frame tracking
resulting in a characteristically unusually large jump in the frame to frame kinetochore
displacements in at least one spatial dimension. To filter for any erroneous tracking
the change in position of each kinetochore (in a trajectory pair) was examined in
each spatial dimension using LMS fitting of the mean with k = 6 to detect outliers
(Section 3.2). The mean change in inter-kinetochore distance was also fitted using LMS
with k = 6 to detect outliers. Trajectories were also filtered for any time-points prior
to anaphase onset (if detected) where the inter-sister distance was larger than smax, an
adjustable tracking parameter.
3.11.2 Inferring Single Missing Kinetochore Positions
Frames were searched (iterating forward or backward through time) for any sister-
pairs where 1) one of the kinetochore positions was missing and 2) both kinetochore
positions existed in the previous frame (previous frame was the frame one time-point in
the past/future if iterating forward/backward through time respectively). The position
of the missing kinetochore was inferred by taking the position vector of the other sister-
kinetochore between the previous and current frame and applying it to the kinetochore
in question’s position in the previous frame (note that positions were all taken in
aligned coordinate space as opposed to raw coordinate or image space).
3.11.2.1 Selecting Potential Single Missing Kinetochore Positions
For each frame with an inferred single missing kinetochore position, potential matches
were selected as follows. From the pool of available spots i.e. any feature spots in the
current frame excluding each kinetochore in question’s sister spot, a cost of matching
was calculated. The cost was defined as
c = d
∣∣∣∣1− ssp
∣∣∣∣
where d is the distance between the inferred spot position and the target spot position,
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s was the sister separation between the target spot and the sister kinetochore in the
current frame and sp was the sister separation between the kinetochores in the previous
frame. The cost was structured so to minimise the distance from the inferred positions
and to minimise the change in sister separation between frames. Constraints were
imposed on potential spot selection. Potential spots were only considered if 1) s <
smax if the current frame was not an anaphase frame, 2) d < 0.5µm, 3) |s− sp| <
0.4µm and 5) |a− ap| < 20◦ where a was the angle between the potential kinetochore
vector and the X-axis and ap was the angle between the kinetochore vector and the
X-axis in the previous frame. Matches were chosen to minimise the total cost.
3.11.3 Inferring Double Missing Kinetochore Positions
Frames were searched (iterating forward or backward through time) for any sister-pairs
where 1) both the kinetochores were missing and 2) both kinetochore positions existed
in the previous frame (previous frame was the frame one time-point in the past/future
if iterating forward/backward through time respectively). The centre point between
the missing kinetochores was inferred taking the centre point between the kinetochores
in the previous frame. (note that positions were all taken in real, aligned coordinate
space as opposed to raw coordinate or image space).
3.11.3.1 Selecting Potential Double Missing Kinetochore Positions
For each frame with inferred double missing kinetochore positions potential matches
were selected as follows. A pool of available spots was created, which consisted of all
feature spots in the current frame excluding spots that belonged to current sister tracks
that did not start in the current frame. The centre point between every suitable pair
of potential spots was calculated (all possible pairings). For frames before anaphase
pairs of spots were considered suitable only if their separation was less than smax. A
cost was then assigned to each possible pairing of inferred centre points and potential
centre points with a cost
c = d
∣∣∣∣1− ssp
∣∣∣∣
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where d was the distance between the inferred centre point and the potential centre
point. s was the sister separation between the two potential spots and sp was the sister
separation in the previous frame. Constraints were imposed on the potential centre
point selection. Spots were only considered for pairing if 1) d < dmax where dmax was
the maximum allowed frame to frame spot displacement (an adjustable tracking pa-
rameter). The value of dmax depended on if features being considered were aligned
to the metaphase plate or not (see Section 3.6), centre points were considered un-
aligned if either pair of spots were unaligned. If either relevant centre point was
unaligned then dmax was assigned the unaligned value. 2) |s− sp| < 0.4µm and
3) |a− ap| < 20◦ where a was the angle between the target spots vector and the
X-axis and ap was the angle between the spots vector and the X-axis in the previous
frame. Matches were chosen to minimise the total cost.
3.11.4 Merging Kinetochore Tracks
During track construction, tracks (of different kinetochore-pairs) may conflict over
features i.e. share a feature in a frame. For each instance of a conflict the track-
pairs in question are merged forming two new compound track-pairs. For two sister-
pairs i and j with sister-kinetochore tracks i1, i2 and j1, j2 respectively. If for example
tracks i1 and j2 have a conflict at time t
′ then one new track-pair formed will consist of
features from track i1 from time t = {1 . . . t′} and features from track j2 from time t =
{t′ + 1 . . . end} for one sister and features from track i2 from time t = {1 . . . t′} and
features from track j1 from time t = {t′ + 1 . . . end} for the other sister. The other
track-pair will consist of features from track j2 from time t = {1 . . . t′} and features
from track i1 from time t = {t′ + 1 . . . end} for one sister and features from track j1 from
time t = {1 . . . t′} and features from track i2 from time t = {t′ + 1 . . . end} for the other
sister. These new tracks are added to the list of current tracks. Conflicts between
track-pairs will then be resolved in the next step (Section 3.11.5).
3.11.5 Resolving Track Conflicts
For each set of sister-tracks that are in conflict at any time-point the track-pair with
the greatest number of missing time-points is removed until no more conflicts exist. If
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any track-pairs have the same number of missing time-points the pair with the largest
variance in inter-sister distance is removed.
3.11.6 Inferring Potential New Feature Locations
Gaps in sister kinetochore tracks may be due to features that have not been detected.
Initial estimates for the locations of missing features can be made based on existing
kinetochore dynamics. Estimates for the locations of single missing time-points in each
frame can be made by repeating the procedure detailed in Section 3.11.2.1. Estimates
for the locations of double missing time-points in each frame can be made by repeating
the procedure detailed in Section 3.11.2.1. For each frame with locations of potential
new spots, any new spots that are less than 0.2µm from already existing spots are
removed since kinetochores are not expected to exist that close to each other. For any
pair of new spots that are less than 0.2µm from each other, the spot with the smallest
average distance to the other new spots is removed. This removes new spot locations
that are too close to each other. At each iteration the locations of the estimated new
spots in each frame are recorded. Any new spot that is less than 0.05µm from a previous
location estimate is removed, this avoids repeated fitting of new spot locations that are
ultimately not kept.
3.11.7 Fitting New Spot Locations
For each frame with potential new spot locations the new spots were fitted using the
methods described in Section 3.4.1.2. New spot coordinates were first transformed
from aligned coordinates to image coordinates,
s′ =
((S × s) + com)
vox
where: s′ are image coordinates; s are aligned coordinates; S is the coordinate system
of the frame (Equation (3.23)); com is the centre of mass of the frame and vox are
the voxel dimensions. This is the inverse of Equation (3.24) with additional scaling by
the voxel dimensions to transform into image coordinates. New spot coordinates were
combined with the pre-existing spot coordinates and used as a starting point for spot
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fitting. Fitting was repeated until all spots passed the test for significance as described
in Section 3.4.3.3.
3.11.8 Re-tracking Remaining Spots
Once no more new spots are found in any frame (and track gaps have been closed)
any remaining features that are not part of a current sister-kinetochore track are re-
tracked (as described in Section 3.8 using the currently existing coordinate system for
each frame) i.e. all current sister-kinetochore track spots are removed from the set of
features in each frame and the remaining features tracked. These new tracks are paired
together as described in Section 3.9. If any new sister kinetochore track-pairs are found
these new track-pairs are added to the current list of kinetochore track-pairs (starting
with the tracing error filter as described in Section 3.11.1). The algorithm is repeated
until no more new sister kinetochore track-pairs are discovered. Once the new spot
fitting algorithm is complete the coordinate systems for each frame are re-defined for
the final set of features in each frame, first by plate fitting as described in Section 3.5
and then by frame alignment as described in Section 3.7.
3.11.9 Finalising Tracking Results
Once the new spot fitting process is complete the coordinate systems for each frame are
re-defined for the final set of features in each frame, first by plate fitting as described
in Section 3.5 and then by frame alignment as described in Section 3.7. The movie
is also re-checked for anaphase frames as described in Section 3.10. Figure 3.21 gives
an overview of the extra feature fitting process. Figure 3.21g shows the number of
sister pairs found before and after this extra feature analysis is used. The number
of sister pairs are plotted as a function of their degree of completion i.e. the fraction
of the 2n time-points (where n is the number of frames) of the sister pair that are
non-empty. The plot shows that more sister pairs are found after extra feature fitting
and that the sister pair tracks have less missing time-points. Figure 3.22 shows eight
example sister-kinetochore trajectories before and after extra feature fitting indicating
where gaps have been filled.
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Figure 3.21: Overview of extra spot assignment and fitting. a) Diagram of assigning
single missing features in kinetochore pair tracks. Expected position is the projection
of the kinetochore position in the previous frame relative to its sister. Assignment of
features optimises cost functions. b) Diagram of assigning double missing features in
kinetochore pair tracks. Expected sister centre position is the sister centre position in
the previous frame projected froward in time. Suitable potential feature pair assign-
ments have their centre positions calculated. Assignments optimise cost functions. c)
Example of assignment of a feature to a single missing data point. d) Example of as-
signment of features to a double missing data point. e) Example of successfully fitting
a new spot position based on the expected position of a single missing feature. f) Plot
of the number of features per frame from a single movie before (red) and after (green)
fitting for extra features. g) Plot of the number of sister pair tracks with a certain
minimum degree of completion (fraction of non-empty data points) from a single movie
before (red) and after (green) fitting for extra features.
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Figure 3.22: Examples of sister-kinetochore tracks before and after extra feature
assignment/fitting. a) to c) Sister kinetochore tracks before (red) and after (green)
filling gaps (blue stars) by extra feature fitting and assignment. cont
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Figure 3.22: cont d) to f) Sister kinetochore tracks before (red) and after (green)
filling gaps (blue stars) by extra feature fitting and assignment. cont
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Figure 3.22: cont g) and h) Sister kinetochore tracks before (red) and after (green)
filling gaps (blue stars) by extra feature fitting and assignment.
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3.12 Spindle-Pole Track Identification
Spindle-pole tracks were identified by assigning a cost to each pair of tracks as described
in [154]. Briefly, the cost was defined as c = |d−s|∗a where d was the average distance
between the tracks, s was the expected average spindle length, set to 11µm and a was
the average angle between the tracks and the metaphase plate. Tracks were only
considered if d was greater than 5µm and a was smaller than 30◦, also tracks were
only considered if both tracks were unaligned from the metaphase plate throughout
their lifetimes. The pair of tracks with the lowest cost were identified as two spindle-
poles. Since both centrioles in each pole were tagged the second centriole track for
each pole was found by assigning a cost c = g−1 where g was the cross correlation
between the pole track and the candidate track. Tracks were only considered if g was
greater than 0.9 and if the average distance between the tracks was less than 1µm. The
track with the lowest cost was chosen for each pole as its respective second centriole.
Figure 3.23 shows an example of identified spindle-pole tracks and the pole to pole
distance over time.
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Figure 3.23: Identifying spindle-pole tracks. a) Example of spindle-pole tracks (blue)
along with sister-kinetochore tracks (green) and metaphase plate (yellow). b) Pole to
pole distances over time.
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3.13 Spot Alignment to Spindle Axis Coordinate
System
If spindle-poles were defined throughout a movie then a spindle coordinate system
was defined. For each time point the average point between the two poles (if both
centrioles had been found for a pole then the pole position was taken as the average
for the two centriole positions) defined the centre point of the coordinate system. The
vector between the two poles then defined a plane normal to this vector that passed
through the centre point. Spot coordinates were then given relative to the plane in each
frame the same way the metaphase plate coordinate system was defined, Section 3.5.
Figure 3.24 shows an example of a spindle axis coordinate system and a comparison
to the metaphase plate coordinate system examining a plot of a sister-kinetochore
track-pair in both systems.
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Figure 3.24: Spindle axis coordinate system. a) Example of a spindle coordinate
system and spindle axis defined by spindle-poles. b) Example of a sister-kinetochore
track-pair with coordinates given in a metaphase plate (green) and spindle axis (blue)
coordinate systems.
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3.14 Verification of Kinetochore Tracking Data
Kinetochore tracking data produced from the assay described in this chapter (metaphase
plate coordinate system) was verified against previous work [96] for consistency. Specif-
ically tracking data from the analysis of untreated cells was used to calculate a dis-
tribution of sister-kinetochore separations and of sister-kinetochore centre displace-
ment auto-correlations. Results are shown in Figure 3.25; the distribution of sister-
kinetochore separations is consistent with previously reported values, [96]. The auto-
correlation of sister-kinetochore centre displacements relative to the metaphase plate
normal was used to infer oscillatory behaviour in the analysed time-series as described
in [96]. Note that in [96], sister centre displacements were taken every frame recorded
at a time-lapse of 7.5 seconds per frame. For a fair comparison in this case sister centre
displacements were calculated over every four frames (at a time-lapse of 2 seconds per
frame) giving sister displacements over 8 seconds, close to the 7.5 seconds used in [96].
The characteristic negative lobe indicated by the red arrow in Figure 3.25b is an indi-
cation of the presence of oscillations in the kinetochore trajectories; the time-lag value
of the lobe is an indication of half the value of the average period of the oscillations,
in this case around 30 seconds (a full period time of approximately 60 seconds). This
result is consistent with [96].
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Figure 3.25: Summary statistics of kinetochore tracking data. a) Histogram of the
measured 3D sister-kinetochore separations. Data from 5503 untreated sister pair
trajectories pooled across all time points. Distribution median shown in the figure
legend. b) Auto-correlation of the displacements of sister-kinetochore centres (from
5503 untreated sister pair trajectories). Displacements are taken along the normal to
the metaphase plate and over a time period of 4 time points (8 seconds).
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3.15 Comparison of Coordinate Systems
Although a spindle-axis based coordinate system was not able to be established in
every imaged cell due to the reliance on sufficient spindle-pole tracking, a relatively
high number of cells were successfully processed. Figure 3.26a shows a histogram of
all the measured spindle-axis length measurements on untreated cells. The possibility
of measuring kinetochore tracks relative to their cell’s spindle axis as well as a ‘self-
defined’ metaphase plate allows the latter results to be validated against the former.
Figure 3.26b shows a comparison of the mean sister-kinetochore centre displacement
autocorrelation measured on identical trajectories expressed in both coordinate sys-
tems. The correlation curve of the plate-based system has the characteristic shape
indicative of oscillatory-type behaviour (Figure 3.25b). Although also present in the
correlation curve of the spindle-axis based system the main trough is distinctly weaker
with a more noisy profile, indicating that although kinetochore-oscillations are still de-
tectable when measured relative to the spindle-axis the signals are corrupted by noise,
most likely introduced by the relative random motion of the spindle-poles themselves
plus the compounded effect of having the coordinate-system based on only (up to) four
spatial positions per frame (four centrioles) rather than typically 100 kinetochores.
Figure 3.26c-l show examples of kinetochore-pair trajectories expressed in both coordi-
nate systems. The noisiness of the pole-based coordinates can be seen in these example
plots.
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Figure 3.26: Comparison of metaphase plate and spindle-pole coordinate systems.
a) Histogram of spindle axis length (pole to pole distance; data pooled over all time-
points). 5554 data-points from 89 cells with identified spindle-poles. b) Kinetochore
centre normal displacement autocorrelation (∆t over 4 time-points) measured in the
metaphase-plate (green) and spindle axis (blue) based coordinates. Line thickness
represents 95% confidence interval of correlation value. Data from 2012 trajectory
pairs from 66 cells. c) - f) Example trajectory pairs expressed in the metaphase-plate
(green) and spindle axis (blue) coordinate systems. cont
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Figure 3.26: cont g) - l) Example trajectory pairs expressed in the metaphase-plate
(green) and spindle axis (blue) coordinate systems.
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3.16 Final Summary
The procedures and algorithms presented in this chapter describe a fully automatic as-
say taking movies of fluorescently tagged kinetochores in human cells as input and pro-
ducing sister-kinetochore trajectory data normalised relative to an inferred metaphase
plate. A combination of high sampling frequency, spinning-disk confocal microscopy
and model-based spot localisation track human kinetochore trajectories to an unprece-
dented spatio-temporal resolution. Statistics on trajectories produced are consistent
with previous results. Tracked spindle-poles give an alternative coordinate system that
can be used for confirming the results produced. The high-throughput nature of the as-
say allows for a large number of kinetochore trajectories to be collected in an unbiased
manner. Data produced by this assay will go on to be used in a data-driven statis-
tical modelling framework designed to investigate the nature of human kinetochore
dynamics at metaphase.
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Tables
Table 3.1: Tracking parameters
Parameter Default Exceptions
Adjustable tracking parameters
Gap-closing time window 4 frames∗ none
Search radius upper limit - aligned (µm) 0.8 Nuf2 siRNA (2.0)∗‡
Search radius upper limit - unaligned (µm) 3.0∗ none
Adjustable sister pairing parameters
Maximum average distance (µm) 1.5∗ (siRNA untreated / Control siRNA)
+ nocodazole (1.0)∗
Nuf2 siRNA (1.3)∗
CAPD2 siRNA (1.9)∗
Maximum average angle with normal (◦) 30∗ none
∗ Taken from [96] supplementary information.
‡ Conditions without metaphase plate, thus no aligned versus unaligned kinetochore
classification. Therefore, all kinetochores get the same tracking parameters.
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Chapter 4
A Biologically-Motivated Model for
Sister Kinetochore Dynamics
4.1 A Basic Mechanical Model Appropriate for Sta-
tistical Inference
This chapter describes the development of a stochastic biologically-motivated model
for kinetochore sister dynamics designed to allow direct fitting to sister trajectory
data. The model thus differs from previous mechanistic models that were constructed
to demonstrate how oscillatory dynamics emerges from molecular interactions. These
models are unfortunately restricted to qualitative comparisons [118, 138] because of
the large number of parameters. Moreover the computational technology to fit such
models is underdeveloped whilst fits would be uninformative since trajectory data
does not determine all the parameters. The model incorporates the basic mechanical
processes acting on the kinetochores: K-fibre polymerisation and depolymerisation,
PEF that align the sisters to the metaphase plate and a spring connecting the two
sister kinetochores.
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4.2 Kinetochore Dynamics Model
4.2.1 Binary-State Kinetochores
Kinetochore dynamics from prometaphase through to the end of anaphase are mainly
governed by the action of kinetochore-bound microtubules, or K-fibres. Many kineto-
chore components facilitate microtubule binding and/or stabilisation e.g. the KMN
outer-kinetochore complex. A bi-orientated kinetochore-pair is defined as a sister
kinetochore-pair where one kinetochore is attached via K-fibres to one and only one
centrosome and its sister kinetochore is attached via K-fibres to the other centrosome
only. Microtubules are observed to exist in either polymerising (growing) or depoly-
merising (shrinking) states; also during prometaphase and metaphase kinetochore os-
cillations are characterised by periods of poleward / anti-poleward movement with
fairly uniform velocities separated by sharp reversals of direction. It is assumed that
during a period of a kinetochore-pair oscillation the anti-poleward moving kinetochore
is attached to polymerising microtubules growing away from its respective centrosome
and that the poleward moving kinetochore is attached to depolymerising microtubules
shrinking towards its respective centrosome. It therefore becomes natural to model
oscillating kinetochores as being in one of two possible states σ = {+,−} at any given
time. Therefore a kinetochore-pair can be in one of four possible states at any given
time {σ1σ2} = {++,−−,+−,−+}. Given the observed periods of constant velocity
during oscillations it is natural to assign an intrinsic velocity to a kinetochore depend-
ing on its state vσ = {v+, v−} (note that dynamics are only being considered here in
one dimension, relative to a metaphase plate alignment). The source of these velocity
states can be assumed to be the direct action of polymerising / depolymerising K-fibres
on the kinetochores, but the nature of kinetochore dynamics is not considered here with
any finer abstraction other than two constant velocity states. The observed dynamics
of a kinetochore-pair at any given time are therefore the consequence of their internal
states at that time plus any external effects.
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4.2.2 High Viscosity Kinematics of Kinetochores
All dynamics are assumed to occur in a very high viscous limit [88]. That is kinetochores
are assumed to flow in the cytoplasm with a very low Reynolds number (Re << 1).
The Reynolds number is a dimensionless quantity characterising fluid flow around an
object and is defined as
Re =
vL
ν
where v is the relative velocity of the object to the fluid flow, L is the characteristic
length of the object and ν is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. Typical kinetochore
velocities during oscillations are assumed to be on the order of 10−7ms−1 [96]. The
length scale of a human kinetochore is assumed to be on the order of 10−7m [155].
The kinematic viscosity of pure water at 37◦C is on the order of 10−1m2s−1. Therefore
the Reynolds number of an oscillating kinetochore is estimated to be ≈ 10−710−7
10−1 =
10−13 << 1. The low Reynolds number assumption holds even if the estimate of the
Reynolds number is too small by several orders of magnitude. Under a low Reynolds
number flow the viscous drag force Fd on an object is given by Stokes’ law and is
directly proportional to the relative velocity v between the object and the fluid.
Fd = −γv
where the drag coefficient γ depends both on the properties of the fluid and the size and
shape of the object. It is proportional to the dynamic viscosity of the fluid µ and the
characteristic length of the object L, γ ∝ µL (note that the fluid dynamic viscosity µ is
the product of the kinematic viscosity ν and the fluid density ρ, µ = νρ).
Consider an object initially at rest in a highly viscous fluid under the action of a
constant external force Fa. The net force on the object is the sum of the external force
and the drag force Fnet = Fa + Fd. The net force on an object is equal to the rate of
change of momentum of the object (Newton’s 2nd law). Assuming the object maintains
a constant mass the net force on the object is equal to the product of the object’s mass
and its rate of change of velocity.
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Fa − γv = mdv
dt
where v is the velocity of the object and m is the mass of the object. The solution to
this equation in terms of v is given by
v (t) = c exp
(−γt
m
)
+
Fa
γ
where c is an arbitrary constant. Assuming the object is initially moving with a
velocity v0 the constant c can be solved for
v (t = 0) = v0 = c exp
(−γ × 0
m
)
+
Fa
γ
therefore
c = v0 − Fa
γ
Finally, solving for v
v (t) = v0 exp (−kt) + Fa
γ
(1− exp (−kt)) (4.1)
where
k =
γ
m
Thus the velocity makes a transition between the initial value of v0 and the final value
of Fa
γ
with a decay constant k. (4.1) can be rearranged to give
∆v (t) = ∆V (1− exp (−kt))
where ∆v (t) = v (t) − v0 i.e. the difference in velocity over time. ∆V = Faγ − v0 i.e.
the difference in initial and final velocities.
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Figure 4.1 shows solutions to (4.1) changing between an initial and final velocity value.
Velocity values are shown as functions of log10 (t) for different values of k. The plots
show that the velocity values sharply asymptote towards their final values, effectively
remaining constant. A typical time scale for the transition between the initial and
final velocities can be given in terms of k. If the final steady state velocity is said to
be reached when the decay factor exp (−kt) = 0.1% then tdecay = − ln (0.001) k−1 ≈
7k−1.
Calculating a value for k for a human kinetochore is extremely difficult but a fairly rea-
sonable value can be estimated accurate to within a few orders of magnitude. [156] re-
ported an effective drag coefficient γ = 6 × 10−6Nsm−1 for chromosome velocities
observed in newt lung cells (newt lung cells have the advantage over human cells
in that their relatively large size and small chromosome density allow direct micro-
manipulation experiments, the results of which can be used to estimate physical pa-
rameters such as drag coefficients). Assuming human kinetochores have roughly similar
properties this value will be assumed to be within a few orders of magnitude of the
value for human kinetochores. The mass of the human kinetochore - chromosome sys-
tem is extremely difficult to estimate accurately given the current lack of structural
detail available, however a simple estimate can be made. The main component of mass
is assumed to be the DNA of the chromosome and its ‘enslaved’ water. A human chro-
mosome is estimated to be approximately 4µm in length; with kinetochores assumed
to be approximately 1µm apart the kinetochore - chromosome system is approximated
as a cuboid with a volume of 4µm3 = 4 × 10−18m3. Experiments have estimated the
the mass density of mitotic chromosomes [157] to be approximately 0.2pg (µm)−3 =
0.2×103kgm−3. Water has a mass density of 103kgm−3 so assuming a 1:1 ratio of DNA
and water the combined mass density is 1.2×103kgm−3. Therefore the estimated mass
of the kinetochore - chromosome system is 1.2 × 103 × 4 × 10−18kg ≈ 10−14kg, this
value is likely accurate to within a few orders of magnitude. Therefore the estimate
for the decay factor k ≈ 6×10−6Nsm−1
10−14kg ≈ 109s−1. Even if this value is several orders
of magnitude too large the decay time scale will still be much smaller than one sec-
ond, tdecay ∼ k−1 << 1s. Since kinetochore positions are measured on the scale of
seconds, t ∼ 1s then it is appropriate to consider applied forces resulting in constant
velocities v = Fa
γ
→ v ∝ Fa.
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In Section 4.2.1 it was concluded to model kinetochores as being in one of two states
{+,−}, each with an intrinsic velocity. These constant intrinsic velocity states can
now be considered to be the result of a constant applied force in the high viscosity
limit.
− u
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Figure 4.1: Velocity transitions of an object under a constant external force in a
highly viscous medium in one dimension. Solutions of (4.1) with initial and final
velocities given by v0 = −u and Faγ = u. Solutions shown as functions of log10 (t) with
four different values of k (represented by different values of log10 (k).)
4.2.3 Stochastic Frame to Frame Displacement Model
Kinetochore sisters are described by their position normal to the metaphase plate i.e.
by the coordinate pair (X1t , X
2
t ), where sister 1 is to the right of sister 2 (Xˆ
1 > Xˆ2
on average). Position is measured relative to the plate i.e. the plate is positioned at
x = 0. Thus the K-fibre of sister 1 lies in x > X1t and that of sister 2 x < X
2
t at time t.
The (projected) inter-sister distance is thus X1−X2 and is typically positive but could
be negative under an extreme twist. The system is in a high viscous limit so inertial
forces are ignored. Thus the following force balance applies for each kinetochore
Fdrag + FKF + Fspring + FPEF + Fnoise = 0
where the drag force is proportional to the kinetochore velocity Fdrag = −γ dXdt with an
(effective) drag coefficient γ, the force from the kinetochore FKF is either anti-poleward
(polymerising F+) or poleward (depolymerising F−), the spring force is assumed to
be in the linear regime Fspring = κ0 (X
1 −X2 − L cos θ) (where it is projected on to
the metaphase plate normal, subtended angle θ) and the polar ejection force (PEF) is
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linearised around the metaphase plate FPEF = −α0X1, moving the kinetochore towards
the plate. κ0 is the spring constant, L the spring’s natural length and α0 a coefficient
parameterising the linear PEF dependence on position. The last force Fnoise is the
random force coming from molecular collisions and would result in Brownian motion
of the kinetochore if it was otherwise unconstrained. This gives for sister 1
γ
dX1
dt
= −Fσ1 − κ0
(
X1 −X2 − L cos θ)− α0X1 +√(2γkBT )ζt
constituting forces from the K-fibre, spring, PEF and random noise respectively. The
K-fibre force term comes with a minus sign because sister 1 lies towards positive in-
finity and F± are defined as the force from a polymerising and depolymerising K-fibre
respectively. Here σ1 is the state of the attached K-fibre (+/−, polymerising, de-
polymerising respectively), kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T temperature (in Kelvins)
and ζt is white noise (time derivative of Wiener noise, ζt =
dWt
dt
) satisfying 〈ζt〉 = 0 and
〈ζtζt′〉 = δ(t − t′). The noise coefficient is determined by the fluctuation-dissipation
theorem [158]. The drag coefficient is extremely difficult to measure or estimate and
would have large variance; thus it is not separated out and it is absorbed into the
parameters,
dX1
dt
= −γ−1Fσ1 − κ
(
X1 −X2 − L cos θ)− αX1 +√2kBT
γ
ζt
where κ = κ0
/
γ, α = α0
/
γ. All these terms have dimensions of speed, in particu-
lar γ−1Fσ1 is a velocity and in absence of the other forces dX
1
dt
= −γ−1Fσ1 i.e. the
kinetochore would move at speed −γ−1Fσ1 . v± is defined as v± = γ−1F± thus param-
eterising the action of the K-fibre by an effective velocity. The system thus has two
speeds v± and two ‘force parameters’ κ (s−1) and α (s−1). Finally measurements are
made over constant time-steps, therefore the equation is integrated over intervals of ∆t.
The forces are likely to be slowly varying over the time interval thus the force integral
is approximated as follows
∫ t+∆t
t
F (Xt) dt = F (Xt) ∆t, accurate up to orders O(∆
2).
Integrating over the time interval [t, t+ ∆t] the approximate displacement over a time
interval ∆t is obtained
X1t+∆t = X
1
t − vσt∆t− κ∆t
(
X1t −X2t − L cos θt
)− α∆tX1t + ∆tN (0, s2)
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(Wiener noise over an interval is Gaussian,Wt+∆t−Wt ∼ N (0, |∆t|)). s2 = 2kBT
/
(γ∆t)
where s has dimensions of speed (for instance Einstein’s relation would give γ =
kBT
/
D, D the effective diffusion coefficient of the kinetochore). Retaining the pa-
rameterisation in terms of speeds is useful since it is physically meaningful.
The basic model for kinetochore displacements (∆Xt = Xt+1 −Xt) over the inter-
val ∆t is thus the following:
(
X1t+1 −X1t
)
/∆t = −vσ1t − κ (X1t −X2t − L cos θt)− αX1t +N (0, s2)
(
X2t+1 −X2t
)
/∆t = vσ2t − κ (X2t −X1t + L cos θt)− αX2t +N (0, s2)
(4.2)
where σkt is the kinetochore state (+/−, polymerising or depolymerising respectively) at
time t, θt is the measured twist of the sister axis relative to the metaphase plate normal,
and v+/v− are the polymerisation/depolymerisation velocities of the K-fibres, κ is the
centromeric spring constant, L the spring’s natural length and α parameterises the
PEF (linearised around the metaphase plate). The noise is assumed Gaussian with
variance s2; hereafter the precision τ = s−2 will be used to parameterise this noise.
Figure 4.2 shows a schematic of the model.
The sisters switch state independently under a coherence-incoherence model. Specifi-
cally the state σt is a hidden Markov Chain (hMC) where the rate of switching is
r
(
σk → −σk|σ2 6= σ1) = bc
r
(
σk → −σk|σ2 = σ1) = bic
(4.3)
i.e. the rate depends on if the sisters are coherent (states +/− or −/+), when they
would both move to the right/left respectively, or incoherent (+/+, contracting,−/− ex-
panding). Oscillations require bc < bic, since coherent periods are longer. Recall + is
polymerising (trailing) and − is depolymerising (leading) during coherence runs. Co-
ordinated switching occurs since coherence is restored quickly, either as a sustained
switching (both sisters switch direction) or as a switching reversal (first sister switch-
ing again). Crucially the sister who switches is chosen at random i.e. there is no bias
in the model. Simulations of this model exhibit quasi-periodic oscillations similar to
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observed sister pair dynamics (Figure 4.3). The model however lacks any feedback
or regulatory processes, either mechanistic such as an applied force dependence for
the K-fibre transition rate between depolymerisation and polymerisation, or through a
biochemical sensing circuit [140]. The model’s simplicity within a context of biological
realism allows it to be fitted to experimental data and used to infer which mecha-
nisms are supported by the actual data. In particular since there is no implicit sister
preference to the switching order in the model any biases present in the data can be
determined.
A Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm was developed to compute the pos-
terior distribution of the parameters and the unknown (hidden) sister states. Each
trajectory had sufficient information to fit all the parameters except for the natural
length L that suffered from an identifiability issue, see Section 4.4.
4.2.3.1 Model simulation
The model was simulated (Figure 4.3) by firstly simulating the sister states as per (4.3),
and then simulating displacements as per (4.2). The model was simulated in 1D i.e.
θ = 0 for all time. Parameters were chosen based on runs of the model on real data.
Parameters for Figure 4.3 are bc = 0.06s
−1, bic = 0.8s−1 for the hidden sister states
and v+ = 0.05µms
−1, v− = −0.03µms−1, L = 0.8µm, κ = 0.05s−1, α = 0.03s−1 and τ =
1000s2µm−2.
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Figure 4.2: Kinetochore dynamic model schematic. Net force acting on each kineto-
chore of a sister kinetochore-pair at any single time-point is equal to the sum of: 1) the
intrinsic force acting on each kinetochore depending on the state of the kinetochore at
that time {v+, v−} (polymerising / depolymerising) (red / black), 2) the force caused
by the deformation of a linear Hookean spring connecting both sisters (spring force
taken as the component acting along the direction of kinetochore motion) and 3) the
polar ejection force (orange) assumed to scale linearly with distance from the centre
of the coordinate system. Kinetochores are assumed to switch stochastically between
polymerising and depolymerising states, Equation (4.3).
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Figure 4.3: Simulation of the Kinetochore Dynamics Model. See Section 4.2.3.1 for
simulation details. Black / red are simulated trajectories of sister-kinetochores 1 / 2
respectively.
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4.3 MCMC Methodology
A Bayesian methodology was implemented using a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
algorithm to compute the posterior probability pi
(
v±, κ, L, α, τ, σkt |xkt , θt
)
of the param-
eters and the hidden states
(
σkt
)
given the observed data (x1t , x
2
t , θt). The data is mea-
sured at equally spaced time points therefore time was identified with frame number,
indexed by i. From this distribution all the required moments can be computed e.g.
mean and variance, switching times can be found and the distribution can be used
to answer hypotheses e.g. compute the support for |v−| > v+. The model is fitted to
each pair of sister trajectories separately. In the following inter-sister is defined as dis-
tance di = x
1
i −x2i and kinetochore frame displacement dxki = xki+1−xki . The likelihood
given the data and the hidden states is
pi (x|σ, τ, L, κ, v±, α) = τn−1
∏
k=1,2 exp
(
− τ
2
∑n−1
i=1
(
dxki −∆t fki (σ)
)2)
,
fki (σ) = (−)k vσki + (−)
k κ (di − L cos (θi))− αxki ,
(4.4)
In the following ∆t is absorbed into v±, κ, α for simplicity; time is effectively measured
in frames. Here fk is proportional to the force on the sister k at time (frame) i, up to
the drag coefficient.
4.3.1 Priors and Posterior
Conjugate priors were used as follows: v± ∼ N (±µ, s2v), τ ∼ Γ (c, d) , κ ∼ N (µκ, s2κ),
L ∼ N (µL, s2L), α ∼ N (µα, s2α) and a Beta distribution on the hMC transition proba-
bilities, parameterised by the probability of remaining in the same state (no change) per
frame, pc ∼ Beta (ac, bc) whilst the sisters are coherent and pic ∼ Beta (aic, bic) whilst
incoherent. These are related to the rates above by pc = e
−∆tbc , pic = e−∆tbic . Very
weak priors were used, see Table 4.3, except for pc, pic where a prior was used that shifts
the probability of no change per frame away from 0, and for L a prior was used that
was informed from nocodazole treated cells (microtubules are totally depolymerised),
Figure 4.4. This prior on L was required since the model has an a posteriori identifi-
ability problem (Section 4.4). The posterior follows from Bayes theorem and is given
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by (up to proportionality),
pi (σ, τ, L, κ, v±, α|x) ∝ piαpiv+piv−piτpiκpiL
pac+Nc−Kc−1c (1− pc)bc+Kc−1 paic+Nic−Kic−1ic (1− pic)bic+Kic−1
τn−1
∏
k=1,2 exp
(
− τ
2
∑n−1
i=1
(
xki+1 − xki − fki (σ)
)2)
(4.5)
comprising the priors, the hMC state dynamics and the data components respectively.
Here Nc, Kc are the number of coherence time points and the number of switches to
incoherence respectively, and similarly Nic, Kic. Of course Nc + Nic = n − 1 (n being
the number of time-points), the last time-point not being assigned a state since there
is no displacement information.
4.3.2 Updates
Variables were updated separately as follows:
Precision τ . The conditional on τ is Gamma distributed giving an update
τ
∣∣
.
∼ Γ
(
c+ n− 1, d+ 1
2
∑
k,i
(
xki+1 − xki − fki
)2)
Velocities v±. The conditionals on v± are Gaussian distributed; for v+ there is a
conditional,
pi (v+|·) ∝ exp−12
(
1
s2v
(v+ − µ)2 + τ
∑
k
∑
i|σki =+
(
xki+1 − xki − (−)k v+ − (−)k
κ (x1i − x2i − L cos (θi)) + αxki
)2)
Completing the square,
v±
∣∣
.
∼ N
(
(τ±v )
−1
(
±µs−2v + τ
∑
k
∑
i|σki =±
(
(−)k (xki+1 − xki + αxki )−
κ (x1i − x2i − L cos (θi)))) , (τ±v )−1
)
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with τ±v = τn± + s
−2
v . Here n± are number of time points in state ± respectively
combined over both sister trajectories; n+ + n− = 2(n − 1) since the last time point
is irrelevant. A Metropolis-Hasting rejection sampler is used to impose the con-
straints v+ > 0, v− < 0, using the above as a proposal.
Spring constant κ. The conditional on κ is Gaussian. It reads,
pi (κ|·) ∝ exp−1
2
(
1
s2κ
(κ− µκ)2 + τ
∑
k,i
(
xki+1 − xki − (−)k vσki − (−)
k
κ (x1i − x2i − L cos θi) + αxki
)2)
Completing the square gives the update, ignoring positivity,
κ
∣∣
.
∼ N
(
τ−1κ
(
µκs
−2
κ + τ
∑
k,i
(
(−)k (xki+1 − xki + αxki )− vσki )
(x1i − x2i − L cos θi)) , τ−1κ )
with τκ = s
−2
κ + 2τ
∑n−1
i=1 (x
1
i − x2i − L cos θi)2. κ ≥ 0 was imposed using the above as
a proposal with a Metropolis-Hasting acceptance step (rejection sampler).
Spring natural length L. The natural length L has conditional,
pi (L|·) ∝ exp−1
2
(
1
s2L
(L− µL)2 + τ
∑
k,i
(
xki+1 − xki − (−)k vσki − (−)
k
κ (x1i − x2i − L cos (θi)) + αxki
)2)
Completing the square gives the update,
L
∣∣
.
∼ N
(
τ−1L
(
µLs
−2
L + τκ
∑
k,i cos (θi)
(
(−)k+1 (xki+1 − xki + αxki )+ vσki +
κ (x1i − x2i ))) , τ−1L
)
with τL = s
−2
L + 2τκ
2
∑
i cos
2 (θi). The sum on i is over 1...n− 1 (excluding last time
point). Again positivity is imposed with a rejection sampler.
Antipoleward force parameter α. For α the conditional pi(α|·) is a truncated
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Gaussian,
pi (α|·) ∝ exp−1
2
(
1
s2α
(α− µα)2 + τ
∑
k,i
(
xki+1 − xki + (−)k+1vσki + (−)
k+1
κ (x1i − x2i − L cos θi) + αxki
)2)
with α > 0. This gives a conditional posterior,
α|· ∼ N
(
τ−1α
(
µαs
−2
α − τ
∑
k,i x
k
i
(
xki+1 − xki + (−)k+1 vσki + (−)
k+1
κ (x1i − x2i − L cos θi))) , τ−1α )
with τα = s
−2
α + τ
∑
i,k
(
xki
)2
and truncated to α > 0 by a rejection sampler.
State transition probabilities pc, pic. The conditionals on pc, pic are Beta distributed
as follows (Equation (4.5)), pi
∣∣∣
·
∼ Beta (ac +Nc −Kc, bc +Kc) where Nc, Kc are the
number of coherence time points and the number of switches to incoherence respectively
for the current sister hidden states σ and similarly pic
∣∣∣
·
∼ Beta (aic +Nic −Kic, bic +Kic).
Hidden states σkt . This hidden MC can be updated by a Gibbs move locally at each
time point [159]. Define ars as the transition matrix between the states (+,−) with pc, pic
the probabilities of no change a depending on the current state. The conditional for
state σki on sister k is then given by,
pi
(
σki = r|·
) ∝ aσki−1r (σkˆi−1)φ (∆Xki |σki = r, ·) arσki+1 (σkˆi )
where φ is the Gaussian pdf of ∆Xki depending on σ
k
i , and dependence of a is indicated
on the other sister kˆ (determining whether the sisters are coherent/incoherent). The
first and last time points are slightly different, as there is no preceding/following state.
This conditional is easily normalised for a Gibbs update (or a Metropolis-Hasting
always proposing a change) running consecutively over sisters and through time.
However this algorithm has poor mixing; on the Gelman-Rubin convergence statis-
tic [160] the noise τ is the slowest to converge because of poor convergence of the
hMC. Performance is improved by using two moves. Firstly doing a joint update
of both sisters at each time point i.e. the above conditional (product over sisters)
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is used to compute the probabilities of states ++,+−,−+,−− at each time point
followed by a Gibbs update. Secondly a block move of length w is used for each sis-
ter separately. This is computationally time consuming taking about 4 times longer
than the joint sister update. It was found that a 20% mix of the block move w ran-
domly selected over 4...10 gave as good convergence as a full block move. The block
move is constructed as follows. Define row vectors u0, u1 associated with current
states 0, 1 at position i. Then iteratively move to the next time point reconstruct-
ing ur =
(
u0a0rφ
(
∆Xki |σki = 0, ·
)) ⊕ (u1a1rφ (∆Xki |σki = 1, ·)) on sister k, thereby
doubling the length of ur. This works through the window. Initialise the vectors
by ur = asr if σ
k
i1
= s, and then ur is the unnormalised probability vector of all 2
w states
if σkiw+1 = r. The state in the window is then updated using a Gibbs move. Windows
from the start of the time series have a prior on the initial position as above. Compu-
tational costs to update over the full time series are similar for w = 2...11, thereafter
rising.
4.3.3 Initial conditions, mixing and convergence
Ten chains were run for each trajectory (sister pair) from over dispersed initial condi-
tions and the Gelman-Rubin convergence statistic was used to test for convergence [160].
Chains were initially run up to 500,000 samples. If they failed to converge (convergence
diagnostic > 1.1 on any parameter), they were run up to a maximum of 4,371,200 sam-
ples. Any trajectory with a convergence statistic still > 1.1 was considered unconverged
and was discarded from further analysis. See Table 4.2 for number of trajectories that
passed convergence. The hidden state is initialised from a simulation of the MC given
the initial parameters pc, pic. 5,000 samples per chain were used for final analysis, the
result of a total chain length of either: 500,000; 1,050,100; 2,155,400 or 4,371,200 sub-
sampled by a factor of: 50; 100; 200 or 400 and subject to an initial burn-in (after
sub-sampling) of: 5000; 5501; 5777 or 5928 respectively.
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4.4 Natural Length Identifiability
If the angle θt is constant (in time) there is a parameter symmetry i.e. the model is a
priori unidentifiable. Specifically, the natural length L of the spring can be absorbed
into v± since there is the symmetry L→ L+ l/ cos θ, v± → v± + κl; thus only the two
combinations v+−v−, v+−κL cos θ (and recombinations of these) are independent of the
symmetry and thus identifiable (estimatable). The sign constraints v+ > 0, v− < 0 limit
this identifiability symmetry to −v+
/
κ < l < −v−
/
κ in addition to L + l/ cos θ > 0,
where L, v± are the true (unknown) values. An informed prior is thus required for L in
this case. This symmetry is lost if θt varies over the trajectory; however the low varia-
tion of θt leaves an a posteriori identifiability problem. To estimate the natural length
of kinetochore pairs cells were treated with a high dose of nocodazole overnight (the
drug was added after the required siRNA incubation period in the case of RNAi ex-
periments, see Chapter 2 for experimental details). This resulted in cells depleted of
microtubules, allowing kinetochore-pairs to be observed in an unattached, tension free
state. Cells that had entered prometaphase were imaged as described in Section 2.3
although the Z-spacing was set to 0.2µm × 31 slices, imaging 6µm in Z. The higher
Z resolution was used since kinetochore pairs in cells treated with nocodazole were
not necessary aligned with their axis roughly perpendicular to Z as they are when bi-
orientated. The imaging conditions still allowed a 3D frame to be recorded every 2 sec-
onds. The reduced spatial range in Z did not cause a problem since no metaphase
plate was fitted and only inter-sister distance measurements were analysed. Movies
were analysed as described in Chapter 3 following all steps except no metaphase plate
was fitted (Section 3.5). Tracking was initially carried out in an unaligned coordinate
system corrected for centre of mass shift only (Section 3.6) before frame alignment (Sec-
tion 3.8). For sister-kinetochore track pairing (Section 3.9) the cost due to track angles
was not considered. Sister-kinetochore trajectories from nocodazole treated cells were
assumed to be under the influence of thermal fluctuations so trajectories were fitted to
a one-dimensional harmonic oscillation model:
Dt+1 = Dt − κ (Dt − L) +N
(
0, s′2
)
(4.6)
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where Dt is the separation between trajectories at time t. The model was fitted to
trajectory pairs using a MCMC methodology similar to the methods discussed in Sec-
tion 4.3 (without the need to compute any hidden states) to infer the natural inter-
kinetochore length for each condition. Cells not treated with siRNA and Control siRNA
treated cells were found to have virtually identical natural lengths of around 0.77µm.
An additional condition was used as a control, Nuf2 siRNA (without nocodazole); cells
depleted of Nuf2 were unable to make end-on attachments between kinetochores and
microtubules. The natural lengths from Nuf2 siRNA cells were virtually identical to
lengths from untreated and Control siRNA cells at around 0.78µm. The natural length
of CAPD2 siRNA was found to be larger, at around 0.97µm and with larger variance,
consistent with the idea of sister-kinetochores being attached by a spring with a lower
spring constant undergoing thermal fluctuations, see Figure 4.4 for the results.
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4.5 Explained Variance
Explained Variance is a model-fitting statistic used to measure how well the fitted
model parameters and the hidden states explain the observed variance of a trajectory.
The explained variance EV is defined as follows. For dynamic model (4.2) analysed
data, for model parameters, hidden state and data compute the sum of squares
V =
∑
k=1,2
n∑
i=1
(xki+1−xki −fki (σ))2, fki (σ) = (−)kvσki +(−)kκ(x1i −x2i −L cos(θi))−αxki
or for 1D harmonic model (4.6) analysed data, for model parameters and data compute
the sum of squares
V =
n∑
i=1
(Di+1 −Di − fi)2, fi = −κ(Di − L)
This is the difference between the predicted displacements and the observed displace-
ments. By averaging over the posterior (samples from MCMC) the (average) explained
variance is obtained,
EV = 1− Eposterior[V ]
V0
(4.7)
where for the dynamic model V0 is the sum of the displacement variances of the two
sisters,
V0 =
∑
k=1,2
n∑
i=1
(xki+1 − xki )2
Strictly the mean displacement should be subtracted in the previous expression but
this is small for long time series. Similarly for the 1D harmonic model
V0 =
n∑
i=1
(Di+1 −Di)2
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4.6 High Throughput Kinetochore Dynamic Data
Data-driven modelling requires a large number of sister kinetochore trajectories sam-
pled at a high enough resolution to capture key dynamic processes. Using the assay
described in Chapter 3 a database of dynamic data consisting of thousands of HeLa-
cell sister-kinetochore trajectories was compiled. Experimental details can be found in
Chapter 2. Sister kinetochore trajectories were given relative to an aligned metaphase
plate coordinate system (see Section 3.7). Before being processed data used for mod-
elling was put through automatic filters on anaphase events, trajectory length and for
the detection of any remaining tracking errors as follows (see Table 4.1 for the effect
of filters on data throughput):
• Anaphase Filter: The model fitted to the trajectory data did not account for
the initiation of anaphase therefore trajectories were first filtered of any anaphase
time-points. Anaphase frames were detected during the tracking assay (see Sec-
tion 3.10).
• Tracking Error Filter: To remove any possible remaining tracking errors tra-
jectories were filtered using the technique described in Section 3.11.1. Any time-
points detected as errors were removed.
• Trajectory Length Filter: The MCMC methodology used to fit the model
required sufficiently long continuous trajectory pairs. Therefore the database
was filtered for trajectory pairs that contained a section of data that continually
spanned at least 75% of a 5 minute movie i.e. lasted at least 3 minutes 46 seconds
or 113 time-points with no internal missing time-points. For trajectories that
passed the filter any data outside the continuous set of time-points was discarded.
4.7 Final Summary
A basic mechanical model of bi-orientated chromosome oscillations has been introduced
based on binary-state kinetochores, a linear spring-like inter-kinetochore connection
and an external spatial force gradient biased towards the centre of the cell body. A
statistical framework has been established designed to fit the model directly to sister-
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kinetochore trajectories. Model-fitting requires strong prior knowledge on the natural
length between sister-kinetochores; data which was provided by imaging experiments
on nocodazole-treated cells followed by model-fitting. Natural length data was gathered
for all conditions that will be used in future experiments.
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Tables
Table 4.1: Sample counts
Condition Number of Number of Number of Number of
Cells Collected Sister-Pairs from Unique Cells After Sister-Pairs after
Collected Cells Filtering Data∗ Filtering Data∗
Untreated 161 5503 85 1334
Nocodazole 170 2997 19 232
Control siRNA 157 6327 108 1614
Control siRNA + nocodazole 94 2893 28 344
CAPD2 siRNA 140 5595 76 1219
CAPD2 siRNA + nocodazole 154 7411 70 621
Nuf2 siRNA 95 1366 19 102
Parental 70 3762 55 1784
∗ Data filters described in Section 4.6 (anaphase filter, tracking error filter and
trajectory length filter).
Table 4.2: Successful convergence counts
Condition Number of
Sister-Pairs
With Successful
Model Convergence∗
Untreated 1077
Control siRNA 1465
CAPD2 siRNA 1006
Parental 1529
∗ See Section 4.3.3 for convergence criteria.
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Table 4.3: Priors for MCMC inference
Parameter v± κ L α τ pc pic
Untreated‡ ∗ N(±0.03, 10) N(0.05, 104) N(0.788, 0.022) N(0.01, 104) Γ(0.5, 10−3) Γ(2.5, 1) Γ(2, 1)
Parental∗
Control siRNA‡ N(0.7735, 0.0155)
CAPD2 siRNA‡ N(0.9690, 0.0404)
∗ Priors are identical.
‡ Priors are identical except for an informed prior on L estimated from nocodazole
treated cells.
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Chapter 5
Inferring Sister Kinetochore State
and Dynamic Parameters through a
Model Fit
5.1 Statistical Model-Fitting
In Chapter 4 a statistical framework was presented designed to fit a basic mechanical
model to sister-kinetochore trajectories. This chapter describes fitting the model to
human kinetochore trajectories produced from the high-throughput assay described in
Chapter 3. Model fits across a multitude of trajectory-pairs reveals key correlates and
dynamics processes especially with regards to directional switches.
5.2 Successfully Fitting the Kinetochore Dynamics
Model to a Single Trajectory-Pair
The model was first fitted on a sister pair exhibiting strong oscillations (Figure 5.1a) in-
ferring concurrently both model parameters (spring constant κ; spring natural length L;
polymerisation v+ and depolymerisation v− speeds; PEF gradient strength α; noise pa-
rameter s2) and the unobserved sister states (v−/v−, v−/v+, v+/v+, v+/v−). On this tra-
jectory the inferred K-fibre (free) polymerisation (v+) and depolymerisation (v−) speeds
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are 17±4nm.s−1 and 49±4nm.s−1 respectively with depolymerisation significantly faster
than polymerisation (p < 10−8). The corresponding kinetochore speeds during AP
(anti-poleward, away from its closest spindle-pole) and P (poleward, towards its closest
spindle-pole) runs follow from the combined action of K-fibre (de)polymerisation, the
spring force and the PEF on the kinetochore (see (4.2)) and are 24±22nm.s−1 and 43±
25nm.s−1 respectively, shifts of 41% and 12% on average over the trajectory. AP speed
remains less than that of a P moving kinetochore, the sister separation therefore in-
creases over a coherent run suggesting that the lead sister is pulling the trailing sister,
a result consistent with previous studies in PtK1 cells [99, 100]. Clearly the spring and
PEF forces are small compared to those of the K-fibres that provide most of the driving
force. All these forces are found to be non-zero (associated parameters are non zero,
Figure 5.1f-i), in particular the trailing kinetochore connection with its K-fibre is found
to be active (v+ > 0), the kinetochore being pushed away from its spindle-pole. This
trajectory shows strong regions of coherence interspersed with short periods of incoher-
ence that correspond to the two sisters both polymerising (v+/v+) (Figure 5.1e). There
is a high confidence in assigning the sister polymerisation state (Figure 5.1c) endowing
the trajectory with a high level of deterministic behaviour (strong clear oscillations).
In fact this trajectory shows the previously reported [90, 161] deterministic lead sister
switching choreography as is evident directly from the sister trajectories (Figure 5.1a-e);
the lead sister switching first with a probability of 99% compared to 0% for the trailing
sister to switch first (the remaining 1% is joint/coincident switching). These lead sister
driven dynamics are responsible for the contracting (v+/v+) incoherent state observed
in between coherent runs giving the classic dynamic profile with the inter-sister distance
relaxing at a switching event (v+/v+) and increasing over the following half-period as
the lead sister moves away (Figure 5.1b). The high-resolution 3D measurements also
show that the sister axis is dynamic with maximal twist occurring during the incoher-
ent (contracting) phases (Figure 5.1b). During coherence the spring is under increasing
stretch which reduces the twist while during the contracting coherence state the twist
is high, potentially a combination of thermal fluctuations in the twist angle and actual
pushing forces between the kinetochores.
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Figure 5.1: Single Trajectory Model Fit. a) A sister kinetochore trajectory display-
ing a strong deterministic dynamics (EV = 67%), kinetochore distance measured from
metaphase plate. b) Inter-sister separation (blue) and sister-kinetochore twist i.e. an-
gle with normal to metaphase plate (green). c) Inferred probability of each sister being
in the polymerising (+) state. Dotted lines represent trajectories from a). d) Inferred
probability of sisters switching states (per frame). Dotted lines represent trajecto-
ries from a). e) Inferred sister states. Coherent states green (v+/v−), red (v−/v+),
incoherent states blue (v+/v+), yellow (v−/v−). cont
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Figure 5.1: cont Inferred posterior distributions and model parameters. Posterior
distributions consist of 25000 samples (from a chain of length 50000 steps after a burnin
of 25000 steps). f) Posterior distribution of the anti-poleward force gradient α. g)
Posterior distribution of the spring constant κ. h) Posterior distribution of the natural
length L in green and the informed Gaussian prior used in the sampler (red) determined
through nocodazole treatment. i) Posterior distributions for the speeds v+ (green)
and v− (red). j) Distributions of the probabilities of not switching state per time-point
while coherent (green) and incoherent (red). k) Posterior distribution of the noise
parameter τ = s−2.
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5.3 Sister Kinetochore Population Switching Statis-
tics
To ascertain the statistics of kinetochore switching dynamics in vivo the model was fit-
ted to 1077 sister pairs across 85 cells; on a further 257 trajectories the model failed to
find a fit (failed convergence test, see Table 4.2 and Section 4.3.3) suggesting that the
deterministic/oscillatory signal of these trajectories was weak. Only the converged tra-
jectories were used in the following. The fitting method cannot determine the natural
length on each trajectory coincidently with all the other parameters but only across the
population (from nocodazole treated cells, Section 4.4). Figure 5.2 shows that the pos-
terior distribution for L shifts towards higher values as the prior is weakened (prior vari-
ance increases). Given the a posteriori lack of identifiability the robustness of parame-
ters was tested with respect to a change in the L prior mean, Figure 5.3. It was found
that apart from the inferred speeds almost all other parameters were robust to changes
in the L prior mean and did not change significantly (the exception being κ when
the L prior mean was decreased by 20%). As expected given the nature of the identifi-
ability issue the values of the inferred speeds scaled with changes in the L prior mean.
To quantify levels of stochasticity in the trajectories explained variance (EV) (4.7) was
used as a statistic (see Section 4.5). EV is essentially a measure of the deterministic (os-
cillatory) component in the trajectory that is explained by the model. Figure 5.4 shows
the EV range of fitted trajectories. EV varies from 0.003 to 0.66. Visual inspection of
trajectories suggested that a deterministic switching mechanism is not always at work,
see trajectory examples Figures 5.5, 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8 for trajectories organised by EV.
Figure 5.9 shows mean sister-centre displacement auto-correlation of trajectories (as
in Figure 3.25b) organised by EV. Trajectories with higher EV show more evidence of
oscillatory i.e. deterministic behaviour. Therefore trajectories were defined as either
showing deterministic behaviour with an explained variance EV > 0.25 (54% of trajec-
tories) or showing predominantly stochastic behaviour with an EV < 0.25 (Figure 5.4).
The trajectory shown in Figure 5.1a is the most deterministic trajectory (EV = 0.66).
Individual cells tend to show a range of trajectory behaviour including those with a
highly deterministic component and those that are quite stochastic (Figure 5.4b). Tra-
jectories with low EV were spatially biased towards the edge of the metaphase plate
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(Figure 5.4c) consistent with previous observations that chromosomes at the periphery
have weaker oscillations [57, 99, 138]. To investigate the mechanism of sister switching
focus was placed on the more deterministic trajectories (EV > 0.25; n = 577). First
the magnitude of v− was confirmed to be larger than v+ (Figure 5.1i, p = 10−182,
MW) and that coherent and both incoherent (expanding/contracting) sister states
occur; (v+/v+) 4.8% and (v−/v−) 0.9% of the time on EV > 0.25 trajectories (Fig-
ure 5.11). Further it was confirmed that polymerising K-fibres push the trailing
kinetochore; on 56% of all trajectories (71% of trajectories with EV > 0.25) the in-
ferred v+ distribution has a mean that is > 1.65 × standard deviation indicating that
support for v+ = 0 is less than 5% (Figure 5.12). This is a conservative test but indi-
cates that in contrast to previous work [100, 128] the trailing (AP) moving kinetochore
is active and not solely pulled by their sister.
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Figure 5.2: Analysis of the identifiability of the natural length L. Inference was
performed with 4 different priors on L with increasing variance, specifically a trun-
cated Gaussian prior with (mean, std) = (0.7880, 0.1480) in blue, the informed prior
estimated from nocodazole treatment and used throughout the analysis, Table 4.3,
(0.7000 0.7000) green; (0.7000 1.0000) red and (0.7000 1.4142) cyan (means, vari-
ances refer to Gaussian before truncation to L > 0). a) Prior (dashed) and posterior
(solid) distributions of L, samples pooled from all trajectories (1,670,168 samples from
1334 trajectories). b) Distribution of posterior mean of L for the trajectories with
an EV > 0.25 (517; 521; 518 and 523 trajectories respectively). Statistics shown in
legend.
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Figure 5.3: Parameter robustness analysis for the L prior. Fractional change in me-
dian of the distribution of posterior parameter means for trajectories with EV > 0.25.
The prior mean of L was altered by {+10,+20,−10,−20}% (blue, cyan, red, or-
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with *. Data from 514 (blue), 504 (cyan), 536 (red) and 554 (orange) trajectories
respectively.
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Figure 5.6: Examples of Trajectories with High EV. Twenty randomly chosen tra-
jectories with explained variance 0.4 > (EV) > 0.25. Sub-plots show from left to right
trajectories (distance from metaphase plate), probabilities of + (polymerising) state
and the proportion of sister-states (+/−,−/+,+/+,−/−). a)-e) trajectories one to
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Figure 5.8: Examples of Trajectories with Very Low EV. Twenty randomly chosen
trajectories with explained variance 0.1 > (EV). Sub-plots show from left to right
trajectories (distance from metaphase plate), probabilities of + (polymerising) state
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5.4 Trail Sister Kinetochore Switching First is Strongly
Suppressed
The frequency that a lead or trailing sister switch occurs after a coherent run was
calculate. To extract this information a period of coherence was defined as a predom-
inantly coherent sequence of time-points (reversals back to the same coherent state
within 4 time-points were allowed within a coherent period). A change out of co-
herence (v+/v− or v−/v+) to v+/v+ and v−/v− correspond to a lead and trail switch
respectively. This filters out transient switches that are rapidly reversed and allowed
the demarcation of periods of coherence separated by periods of incoherence for each
trajectory. The mean coherence and incoherence times are 28.5 (11.8) and 7.5 (8.8)
seconds respectively (mean and population standard deviation), Figure 5.13, i.e. giving
a half period of 36 seconds that is consistent with the autocorrelation analysis, Fig-
ures 3.25, 5.9. For a coherent run (n = 3615) the probability of the leading or trailing
sister switching first was inferred from the model, the confidence of either reflecting the
relative dynamics of the two sisters across the event. There was a spread of switching
biases across switching events between those with a high probability of the lead sister
switching first to those with a high probability of trail switching, Figure 5.14a. A kine-
tochore switching event was defined as a lead switching event (LSE) if the probability
of a lead switch exceeded the probability of a trail switch by 1/3 and a trail switch
event (TSE) similarly; the remaining events are defined to have a joint switch/no bias
(JSE); respective regions are shown on Figure 5.14a. These criteria illustrate that there
was a strong lead bias with the fraction of LSE and TSE being 58.9% and 8.9% re-
spectively, the remaining fraction (32.2%) of events being joint, Table 5.1; a trajectory
demonstrating all three event types is shown in Figure 5.14c. This result is similar to
the lead switching bias reported in PtK1 cells at 85% : 15%, lead : trail [100]. It was
also confirmed that similar distributions of switching probabilities were observed in the
parental cell line HeLa-K eGFP-CENP-A (Figure 5.15). It cannot be ruled out that
higher sampling (< 2s per frame) would reveal further lead (or trail) bias but attempts
to do so indicated that such data is dominated by thermal noise making designation
of switching preferences near impossible. For instance the ability to assign a lead or
trail preference to an event deteriorates with EV (Figure 5.14b) i.e. as noise in the
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trajectory increases. Nevertheless these data demonstrate that trailing sister switching
is heavily inhibited leaving a weak lead bias and a majority of joint switch events.
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5.5 Inferred Forces do not Support a Tug-of-War
Switching Mechanism
Next it was addressed how the pattern of sister switching is coordinated. The data
supports a mechanism orchestrated by a build-up of forces but contradicts a tug-of-
war hypothesis (Figure 5.16). In the system the spring is weak, contributing typ-
ically less than 13% of the force on a kinetochore whilst the K-fibre generates on
average 58% of those forces (Figure 5.16a). The inferred centromere spring constant
is low at 0.0302 ± 0.0007s−1 (mean ± S.E.M.) i.e. the spring contributes a speed
of 30nm s−1 under a micron stretch on average. Since the spring length fluctuations
are typically within 400nm the spring only makes a small adjustment to the speed of
up to 12nm s−1. The PEF force constant is also small at 0.0173± 0.0008s−1 giving an
effective speed of 17nm s−1 at a displacement of 1 micron from the metaphase plate;
these compare to a depolymerisation speed of 37.4 ± 0.6nm s−1 (Figure 5.10). Thus
spring forces are small and do not typically build up sufficiently to counter the forces
resulting from polymerisation and depolymerisation and hence are insufficient to in-
duce a stall in the leading sister. This does not of course exclude occasional stalls when
switching fails to occur, switching times then being substantially longer than the norm.
In conclusion switching is not a consequence of a tug-of-war between kinetochore mi-
crotubules, spring and PEF forces. However this does not rule out a force-dependent
switching mechanism since there are distinct force characteristics to the dynamics (Fig-
ure 5.16). For a kinetochore in a leading state (P) the spring and PEF typically pull
back on the kinetochore whilst in the trailing state (AP) these combine to increase the
speed of the kinetochore (Figure 5.16b,d,f); c.f. magnitude of v− being greater than v+.
The PEF and spring forces are periodic, the latter with double the frequency, these
forces being in phase just before a switching event (Figure 5.16d,f). The spring force
is thus near maximal as the leading sister switches although this is simply a reflection
of the fact that the spring is under maximal stretch at that point (Figure 5.1b).
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Figure 5.16: Temporal force profiles of sister kinetochores. a) Histogram of the
absolute fraction of total force made up from polar ejection forces (PEF; orange),
spring force (green) and K-fibre depolymerisation/polymerisation force (light blue)
averaged over trajectories with EV > 0.25 (n = 577). b) Schematic for the forces
acting on sisters. c-f) Estimated decomposition of kinetochore velocity into its force
components over time for the trajectory in Figure 5.1a; c,d) sister 1 and e,f) sister
2. Polymerisation/depolymerisation force on kinetochores attributable to the K-fibre
(light blue); spring force (green); polar ejection forces (orange) and the total force
(dark blue). Time-series overlaid with inferred end (black) and start (green) times of
coherence periods (runs). Note that forces are positive in the anti- poleward direction.
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5.6 There is a Strong Causal Signature in the Spring
Force for Lead and Trail Switching
To investigate further pre- and post-switch dynamics were examined in TSE and LSE
events. By aligning profiles ±40s across the events it can be seen clearly that LSE and
TSE have both pre-event (causal) and post-event signatures (Figure 5.17). Specifically
the (−10s) pre-event spring tensions (and inter-sister distances) were significantly dif-
ferent (p = 7 × 10−8, 7 × 10−11, MW) being 39% lower on average in TSE than LSE
(Figure 5.17b) whilst the PEF showed no such signature, being very similar under LSE
and TSE for both the leading and trailing sisters (Figure 5.17c). For a LSE the spring
force increases by 3-fold over the 20s prior to switching, stabilises 4s prior to the switch
and then decreases rapidly during the 8s post-switching. This relaxation of the spring
prior to the switch appears to be the result of the lead sister slowing down. This would
be in-line with the non-linear kinetics of P movement reported in PtK1 cells in which
the velocity slows at maximal inter-sister stretch [162]. The spring and PEF forces
are also low, (average) peak forces of 6, 14nm s−1 respectively (the latter for the lead
sister), confirming that switching is not a result of stalling since their sum is only half
of the lead sister depolymerisation speed (37.4± 0.6nm s−1). Finally, the switching of
the second sister (trailing) correlates with a reduction in the spring forces to near zero
(Figure 5.17b, red vertical line). The profile for a TSE is distinct: the force in the
spring is much lower prior to the switch and builds up more slowly (Figure 5.17b). The
profile for a TSE was distinct: the force in the spring is much lower prior to the switch
and builds up more slowly (Figure 5.17b). The maximum force is only reached 4s after
the switch has occurred. This indicates that the trail switch itself is necessary to build
up tension whilst the force reached is similar (∼ 7nm s−1) to that seen during LSE.
These differences in spring force also explain the reduced twisting of the sisters prior to
a LSE compared to a TSE, i.e. twist is reduced by the higher inter-sister forces whilst
the contracting incoherent state after an LSE causes an increase in twist (Figure 5.17d).
The post event spring force is also compressive at some time point post LSE (TSE)
in 37% (7%) of events while compression of the centromeric chromatin was observed
in 38% of coherent runs, typically early after a switch; however distinguishing active
compression from a compressive thermal fluctuation is extremely difficult. Note that
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JSEs have spring force profiles similar to those of LSE (Figure 5.18) suggesting that
there are in fact only two switching choreographies, JSE having a lead bias but with the
second sister switching faster than the temporal resolution is able to resolve. Taken to-
gether, the data supports the following working model: firstly the trailing sister K-fibre
polymerisation state is stabilised by a pulling force from the spring. Secondly the lead
sister switching rate is controlled by a tension sensor that responds to forces exerted
by the centromeric spring. This model is consistent with that proposed previously [99].
These mechanisms also provide possible explanations for switching resolution. Under
TSE the lead sister tension sensor triggers under the escalating spring force post-event
(Figure 5.17b) while in LSE the loss of the applied force triggers catastrophe in the
trailing sister K-fibre. The latter is a slower process, again suggesting that pulling
(expanding) states are suppressed.
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Figure 5.17: Signatures in temporal profile distributions during sister kinetochore
directional switching. a)-f) Time profiles across switching events according to type
(LSE, TSE). Events from trajectories with EV > 0.25 where lead (LSE, n = 1024;
red) or trail (TSE, n = 154; black) switched first out of coherence were aligned at their
median switching time (time origin, vertical dotted blue line). Solid lines indicate mean
values over time, dashed lines ± one S.E.M. a) Time-dependent change in inter-sister
distance; b) spring force; c) polar ejection force for the two sisters; d) twist angle; e)
probability of v+/v+ state and f) probability of v−/v− state. In c) forces are positive in
the direction of motion. Median time at which the second sister switches is indicated
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inter-quartile range given as horizontal lines at the top of the figure.
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5.7 Final Summary
Model-fitting to multiple trajectory-pairs revealed a range of population statistics and
key correlates in sister-kinetochore dynamics during metaphase oscillations. Kinetochore-
pairs exhibited different levels of deterministic- and stochastic-type behaviour quan-
tified by an explained variance statistic. Trajectory-pairs displaying high-stochastic-
/ low-deterministic-type behaviour i.e. low explained variance were biased towards
the edge of the metaphase plate, consistent with previous experimental observations
that peripheral chromosomes show less oscillatory-like dynamics compared to central
ones. The central elastic connection between sister-kinetochores and the PEF were
both shown to be relatively weak compared to the intrinsic force produced by pole-
ward or anti-poleward moving kinetochores. Therefore results suggested that direc-
tional switches are not due to a kinetochore-pair reaching a point of force-balance
between opposing agents but rather due to rapid changes of kinetochore state. The
period of time between poleward-directed chromosome movement was referred to as
an incoherent state of the kinetochore-pair (as opposed to a coherent state i.e. one
poleward- and one anti-poleward-moving kinetochore). A strong bias was found for
the leading- i.e. anti-poleward moving-kinetochore to switch into an incoherent state
first. Lead-kinetochore switching suppresses configurations where both kinetochores
pull on a chromosome in opposite directions, a state that could be considered dan-
gerous pre-anaphase since it could lead to microtubule detachment. The profiles of
inter-kinetochore tension pre- and post-switching event are distinctly different between
lead- and trail-switches with lead-switches exhibiting a rapid increase in spring-force
pre-event. This suggests that there is an active tension-sensing agent on the lead-
kinetochore that triggers a change of state leading to a preferred lead-sister switch
that prevents an undesired dual-pulling state of a kinetochore-pair.
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Tables
Table 5.1: Event counts in trajectory analysis
Condition Number of Number of Number of
Lead Switch Events Trail Switch Events Joint Switch Events
(End / Start) Coherence (End / Start) Coherence (End / Start) Coherence
Untreated 1050 / 1073 160 / 211 658 / 1145
Untreated (EV > 0.25) 1024 / 1022 154 / 194 559 / 769
Control siRNA 924 / 1008 449 / 612 1326 / 2227
Control siRNA (EV > 0.25) 900 / 945 431 / 570 1136 / 1529
CAPD2 siRNA 1269 / 1297 990 / 1074 611 / 870
CAPD2 siRNA (EV > 0.25) 1254 / 1249 981 / 1039 559 / 689
Parental 2174 / 2175 1011 / 1186 2190 / 2801
Parental (EV > 0.25) 2106 / 2097 970 / 1126 2000 / 2388
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Chapter 6
Multiple Force-Dependent
Mechanisms Regulate Human
Chromosome Directional Switching
to Produce Noisy Metaphase
Oscillations
6.1 Inter-Kinetochore Tension Control of Kineto-
chore Switching Tested by Perturbation Exper-
iments
The results discussed in Chapter 5 lead to a proposal for kinetochore directional switch-
ing where lead-kinetochore switching is favourably-biased and is under the control of
a tension-sensing agent sensitive to the inter-kinetochore tension of the centromeric
spring. In this chapter that model will be tested by careful perturbation experiments;
designed to affect the inter-kinetochore tension whilst not directly interfering with any
kinetochore-proteins.
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6.2 A Stiff Centromere Spring is Required to Bias
Switching to the Lead Sister Kinetochore
One prediction of the inter-kinetochore tension sensing model proposed in Chapter 5
is that manipulation of the spring and its associated forces should dramatically affect
coordination and oscillatory dynamics. Specifically weakening of the spring should re-
duce force sensing between the sisters and have no effect on K-fibre polymerisation and
depolymerisation speeds. To test this the CAPD2 subunit of condensin I was depleted,
which causes decompaction of centromeric chromatin resulting in a reduction in the
stiffness of the sister-sister linkage and an increase in the period of oscillation [96, 161,
163] (Figure 6.1e). For comparison purposes a control siRNA treatment was used,
which had similar characteristics to the untreated cell line, in particular it retained the
LSE bias (Figure 6.2a). It was confirmed that under CAPD2 depletion kinetochore
oscillations were retained (Figure 6.1b; Figure 6.1e) while inter-sister distances were
largely consistent with a weaker spring (Figure 6.1d). This was in part because of a
larger rest length determined by nocodazole treatment (Figure 4.4e,f), consistent with
a change in the physical properties of the centromeric spring [163]. Model fits further
showed that the spring constant was reduced (by 58%) as expected while other me-
chanical parameters were affected to a lesser degree, the second largest being v+ that
changed by 37% (Figure 6.3d,g; Table 6.1). Basic expectations were thus satisfied
and it was concluded that CAPD2 is primarily affecting spring elasticity. An analysis
across n = 1006 sister pairs (CAPD2 siRNA treatment) compared to n = 1465 (Control
siRNA treatment) showed that although oscillations had a larger period, Figure 6.1e,
and amplitude, Figure 6.1c, they were also more deterministic with the proportion
of EV > 0.25 increasing to 84% (Figure 6.3a,b). This higher level of deterministic
behaviour (trajectory dynamics fit the model better) is likely a consequence of the
increased period and amplitude, reducing the effects of limited spatial and temporal
resolution. In fact although the coherence time is longer its proportion throughout the
period is reduced, with sisters in CAPD2 siRNA treated cells spending longer in inco-
herence (Figure 6.3i, 6.4). Thus switching takes longer, indicative of reduced levels of
inter-sister regulation. An analysis of these trajectories revealed that the switching lead
bias was reduced, 1.3:1 compared to 2.0:1 in Control siRNA; Figure 6.2. Thus weaken-
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ing the centromeric spring largely abolishes the mechanism that allows communication
between sister kinetochores and the resulting lead-first switching choreography.
6.2.1 Key Model Parameters are Shown to be Significantly
Different Under siRNA Treatment by Statistical Clus-
tering
To test whether observed differences in model parameters under CAPD2 depletion
(compared to controls) were significantly different compared with intra-treatment inter-
experiment differences statistical clustering was used. Data was initially separated into
sets based on treatment (untreated, control siRNA and CAPD2 siRNA) and on individ-
ual experiments (imaging days) (Figure 6.5), the latter giving an estimate of variation
between experimental batches. Distances between sets were calculated using the Tukey-
Kramer range test on the mean ranks of each set calculated using the Kruskal-Wallis
one-way analysis of variance. Clustering was performed by combining sets with the low-
est distance into one new set and repeating the clustering until only one set remained.
Distances between each set were determined as significant or not based on the Tukey-
Kramer range test with a 95% confidence interval. Figure 6.5b,c show the clustering of
posterior mean values of the spring constant and natural length (κ, L) respectively. In
both these cases all CAPD2 siRNA experiments belong to a single cluster (of insignifi-
cant intra-cluster distances) with the largest overall (significant) distance to any other
cluster. In the case of L this is understandable given the strong prior (Section 4.4) and
the differences in the mean prior for each condition (Table 4.3). In the case of κ however
the result strongly suggests that the fitted parameter values under CAPD2 depletion
are significantly different to controls even when accounting for inter-experimental vari-
ation. No other parameter tested showed complete clustering of a single treatment
type suggesting that for other model parameters inter-treatment variation was not sig-
nificantly different from inter-experimental variation. Clustering analysis of this type
is ultimately qualitative in assessment but nerveless serves as a useful indication of the
variation in the parameters. The fact that the speed values (v+, v−) (Figure 6.5e,f
respectively) do not show comparatively significant inter-treatment variation given the
differences in the mean prior on L between treatments (Table 4.3) and the sensitivity
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of the posterior speed values on the prior natural length (Section 4.4) is an indication
that reasonable priors for natural length (especially in the case of CAPD2 depletion)
were chosen and that K-fibre (de)polymerisation speed (force) is largely independent
of inter-chromatid tension (caused by Condensin).
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Figure 6.1: siRNA depletion of CAPD2. a) Typical example of a control siRNA
trajectory exhibiting strong oscillations. b) Typical example of a CAPD2 siRNA tra-
jectory exhibiting strong oscillations. c) Histograms of maximum kinetochore-pair dis-
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6.3 Evidence for a Tension-Rate Sensor on the Lead
Sister Kinetochore
Examination of the causal signatures in the force profiles indicates surprisingly that
the spring force profiles were typically higher under CAPD2 depletion, but as predicted
pre-event differences for LSE and TSE were reduced (Figure 6.6a,b). The data thus
supports the following model: the increased spring force stabilises the trailing sister
resulting in a longer half-period (Figure 6.1e). However the higher force in the spring
demonstrates that the lead-sister tension sensor cannot be responding to a threshold
force as this would be exceeded far earlier than the switching event in CAPD2-depleted
cells, suggesting a mechanism based on the rate of change of the tension is present. Ex-
amination of the fractional change in the spring force over 10s suggests that the tension
sensor fires when a fractional change of 0.5 occurs, the switching event then following
within 10s (Figure 6.6c; green dotted line). Therefore it is proposed that the tension
sensor continually adapts on a time scale of 10s to the current spring tension. This is a
tension-rate-sensor. It is proposed that LSE triggering under CAPD2 depletion is not
through the tension-rate-sensor because it fails to trigger under the gentle force profiles
seen in these conditions, resulting in fractional changes over 10s that are below 0.5 (Fig-
ure 6.6b,d). Instead it is suggested that a second mechanism for microtubule rescue
of the leading sister is present whereby the K-fibre has a native switching rate de-
pendent on the balance of polymerising and depolymerising constituent microtubules.
Under CAPD2 depletion, thereby removing the trigger for the tension-rate-sensor, a
native instability of the K-fibres is revealed so tuned to have similar rates of switching
and thus similar proportions of LSE and TSE. Finally the second sister switches in
CAPD2 depletion as normal, the tension-rate-sensor triggering under the escalation
of the spring force in TSE reaching the 0.5 fractional change threshold (Figure 6.6d),
whilst loss of the pulling force causes the trailing sister to switch in LSE due to loss
of stabilisation of polymerisation state. These considerations also apply to the un-
treated cells (Figure 5.17) where the fractional change exceeds 1.5 at its peak, and to
the original parental cell line (Figure 6.7). In all these cell lines there is a mixture of
lead kinetochore switching mechanisms reflected in the lead:trail bias; the high bias
of the untreated cell line indicates near pure lead switching (85%) through tension-
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meter firing, whilst the Control siRNA with a lead bias of 2.0:1, only has 50% of
LSE attributable to tension-meter firing, compared to 23% in CAPD2 depleted cells.
This heterogeneity partially explains the degrading signature of the fractional tension
change during LSE since this signature is an average over the two LSE types. Further,
switching of the K-fibre takes 10 to 15s in LSE and maximal fractional tension change
is not coincident with the kinetochore direction reversal. This is because of a phase of
deceleration (10s prior to direction reversal) of the inter-sister spring distance as micro-
tubules within the K-fibre undergo rescue, Figure 6.6c; 6.7. After a TSE the switching
of the original lead sister K-fibre appears to be faster, occurring within 3 to 8s. Ex-
plaining these fine details will require data on K-fibre microtubule composition and
state.
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Figure 6.6: Force signatures and fractional changes under weakening of the spring. a)
Aligned profiles for the spring force for LSE in Control (blue) and CAPD2 (red) siRNA
treatments around their median switch times (events from trajectories with EV >
0.25, n = 900, 1254 events respectively). Solid lines represent mean values over time and
dashed lines represent ± one S.E.M. Median time at which the second sister switches
is indicated by the vertical blue (Control siRNA) and red (CAPD2 siRNA) lines with
the inter-quartile range indicated by horizontal lines. b) Same analysis as a) but for
TSE (n = 431, 981 events respectively). c) Fractional change in the spring force over
the previous 10s for LSE, data as a). d) Fractional change in the spring force over
the previous 10s for TSE, data as b). In c), d) second sister switching times as a), b).
The green and black horizontal dotted lines indicate the 0.5 and 0 fractional change in
spring force, respectively.
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Figure 6.7: Fractional changes under weakening of the spring in untreated and
parental cell lines. a) Fractional change in the spring force over the previous 10s
in untreated cells for lead (red) and trail (black) switch events around their median
switch times (events from trajectories with EV > 0.25, n = 1024, 154 events respec-
tively). Solid lines represent mean values over time and dashed lines represent ± one
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6.4 Model for Human Kinetochore Switching
Analysis supports a new model of kinetochore switching (see schematic in Figure 6.8)
in which the lead sister is connected to the trailing sister by a weak centromeric spring,
dynamics regulated so that the spring sustains only low forces throughout metaphase
oscillations. This set-up prevents thermal fluctuations and/or stochastic movements
of the trailing sister from stalling the lead sister. This is crucial to ensure that di-
rectional chromosome movements are robust. By implication the weak spring cannot
induce switching by stalling the lead sister. Instead switching is regulated through a
local force sensing i.e. communication occurs between the sisters through the (small
but significant) forces in the connecting spring. A layered mechanism of switching is
proposed whereby the multiple microtubules of each K-fibre have a native switching
rate, a consequence of the dynamic instability of the constituent microtubules whilst
a tension-rate sensor on the lead sister typically results in lead sister switching under
escalation of spring force during a coherent run (Figure 6.8). A LSE thus has the
following sequence of events: over a coherent run the faster lead sister (|v−| > |v+|),
(Figure 5.10) results in an increased spring force that stabilises the trailing sister state
by inhibiting catastrophe whilst tension build up causes the tension-rate sensor to fire
at 0.5 relative tension increase over 10s (Figure 6.6c). The lead sister thus switches to
polymerisation; the spring force collapses and the trailing sister polymerisation state
then becomes unstable because of the age of its constituent microtubules. This age dif-
ference can explain the bias towards the previous trailing sister to undergo catastrophe
and not the newly switched kinetochore. In a TSE there is a slower build up of inter-
sister separation that changes the whole choreography of switching. This slower build
up is possibly due to obstacles to chromosome movement or other stochastic events. It
results in a gentler spring force profile thus the lower forces fail to stabilise the trail-
ing sister state and the lower fractional change prevents the tension rate sensor firing.
Hence the trailing sister switches first due to its native age dependent catastrophe rate;
the lead sister then rapidly follows through under firing of the tension-rate sensor as
the spring force escalates (Figure 6.6d). Again there is an asymmetry, the original lead
sister has an established tension-rate sensor, whilst the new lead sister tension-meter
would take 10s to establish a rate measurement. The coherent run time prior to a TSE
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is longer by 1.3s on average (28.5± 11.2 versus 29.8± 12.3s), but the large coefficient
of variation of these distributions means this is not significant. Finally under weaken-
ing of the spring (CAPD2 depletion) the polymerisation and depolymerisation speeds
are insufficient to increase the spring force fast enough to switch the tension-rate sen-
sor during a coherent run. Since the spring force is in fact high in CAPD2 depleted
cells, because of a high inter-sister distance, the polymerisation state is stabilised and
thus the half-period is longer (Figure 6.1b). Switching is then stochastic with a slight
bias towards LSE presumably because of a small component of the tension-rate sensor
firing whilst the second sister follows a switching mechanism identical to above. The
model (Figure 6.8) provides for the first time a (probabilistic) causal mechanistic model
explaining how switching events are initiated (first sister switch) and how switching
events are resolved (second sister switching) thereby returning the sisters to a coher-
ent state. This model requires three key regulatory mechanisms. Firstly microtubule
catastrophe rates increase with age, indeed microtubules have been reported to have
a age dependent catastrophe rate [164]. Secondly catastrophe rates of kinetochore
microtubules are reduced under applied forces. Such stabilisation by applied force is
observed with purified budding yeast kinetochores in vitro [46] and micro-manipulation
experiments in vivo [88]. Thirdly there is a tension-rate sensor on the lead sister kine-
tochore that fires under a fractional change of 0.5 over 10s. Such dynamic adaptive
sensors are known in chemotaxis where the chemotaxis signalling network responds to
temporal gradients in the chemo-attractant [165, 166], a property that emerges from
the connectivity of the signalling network [167]. Thus the tension-rate sensor could
comprise such adaptive signalling networks with force sensing proteins. It is proposed
that this layered mechanism has evolved to minimise the likelihood of pulling sister-
chromatids apart in pre-anaphase cells by keeping inter-sister forces small. Without
the tension-rate sensor (CAPD2 depletion) the sisters have a 35% probability of both
entering a pulling state at a switching event (TSE), compared to 17.5% with the ten-
sion rate sensor (Control siRNA). Further, TSE have shorter periods of incoherence
after switching than LSE (p = 1.32 × 10−5, MW), 4.17 ± 4.35 versus 6.26 ± 5.57s re-
spectively (untreated cells) suggesting the system has minimised the time spent in the
pulling state. In total kinetochores spend 8% of their time in the expanding incoher-
ent state in absence of a tension-rate sensor (Figure 6.4) compared to only 2% with a
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tension-rate sensor (Figure 6.4).
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Figure 6.8: A tension-rate sensor, force stabilised polymerisation state and a K-fibre
ageing process coordinate sister kinetochore switching. Cartoon model summarising the
mechanisms that coordinate sister kinetochore switching. Trailing sisters (red outline)
and leading sisters (black outline) are shown attached to K-fibres that are polymerising
or depolymerising. Sisters are linked by centromeric spring. The inset above the spring
illustrates how spring forces (F) are changing with time (orange lines). The insets
above the K-fibres illustrate how the rate of catastrophe or rescue of the constituent
microtubules evolves over time (ageing). Thresholds for initiating a kinetochore state
change are shown by horizontal green dotted lines. a) Top panel: The lead sister
switches first when the spring force builds up at a sufficient rate to trigger the tension-
rate sensor (green) on the lead sister whilst those high spring forces also inhibit the
native catastrophe rate of the trailing sister-attached K-fibre. This results in the lead
sister switching before the trailing. Bottom panel: Switching of the lead sister results
in a rapid reduction of the spring forces, which removes the force stabilisation of the
trailing sister-attached K-fibre polymerisation state causing the trailing sister to switch,
returning the sisters to a coherent state moving in the opposite direction. cont
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Figure 6.8: cont Note that the previously lead (just switched) kinetochores does not
re-switch in this model because the K-fibre is ‘new’, compared to the trailing sister
attached K-fibre that is old and close to the switching threshold. b) Top panel: The
trailing sister switches first when the spring force does not build up sufficiently fast
to fire the tension-rate sensor, whilst the low force fails to stabilise the K-fibre of
the trailing kinetochore thus giving the trailing sister a higher catastrophe rate. A
trail switch is thus favoured, rescues being less probable that catastrophes. Bottom
panel: Once the trailing sister switches the spring force increases rapidly activating the
tension-rate sensor and driving the former lead sister to switch into a trailing state.
The failure of the new lead kinetochore to re-switch suggests that the tension-rate
sensor is not yet fully active.
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6.5 Final Summary
Perturbation of the inter-kinetochore centromeric spring by CAPD2 depletion revealed
key characteristics of sister-kinetochore coordination at directional switches. Summary
statistics (inter-sister distances and sister-centre displacement autocorrelation (Fig-
ure 6.1d,e)) on trajectories under CAPD2 depletion were shown to be consistent with
previous results [96]. Analysis of the internal mechanical model parameters showed
that relative to controls CAPD2 depletion reduced the inter-kinetochore spring con-
stant κ the most as predicted. Trajectories under CAPD2 depletion overall exhibited
more deterministic behaviour; not an unexpected result since compared to controls
trajectories under CAPD2 depletion have longer periods of oscillation hence would be
likely to undergo fewer directional switches during identically spaced sampling win-
dows. Few directional switches means longer periods of coherence hence longer periods
where the model-fitting procedures can with greater confidence assign probabilities
of directional-states to the sister-kinetochores. As predicted by the proposed lead-
kinetochore tension-sensing model, weakening of the centromeric spring reduced the
lead-kinetochore switch bias when the system enters a period of incoherence. It was
found however that spring forces are almost uniformly higher under CAPD2 depletion
compared to controls. This suggests that the lead-kinetochore tension-sensor is sensi-
tive not to absolute levels of force but to force-gradients. Such a sensor fits with the
notion of an adaptive signalling network in place at a kinetochore-pair and is consistent
in behaviour with other signalling networks found throughout biological systems.
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Tables
Table 6.1: Model parameters of control siRNA and CAPD2 siRNA trajectories
Parameter Control Control CAPD2 CAPD2 Difference‡
siRNA Mean siRNA Std siRNA Mean siRNA Std
τ (s2µm−2) 1264.1646 646.8736 2086.8355 726.3127 0.6508
κ (s−1) 0.0351 0.0205 0.0156 0.0095 0.5557
v+ (µms−1) 0.0167 0.0127 0.0108 0.0064 0.3527
L (µm) 0.7769 0.0207 1.0046 0.0745 0.2931
α (s−1) 0.0162 0.0150 0.0115 0.0075 0.2879
pic 0.6384 0.0938 0.7992 0.1069 0.2519
pc 0.8539 0.2045 0.9208 0.1046 0.0784
v− (µms−1) -0.0354 0.0118 -0.0355 0.0100 0.0020
‡ |Control siRNA Mean−CAPD2 siRNA Mean
Control siRNA Mean
|
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Chapter 7
Discussion
Accurate segregation of genetic information during cell-division is vital for prolifera-
tion. Mitotic chromosome dynamics are a key process in the structural reorganisation
of cellular material required for successful division. Oscillations of chromosomes during
metaphase are a distinct emergent macroscopic phenomena, a consequence of undoubt-
edly multiple, poorly understood mesoscopic and microscopic mechanisms mediated by
each kinetochore and the mitotic spindle. It is these mechanisms that ensure accurate
and robust chromosome segregation during mitosis. Kinetochore-oscillations offer a
method for assessing the mitotic segregation machinery of the cell on a system-wide
level. Measurements of kinetochore dynamics in human cells during metaphase were
made using a HeLa-K cell line stably expressing fluorescent markers for kinetochores
(eGFP-CENPA) and spindle-poles (eGFP-Centrin1). Live cell 4D movies (3D + time)
of cells in metaphase were collected; kinetochore dynamics were extracted from movies
by a high spatio-temporal resolution automatic high-throughout kinetochore-tracking
assay. A precursor assay was used in a previous kinetochore dynamics study [96]. Here
the methodology was substantially upgraded including the use of a diffraction-limited
fluorescent spot-fitting algorithm that gave kinetochore positions to sub-light resolu-
tion accuracy. High-throughput data analysis allowed for a large set of kinetochore-
trajectories to be gathered covering a wide-range of dynamic behaviour without in-
troducing observer-bias. The use of a high-throughput data analysis methodology is
essential in many areas of biological-study especially image analysis where individual
samples tend to exhibit only a small set of possible dynamics and / or are contaminated
by substantial noise. Automatic feature-tracking of fluorescently-tagged structures in
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image-series represents a key technology for biological research. Feature dynamics
can be extracted quickly without any human-based bias that could be introduced by
manual image analysis. Robust behavioural-models of the dynamics can be used to
aid the extraction of information, for instance: model-based spot fitting (Section 3.4),
metaphase-plate fitting (Section 3.5) and trajectory-gap filling (Section 3.11). Care
must be taken however to not use models that are too restrictive and therefore bias
the feature-tracking to only objects displaying a sub-set of possible dynamics. A high-
throughput information extraction methodology was implemented to infer mechanical
and kinetic parameters of sister trajectories, linking high resolution tracking to model-
fitting. A principled Bayesian methodology was followed for model-fitting, ensuring
that model complexity is appropriate for the data type i.e. all parameters could be es-
timated for each trajectory (using nocodazole treatment to estimate the natural spring
length). The model in (4.2) is thus necessarily simple but incorporates sufficient bi-
ological mechanisms to explain the observed dynamics in the trajectory data. The
model demonstrates that oscillations arise from basic principles whilst also indicating
that trajectory data can be used to extract biologically relevant information (force de-
composition, switching times and switching biases) that allows underlying mechanisms
to be inferred. In essence models such as these and their associated fitting algorithms
are powerful analysis tools for scrutinising such data. These models are not however
designed to explain dynamics at a high-level of mechanistic detail, detail that is in-
cluded in many previous models [118, 138, 141, 156]. The latter models, for instance
incorporating the kinetochore sleeve [120], demonstrate how order e.g. oscillations can
emerge from dynamics at the microscopic / mesoscopic scale; however their complex-
ity prevents a direct fitting to trajectory data i.e. the model parameters could not be
completely determined directly from trajectory data.
A key result from this study is the inference of an active trailing (AP moving) sister-
kinetochore during an oscillation; moving due to the influence of a force that has a mag-
nitude on average 30% that of the force acting on the leading sister-kinetochore. Con-
sequences of active trailing kinetochores can be seen from the inferred inter-kinetochore
spring forces, post switching events; specifically during the incoherence period after an
LSE there is a point where the (average) spring force becomes negative (Figure 5.17b
(untreated) and Figure 6.6a (control siRNA)), indicating compression of the spring
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below its natural length. Dynamics of this kind are explained by both kinetochores ac-
tively moving AP and pushing against each other during a switching event. Note that
for the majority of the time the spring is under tension i.e. stretched above its natural
length due to the simple fact that the leading kinetochore moves faster than the trailing
kinetochore (|v−| > |v+|). This conclusion, that of an active trailing kinetochore but
a resultant inter-kinetochore connection under tension, was presented by a previous
study [168]; however the authors described trailing kinetochore dynamics as so: “the
majority of AP movement occurs while the kinetochore is under tension, and therefore
not actively pushing”. This work contradicts that conclusion since the magnitude of
the inferred polymerisation force acting on the trailing kinetochore is much greater than
that resulting from the action of the inter-kinetochore spring (Figure 5.16a), therefore
the main source of force acting on the trailing kinetochore according to this study
is the intrinsic polymerisation force pushing the kinetochore anti-poleward. Previous
work however has suggested that trailing kinetochores are not active and are simply
pulled passively by the active leading sister. These conclusions were based on: laser mi-
crosurgery experiments where severing the linkage between sister-chromatids resulted
in the trailing kinetochore stalling and then reversing direction (moving poleward),
while the leading kinetochore continued moving towards its pole [128]; and that only
on the leading kinetochore is the action of a force evident due to intra-kinetochore
stretch [100]. If the trailing kinetochore is passively pulled by the leading kinetochore
then the observed decrease in inter-kinetochore distance and ultimate compression of
the spring post LSE would require a dominant PEF with a large gradient across the
metaphase plate. This follows from the fact that the rate of change of the inter-sister
distance does not decrease as the spring approaches the point of compression (Fig-
ure 5.17a), which would follow from the dynamics being driven by the spring itself.
Previous studies have however concluded that the PEF and its gradient are low across
the metaphase plate [127, 130], suggesting that switching dynamics are not driven by
the PEF and arguing against the passive trailing kinetochore hypothesis. In addition
a high PEF across the metaphase plate would be expected to cause chromosomes to
move quickly when crossing the plate, which is contrary to observed motion of aligned
chromosomes [90]. In conclusion this study suggests that during an oscillation the
main source of force acting on a trailing kinetochore is its polymerising K-fibre actively
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pushing it anti-poleward. Contradictions to previous studies that suggest trailing kine-
tochores are passive warrant further examination; preliminary explanations can be put
forward here however. Observations of trailing kinetochores stalling and reversing di-
rection after being artificially separated from their sisters by laser microsurgery [128]
could be explained by an induced directional switch. Clearly any protein / chemical
control circuitry setup between sister-kinetochores would be severely disrupted by arti-
ficial separation, the results of which can only be guessed at given the almost complete
lack of any knowledge or understanding of such chemical factors. A study of intra-
kinetochore stretch during oscillations inferred that the leading kinetochore is acted
upon by a force, but the trailing is not [100]. However the full effects of applied force
on the protein architecture of a kinetochore are currently not properly understood and
have not been directly tested, either in vivo or in vitro therefore inference of applied
force based on in vivo intra-kinetochore measurements at the present time must be
treated with some scepticism.
The presence of both active leading and trailing kinetochores results in a switching
choreography that is distinct from that in a force-balance model i.e. a tug-of-war
mechanism. Under a tug-of-war mechanism the net direction of a chromosome dur-
ing an oscillation is determined by which kinetochore has the greater magnitude of
poleward directed forces, therefore once the leading kinetochore looses its poleward
drive both kinetochores change direction concurrently. Models that apply tug-of-war
force balance [118, 132, 138, 169] are therefore not supported by this study; direc-
tional switching occurs in these models due to a load-dependent loss of depolymerising
microtubules from the leading K-fibre. Once the leading kinetochore looses sufficient
microtubules the trailing kinetochore automatically switches direction due to the ap-
plied force from its K-fibre towards the corresponding spindle-pole. In contrast, this
study indicates that directional switching comprises an explicit directional reversal of
both kinetochores, the leading kinetochore from a depolymerising to a polymerising
state and vice versa for the trailing kinetochore. Ultimately the data gathered in this
study supports the hypothesis that directional switching is regulated by a force sens-
ing mechanism with communication occurring between sister-kinetochores through the
small but significant forces felt through their connecting spring. Specifically the data
suggests that the leading kinetochore switches predominantly under a fractional force
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change in the centromeric spring of 0.5 over 10s (Figure 6.6c) i.e. a tension-rate sensor
that adapts to changes in force over time. This model contrasts with a previous model
of directional switching control that proposed that switching is initiated by reaching a
threshold tension in the centromeric spring, similar to force-induced protein unfolding
/ dissociation [90, 91, 99, 127]. Under this model the leading kinetochore switches
direction due to a relatively high threshold tension value and subsequently the trailing
kinetochore switches direction due to a relatively low threshold tension value. Another
key result from the study that contradicts this previous model is the observation that
the leading kinetochore is not always the first to initiate a directional switch, trailing
kinetochore switching first occurs in approximately 10% of cases (untreated cells). A
similar observation was made in a previous study [100] without however offering an
hypothesis for how trailing kinetochore first switching occurs; the data presented here
however does suggest a mechanism for trailing kinetochore initiated switching. The
key observation is that directional switches still occur even when the tension-rate sen-
sor is severely inhibited by a reduction in the stiffness of the centromeric spring by
CAPD2 depletion, the difference being that under CAPD2 depletion the proportions
of leading- and trailing-initiated switches are nearly equal (Figure 6.2b). Thus in addi-
tion to the tension-rate sensor two other mechanisms are proposed, force stabilisation of
polymerising microtubules [46, 88] and an age dependent increase of catastrophe [164,
170, 171]. Thus two possible switching pathways are resultant, lead-first switching and
trail-first switching.
Lead-first switching
Over a period of coherence between the sisters the faster leading kinetochore
(|v−| > |v+|) causes an increase in the spring tension that stabilises the trailing
kinetochore’s K-fibre against catastrophe and hence prevents the trailing kineto-
chore from switching direction. Eventual tension build-up fires the tension-rate
sensor causing the leading kinetochore to switch direction, the adaptive nature
of the sensor preventing premature activation due to thermal fluctuations in
the spring. Once the leading kinetochore switches to polymerisation the spring
tension quickly drops, removing the stabilising effect on the trailing kinetochore.
The trailing kinetochore’s K-fibre quickly becomes unstable due to its age (its last
switch was ∼ 30s ago) and switches direction. Note that the recently switched
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leading kinetochore that is now the new trailing kinetochore has a relatively
‘young’ polymerising K-fibre and hence is protected against rapid direction re-
versal while under relatively low tension at the beginning of the new coherent
period of oscillation. This property addresses an outstanding question in the
field, that of how a newly switched kinetochore now in a trailing / polymerising
state is prevented from rapid switching; a serious flaw in the simple lead-sister
high-tension / trail-sister low-tension switching model.
Trail-first switching
The rate of build-up of spring tension during a coherent period is lower (Fig-
ure 6.6d), possibly due to obstacles in the chromosome path or other stochastic
events. The lower tension fails to stabilise the trailing kinetochore’s K-fibre while
the lower rate fails to switch the leading kinetochore. Therefore the trailing kine-
tochore switches first due to the K-fibre age dependent catastrophe rate; leading
kinetochore switching then follows due to the sudden rapid increase in tension
in the centromeric spring that fires the tension-rate sensor. Note that the new
leading kinetochore does not rapidly switch back under high tension since the
newly established rate-sensor will take ∼ 10s to establish a rate measurement.
Under CAPD2 depletion the weaker centromeric spring fails to generate a fast enough
increase in tension required to fire the tension-rate sensor. Since the spring force is
actually higher under CAPD2 depletion (Figure 6.6a,b) (due to the higher inter-sister
distance) the trailing kinetochore’s K-fibre is stabilised against switching. Since both
switching pathways are delayed the sister-pair remains in a coherent state for longer;
hence the longer oscillation period (Figure 6.1e). Eventual switching is stochastic be-
tween lead- and trail-first dynamics with a slight bias toward lead-first possible due
to a small component of the tension-rate sensor firing; the second kinetochore then
switches due to the mechanisms described previously. A key feature of the multi-
layered switching mechanism proposed here is the fact that the tension-rate sensor is
robust to high-frequency fluctuations in centromeric spring tension, preventing pre-
mature directional switches; while the absolute magnitude of the spring force is low
compared to the K-fibre forces, preventing premature separation of sister-chromatids
pre-anaphase.
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Further studies will warrant the integration of additional kinetochore behaviours into
this model-based analysis framework, for instance including lead-sister deformations
[100], the protein composition of the kinetochore [57, 59] and the status of K-fibre
dynamics [27] thus allowing a quantitative understanding of how kinetochores control
chromosome movement. Identifying the protein components of the tension-rate sensor
is now a major objective whilst additional work is needed to determine how they sense
the rate of tension change and how this leads to changes in microtubule dynamics.
Finally this work demonstrates how monitoring the rate-of-change and not simply the
threshold of a molecular event can be used to control a cell biological process. This
has broad implications for how control mechanisms are analysed throughout biological
systems.
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Abstract As a mechanical system, the kinetochore can
be viewed as a set of interacting springs, clutches and
motors; the problem of kinetochore mechanism is now
one of understanding how these functional modules
assemble, disassemble and interact with one another to
give rise to the emergent properties of the system. The
sheer complexity of the kinetochore system points to a
future requirement for data-driven mathematical mod-
elling and statistical analysis based on quantitative
empirical measurement of sister kinetochore trajecto-
ries. Here, we review existing models of chromosome
motion in the context of recent advances in our
understanding of kinetochore molecular biology.
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mitosis
Abbreviations
AP movement Anti-poleward movement
ATP Adenosine triphosphate
DIC Differential interference contrast
GTP Guanosine triphosphate
J&H Joglekar and Hunt
k-fibre Kinetochore fibre
kMT Kinetochore microtubule
MTs Microtubules
P movement Poleward movement
PEF Polar ejection force
3D Three dimensional
Introduction
Mitosis, the set of processes by which sister chroma-
tid pairs are first captured by spindle microtubules,
shuttled into a central position (in metaphase) and
subsequently segregated to opposite poles of the cell
(in anaphase), is fundamental to all eukaryotic life.
This complex series of movements is to a large extent
driven by kinetochores, which are adaptive, multi-
layered mechanochemical machines that assemble at
the centromere of each sister chromatid and engage
the plus ends of k-fibres, bundles of around 20–25
kinetochore microtubules (kMTs) that emanate from the
spindle poles (for review see Cleveland et al. 2003;
McAinsh et al. 2003; Santaguida and Musacchio
2009). The connections between k-fibres and kineto-
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chores are remarkable in that they allow kineto-
chores to grip and to exert force on k-fibres during
both the growth and shrinkage phases of the k-fibre
(Joglekar et al. 2010). Incisive experiments using
video-enhanced DIC microscopy made over 17 years
ago revealed that once sister kinetochores become
attached to MTs emanating from opposite poles
(biorientation), they undergo a series of oscillations
(Hughes and Swann 1948; Lewis 1939) that involve
periods of poleward (P) and anti-poleward (AP)
movement at constant velocity—a process termed
chromosome directional instability (Skibbens et al.
1993). Recently, single-particle tracking algorithms
and fluorescent protein reporters have been deployed
to systematically track the 3D position of multiple
sister kinetochore pairs over time in living human
cells (Jaqaman et al. 2010) revealing semi-regular
oscillations indicative of stochasticity in the switching
mechanisms (Fig. 1a, c). During oscillations, the
sister pair also move towards and away from one
another (breathing), and the kinetochore itself
undergoes internal deformation between the inner
and outer plates (stretching; Maresca and Salmon
2009; Uchida et al. 2009). These oscillations,
breathing and internal stretching reflect the adaptive
switching of the kinetochores between two different
structural and functional states: one that is bound
to growing MTs undergoing AP movement, i.e. the
trailing sister and one that binds depolymerising
MTs undergoing P movement, i.e. the leading
sister.
The chromosome–kinetochore–kMT assembly can
be viewed as a set of interacting springs, clutches and
motors. The physical linkage between the sister
kinetochores via centromeric chromatin is generally
regarded to be a flexible elastic connection (Nicklas
1988). Consistently, the cross correlation of the two
biorientated sisters as they oscillate back and forth
during metaphase shows fairly tight, but not com-
plete, motion coupling (Jaqaman et al. 2010). There
is, however, evidence that the centromeric linkage is
plastic, although this may depend on the attachment
state of the kinetochores (i.e. syntelic; Loncarek et al.
2007). In addition the, inherent multi-layered nature
of the kinetochore and the observed conformation
changes within the structure (Wan et al. 2009) could
be thought of as constituting a second flexible elastic
connection. In effect, the kinetochore–kMT attach-
ment functions as a dynamic mechanical connection
or “molecular clutch” mediated by proteins that can
form physical contacts with the microtubule lattice.
An attractive hypothesis is that kinetochores translate
the forces generated by GTP hydrolysis-dependent
growth and shrinkage of kMTs into chromosome
movements, essentially rectifying MT dynamic insta-
bility into useful work. The regularity of oscillations
indicates that kinetochores control force generation
through regulation of kMT dynamics. Additional
forces are generated by kinetochore-bound plus-end
and minus-end translocating ATP-dependent molecu-
lar motor proteins directly exerting force on kMTs
(Sharp et al. 2000) while external forces within the
mitotic spindle also influence kinetochore (chromo-
some) motion. Most notably, the polar ejection force
(PEF) pushes chromosome arms away from the
spindle pole whilst depolymerisation of MTs at their
minus-ends (spindle pole) generates poleward MT
flux, which exerts a poleward force on the chromo-
some. The PEF is generated by chromosome-bound
chromokinesin motors or by polymerizing MTs
striking the chromosome arms (Kapoor and Compton
2002). Changes in spindle pole position and the
forces exerted by the spindle as a whole also need to
be considered (for review see Dumont and Mitchison
2009). Given the level of mechanical complexity in
the system and the high degree of coupling between
the different components, we will need mathematical
models to identify concepts, determine dependen-
cies, integrate multiple datasets consisting of empir-
ical observations and generate novel and testable
hypotheses. Here, we set out to review existing
models of chromosome directional instability in
mammalian cells, relate these models to recent
experimental advances and discuss where future
efforts are needed.
Force and feedback
There have been a number of mathematically based
studies that demonstrate kinetochore oscillations,
which can arise from a number of mechanisms; the
key requirements are a spatially dependent force and a
feedback process. In essence, as kinetochores move
away from the metaphase plate, a restoring force is
needed. This is provided by the PEF that increases
in strength near the pole, thus increasing the anti-
poleward force. However, without a feedback
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mechanism, this would position the chromosomes
stably at the metaphase plate. The models vary
fundamentally in whether they incorporate MT
dynamic instability, i.e. as a two-state growth/
catastrophe model or assume full regulation of MT
growth processes by the kinetochore. Most of these
models use force balancing either in a set of
differential equations or in a mesoscopic simulation
model. At the subcellular level viscous forces
dominate and inertial effects are negligible, thus
all the forces acting on the object can be equated to
the viscous drag term that is proportional to
velocity. This can be particularly useful as it can
be used to calculate the system’s position using the
condition that the forces must balance. Force
balance models have been used extensively in a
biological context. For example, a force balance
model was developed to explain force generation
by polymerising actin filaments (Mogilner and
Oster 2003). Also, the steady state pole separation
during the early stages of spindle morphogenesis in
Drosophila embryos was modelled by a force–
balance differential equation complemented by equa-
tions describing the distribution of MTs, motors and
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Fig. 1 Comparison of experimental and simulated data of sister
kinetochore oscillations in metaphase. a Trajectory of a single
sister kinetochore pair undergoing oscillations along the normal
(x) to the metaphase plate. Coordinate positions of right (blue
line) and left (green line) sisters plus the centre point between
them (black line) are from experimental data of kinetochores in
human HeLa cells (Vladimirou and McAinsh, unpublished
data). b Trajectory of a single sister kinetochore pair undergo-
ing oscillations in metaphase. Data was simulated using the
mathematical model from Joglekar and Hunt 2002, which is
largely based on parameters from PTK-1 cells, hence the longer
timescale for oscillations compared to human cells. c, d
Autocorrelation of the centre positions of sister pairs from
experimental (50 trajectories; red line; c) and simulated data
(100 trajectories; blue line; d). The half period (purple star) and
full period (orange arrow) of the oscillation in the autocorre-
lation curves are indicated
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forces (Cytrynbaum et al. 2003). The assumptions
and principles needed to develop such a force–
balance model are summarised in box 1 and are
described further in (Howard 2005).
Kinetochore–microtubule attachment complex
For mammalian systems the model of Joglekar and
Hunt 2002—from here on called J&H—best reflects
our current understanding of how kinetochores work
(Gardner and Odde 2006). The heart of the model is a
simple force–balance equation between the forces
exerted on kinetochores by attached microtubules and
the PEFs acting on the chromosome arms (Fig. 2a).
This model is built on the work of Terrell Hill, who
developed a beautiful model that describes how a
kinetochore may follow a depolymerising MT, with
the kinetochore being theorised as a sleeve containing
binding sites distributed at equal distances (Hill
1985). The length of a sleeve is assumed to be
40 nm, which is the thickness of the outer plate of a
kinetochore based on electron micrographs (Brinkley
et al. 1992). Since each tubulin heterodimer is 8 nm
long, five dimers can penetrate the sleeve lengthwise,
and since a microtubule is made up of 13 protofila-
ments circularly arranged, 5×13=65 tubulin dimers
can enter a sleeve. There are, therefore, an estimated
65 binding sites per sleeve. As a MT enters a sleeve, it
forms more and more bonds lowering the total free
energy, so MT movement will be biased to entering
the sleeve (Fig. 2b). However, moving further into the
sleeve requires breaking all the previously formed
bonds, so there is an ever increasing energy barrier for
the MT to overcome. A microtubule can move
relative to a sleeve either by depolymerising or by
the sleeve moving by (forced) diffusion. In the J&H
model, the kinetochore sleeves are connected to the
chromosome through springs that generate a restoring
potential to reposition the sleeve near the chromo-
some. The MT plus-end position in a sleeve is,
therefore, affected by the load on the chromosome
and the polymerisation state of the kMT, with a high
pulling load tending to move the MT further out of
the sleeve (Fig. 2c). The overall result is that a sleeve
will shift its position on a MT to balance its free
energy against its restoring load. This energy balance
endows the sleeve with a crucial property; sleeves
tend to follow a depolymerising MT at a constant rate
until the restoring load causes the sleeve to stall and
the MT quickly detaches.
Experimental evidence for such a sleeve structure
is growing: The core microtubule binding site in the
vertebrate kinetochore is composed of the KNL-1
protein and two 4-subunit protein complexes—Ndc80
and Mis12/MIND—which through multiple protein–
protein interactions constitute the KMN network
(Cheeseman et al. 2006). The Ndc80 complex can
directly bind MTs with low affinity (~3 μM; Wei et
al. 2006; Cheeseman et al. 2006). KNL-1 has also
been shown to bind to MTs but with very low affinity
(Cheeseman et al. 2006), thereby necessitating further
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work to define its direct involvement in kinetochore–
kMT attachment. Nevertheless, reconstitution of the
full KMN network does lead to a synergistic increase
in MT binding affinity to ~0.5 μM (Cheeseman et al.
2006). Recent structural studies now show that the
Ndc80 complex can bind to both inter- and intra-
tubulin dimer interfaces (Alushin et al. 2010). The
Ndc80 complex can also self-assemble forming
oligomeric arrays via inter-complex interactions sug-
gesting that it could mediate multiple kinetochore–
MT interactions (Alushin et al. 2010). Consistently,
Salmon and colleagues demonstrated that in vivo
there are at least ten copies of Ndc80 complex per
microtubule in vertebrates (Johnston et al. 2010;
Fig. 2b). Additional binding sites could be provided
by the Ska complex, which can oligomerise and form
ring-like structures on MTs in vitro with a binding
affinity of ~0.3 μM (Welburn et al. 2009). Together,
these could provide the tens of binding sites that
would be organised into a sleeve-like structure as
proposed by Hill. Importantly, both the Ska and
Ndc80 complexes have both been shown, in optical
trapping experiments, to couple a plastic bead to a
depolymerising MT, with the Ndc80 complex being
able to form load-bearing attachments (Welburn et al.
2009; Powers et al. 2009). At the same time, there are
a multitude of molecular motors, MT-associated
proteins and plus-end tracking proteins that could
contribute to the interaction surfaces within the
kinetochore (for review see Maiato et al. 2004). Thus,
molecular evidence supports the idea that a kineto-
chore sleeve that incorporates multiple low-affinity
binding sites (see model in Fig. 2b) can operate as a
“molecular clutch” to couple MTs to the chromosome.
However, modelling this complex structure and
specifically its kinetics and characteristics (elasticity,
energy barriers, inter-sleeve connectivity, effects on
kMT (de)polymerisation and dynamic instability,
length constraints) has proceeded little since the
original formulation.
To account for polymerisation of kMTs, J&H
modified the Hill sleeve model as follows: During
catastrophe, microtubules shrink much faster than
kinetochores move, therefore only growing micro-
tubules enter empty sleeves. Once inside a sleeve, the
polymerising microtubule will switch to a depolymer-
ising state (catastrophe) with a rate kcat. During an
oscillation, the leading sister will follow depolymer-
ising kMTs poleward causing greater and greater load
on the associated sleeves on the leading sister. The
sleeves on the trailing sister attached to polymerising
MTs are under low load as they are being led by the
chromosome and any depolymerising kMTs are
quickly lost out of the sleeves. In this configuration,
the leading sister is ‘pulling’ the chromosome. This is
supported by laser surgery experiments in which
cutting kMTs of the trailing sister resulted in no
change in the poleward velocity; however, cutting the
kMTs of the leading sister resulted in the complete
abolition of poleward movement (Khodjakov and
Rieder 1996). We should also bear in mind that under
certain situations the kinetochores can generate
pushing forces through poleward microtubule flux
(Toso et al. 2009) and that measurement of centro-
mere deformation suggests that AP movement of a
kinetochore can produce a pushing force (Skibbens et
al. 1993). Eventually, the load on the leading sister’s
sleeves becomes too great and the depolymerising
MTs detach from their sleeves. The other sister that
has accumulated depolymerising MTs is now domi-
nant and the chromosome starts to follow the new
leading sister. This mechanism is consistent with
exciting recent experiments on purified kinetochore
particles showing that a threshold force (~4 pN)
causes a decrease in the kinetochore particle–kMT
attachment lifetime (Akiyoshi et al. 2010). Impor-
tantly, this work also shows that increasing the load
up to this threshold actually stabilises attachments, a
result that is consistent with experiments in living
cells (Nicklas 1988). This mechanism is something
that can be incorporated into modelling efforts (see
discussion below).
The spatial gradient in the PEF is vital to this
directional switch, providing the restoring force
towards the spindle equator against which the leading
sister competes. Since the PEF is proportional to the
density of microtubules from the spindle, effectively a
point source, it is reasonable to assume the force
follows an inverse square distribution (PEF propor-
tional to 1/x2 where x is the distance from the poles),
although other functional forms have been used
suggesting that oscillatory behaviour is robust to its
exact form. The role of the PEF in chromosomal
directional instability has been tested in newt lung
cells by severing the chromosome arms using
femtosecond-pulsed lasers (Ke et al. 2009). While
the main characteristics of directional instability, such
as constant speed remained unaltered, shortening the
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chromosome arms increased the average amplitude of
oscillations indicating that the rate of directional
reversals depends on the magnitude of PEF, specifi-
cally the load on the kinetochores, which is to be
expected. The results lend support to the hypothesis
that PEF is dependent on both the size of chromo-
some arms and microtubule density, and that kinet-
ochores are responsive to external spindle forces,
whilst providing experimental support for the J&H
model. Ke et al. estimated the PEF distribution to
increase sublinearly with the displacement y from the
spindle equator (y0.57) suggesting that the PEF
increases rapidly near the equator and flattens toward
the poles These experimental data differ from the
previously proposed inverse square law, and it
remains to be tested how incorporation of such a
PEF may affect the result of the simulation compared
to experiment. Such a force profile could drive
oscillations around the metaphase plate, but it is
harder to see how this would provide a restoring force
for a mono-orientated chromosome close to one
spindle pole. Nevertheless, simulation of the J&H
model using parameters estimated from Ptk1 and
Newt lung cells is in good qualitative agreement with
experimental data, reproducing key aspects of
chromosome directional switching (Fig. 1b). Using
an autocorrelation analysis (see box 2), these
simulated oscillations are semi-regular with a half
period of around 150 s (Fig. 1d)—a value that closely
matches experimental measurements (Khodjakov
and Rieder 1996). Importantly, the amplitude of the
half and full period in the autocorrelation curve is
very similar to that observed for sister kinetochore
oscillations in human cells (Jaqaman et al. 2010 and
compare with Fig. 1c). Thus, the J&H model is able
to generate the key characteristics of this high-level
emergent behaviour.
Fig. 2 Hill sleeve and Joglekar and Hunt model. a A Hill
sleeve balances its affinity for a MT (green arrow) against the
restoring load (red arrow) pulling it back to the chromosome. b
Contemporary view (upper panel from the side; lower panel is
a 90° rotation showing end-on view) of a Hill sleeve. Binding
sites inside the sleeve are shown as KMN networks and Ska
complexes. These form multiple attachment sites for the MT as
it penetrates into the sleeve, which is the outer plate of the
kinetochore. The inward (green arrow) and outward (red
arrow) movement rates of the MT are shown and depend on
the position of the MT inside the sleeve and the restoring load
on the sleeve. Position of kinetochore components within the
kinetochore is based on super-resolution imaging and adapted
from Wan et al. 2009. Subunit composition and organisation of
complexes is based on Cheeseman et al. 2006; Maskell et al.
2010; Petrovic et al. 2010 and Wan et al. 2009. c A Monte
Carlo simulation of the kMT tip position inside the sleeve gives
the probability density distribution over position and load
(based on rate equations from Joglekar and Hunt 2002). Higher
loads on the sleeve increase the probability of MT tip shifting
to positions further and further out of the sleeve. d The Joglekar
and Hunt model is based on a force balance between the
kinetochores, sleeves and polar ejection forces. The positions of
the sleeves are determined by the kinetics of the sleeve-bound
MT as determined by Hill’s rate equations (Hill 1985).
Polymerising MTs enter empty sleeves with a rate kon and
switch to depolymerising with a rate kcat. N is the position of
the MT tip inside the sleeve. When N=1 the MT is fully
inserted, whereas the MT detaches from the sleeve when N=66
R
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This agreement with experiment does not, however,
mean that we now have a concrete mechanistic
understanding of chromosomal directional instability.
There are many missing behaviours and mechanisms
that need to be incorporated. First, sister kinetochore
pairs move in three dimensions (which can generate
torque; Jaqaman et al. 2010), become stretched
through forces generated by kMT dynamics (Maresca
and Salmon 2009; Uchida et al. 2009) and are liable
to effects from neighbouring chromosome (arms).
Second, sister kinetochores undergo breathing that
has a distinct period. Third, the catastrophe rate for
kMTs is almost tenfold lower than that of non-kMTs
in the spindle (Zhai et al. 1995) meaning that
kinetochores must contain systems that slow kMT
turnover. Indeed, inhibition of the aurora-B protein
kinase causes a further reduction in the turnover rate
(Cimini et al. 2006), whereas depletion of the CENP-
A NAC/CAD kinetochore complex results in a kMT
turnover rate indistinguishable from non-kMTs
(Amaro et al. 2010). Moreover, the CENP-H and -I
subunits of this complex are asymmetrically localised
to the trailing (AP moving) kinetochore, and their
depletion causes more frequent directional switches
and irregular oscillations (Amaro et al. 2010). The
integration of such a control system will be an
important next step in developing models of chromo-
somal directional instability. Finally, the force gener-
ating effects of kinetochore-bound molecular motors
and additional external spindle forces, such as
poleward MT flux, need to be considered.
A model that incorporates molecular motors and
includes the effects of poleward MT flux has been
described (Civelekoglu-Scholey et al. 2006). At its
conception, this model had the benefit of being
composed of well-characterised components, and thus
the model was more constrained than earlier models.
The Civelekoglu-Scholey et al. model employs a
force balance approach similar to the J&H model that
is based on parameters and spindle organisation in
Drosophila syncytial blastoderm embryos. It includes
additional force terms, and separately considers
force–balance for the kinetochores and for the kMT
itself. For the case of the kinetochore, the force–
balance equation includes terms for the viscous drag
forces, the net force exerted by the antagonistic action
of plus-end-directed (CENP-E) and minus-end-
directed (dynein) motors stepping on the kMT lattice,
the force of kMT polymerisation pushing on the
kinetochore inner plate, the PEF (modelled as a
quadratic function centred at the mitotic equator)
and the inter-kinetochore tension (as in J&H). The
presence of both minus- and plus-end-directed motors
at a kinetochore generates a linkage to the kMT, one
that has multiple binding sites and thus is similar to
the Hill sleeve, although expends ATP when there is
relative kMT motor movement. The well-
characterised motor properties, i.e. load–velocity
relationships, stall force and the maximum motor
velocity essentially parametrise this ‘sleeve’ leaving
only the number of motors per unit kMT length as
free parameters. The above equation for the kineto-
chore is coupled to a force–balance equation for the
kMT; this equation takes into account the net force
generated at the plus end of the kMT engaged in the
kinetochore i.e., the pulling force minus the pushing
force and a balancing force due to poleward flux that
is due to depolymerisation of minus-ends (at spindle
poles) by depolymerisation motors. At the same time,
kMT dynamic instability, i.e. stochastic switching
between polymerising and depolymerising states, is
incorporated. Importantly, the model includes a
tension feedback in which the rates of rescue and
catastrophe are modified by controlling the activity of
the kinesin-13 depolymerase motor (KLP59C)
through the tension acting on the kMT. This mech-
anism was successfully incorporated into the model of
Odde and colleagues to explain chromosome con-
gression in budding yeast (Gardner et al. 2005). Thus,
when the kinetochore is under low tension, the
catastrophe rate is high, driving poleward movement;
when tension increases (due to PEF, cohesin stretch-
ing) then the depolymerase cannot act on the plus-end
promoting switching to the polymerising state. In this
way, kinetochores would “keep hold” of kMTs when
under load. This aspect is consistent with the in vitro
and in vivo work (described above) showing that
kinetochore attachment improves with load (Akiyoshi
et al. 2010; Nicklas 1988). At the mechanistic level,
experimental work does support the idea that tension
can regulate the activity of kinetochore components
(for review see Lampson and Cheeseman 2010).
However, to date, experiments show that tension
may lead to the activation, rather than inactivation,
of human kinesin-13 (MCAK). More work is needed
to define these regulatory loops and relate the activity
of MCAK and the related Kif2b to load variation.
Kinesin-8 motors may also play a key role although it
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is controversial as to whether human Kif18a is an MT
depolymerase (Du et al. 2010; Mayr et al. 2007).
The above equations are solved numerically for
varying numbers of kMT attachment sites. The model
is able to reproduce both metaphase and anaphase (by
simulating loss of cohesin) chromosome behaviour in
Drosophila embryonic spindles, in which metaphase
oscillations are barely detectable. The model can
generate metaphase oscillations when the poleward
flux rate is low and the kMT turnover rate is high
enough (e.g. in budding yeast). The model cannot,
however, account for oscillations in mammalian cells
where the kMT turnover rate is slow. Moreover, the
high dependence and role in the model on the CENP-
E, dynein and MCAK molecular motors raises
additional questions about the generality of the model.
In human cells, depletion of CENP-E or MCAK has
no effect on directional switching during metaphase
(Jaqaman et al. 2010). In fact, data from human cells,
instead, indicates that the depolymerising motors
(MCAK and Kif18a) are required to set the speed of
kinetochore movement (Jaqaman et al. 2010; Stumpff
et al. 2008; Wordeman et al. 2007). Clearly, motors
and sleeves must function together, and we need
models to integrate these mechanisms of force
generation with experimental data. Despite the mod-
elling differences between J&H and Civelekoglu-
Scholey et al., the kinetochore–kMT attachment
models behave similarly, e.g. both give a load
independent velocity suggesting that the fine detail
is not crucial to emergent behaviour such as meta-
phase oscillations. Together with experimental work,
these models support the idea that there are clearly
different solutions to the “problem” of controlling
chromosome motion in mitosis. Whilst the underlying
mechanisms and components will be conserved, the
functional dependency on them can (and does) vary
between species. Both Civelekoglu-Scholey et al. and
J&H provide important starting points for future
efforts.
Mechanochemical feedbacks
The last 5 years has seen limited advancement of
these models, although there have been new efforts
incorporating additional local mechanochemical feed-
backs at the kinetochore (Liu et al. 2008; Shtylla and
Keener 2010). These models are motivated by experi-
ments that propose that kinetochores contain force
sensitive components that are also involved in
regulating kMT dynamics (Andrews et al. 2004).
Liu et al. totally neglects the mechanical forces
acting on the kinetochore and focuses solely on local
chemical reactions within the kinetochore that
respond, via a tension-sensitive protein, to control kMT
dynamics; chromosome velocity is assumed linear
in the activity of the tension sensor. However, the
resulting oscillations around the metaphase plate are
highly periodic and do not closely reflect experimen-
tal data. Shtylla and Keener used a similar tension-
sensitive feedback, but integrated this with a mechan-
ical force–balance model along the lines of J&H. The
idea is that such regulatory feedbacks will be
necessary to generate more robust oscillations and
transitions between attachment states (see below).
Interestingly, Civelekoglu-Scholey et al. have already
included a tension-sensitive feedback to drive direc-
tional switches (Civelekoglu-Scholey et al. 2006).
Overall, all these models need to be more closely
linked to experiment, i.e. we do not know yet whether
such negative feedback loops exist to control direc-
tional switching and the role of tension as a signal.
Whether kinetochores can detect changes in tension is
a matter of current debate (for review see Khodjakov
and Pines 2010). However, this discussion is focused
on whether kMT attachment, rather than tension, is
sensed by the spindle checkpoint machinery. The in
vitro work by Biggins and colleagues with purified
kinetochore particles clearly shows that mechanical
behaviour alters under varying load (Akiyoshi et al.
2010; see earlier discussion). Here, kinetochores are
only bound to a single MT so these changes must be
attributed to tension changes and not attachment.
Understanding how such a tensionometer operates
within the kinetochore is of major importance.
Sisters are not always biorientated
The models discussed so far have all focused on the
biorientated (also known as amphitelic) state and the
emergence of oscillatory behaviours. Of course a
kinetochore begins life unattached after nuclear
envelope breakdown and can adopt different attach-
ment states as time progresses: (1) lateral binding—
kinetochore attached to the lattice of an MT, (2)
monotelic—one sister bound to one pole, the other
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sister unattached, (3) syntelic—both sisters bound to
one pole, (4) amphitelic—each sister bound to
opposite poles and (5) merotelic—one (or two) sister
(s) bound to both poles. Through a poorly understood
set of processes, sister kinetochores move between
these attachment states, ending up in the (stabilised)
biorientated state and finding their way to the spindle
equator—a process termed congression (for review
see Kops et al. 2010). We, therefore, need to
understand these different attachment states in terms
of their behaviour and mechanism. The holy grail is to
develop and run simulations of the entire process
from the initial unattached state to segregation of
sisters in anaphase. Models do exist for a single
mono-orientated kinetochore pair although these are
in effect simplifications of the biorientated state
(Campas and Sens 2006; Joglekar and Hunt 2002;
Liu et al. 2007). No models exist for the syntelic or
lateral state. It is worth noting that the mono-
orientated chromosomes observed in live cell movies
could be either monotelic or syntelic and that neither
current data nor models distinguish between these two
states. We clearly need more quantitative data and
markers for these different attachment states in order
to define their behaviour. A recent model by Tournier
and colleagues (Courtheoux et al. 2009) made a first
effort to model merotelic attachment, albeit during
anaphase in fission yeast. This is a simplification of
the Civelekoglu-Scholey et al. model and, as before,
force–balance equations are established to describe
the time evolution of the kinetochore position. The
inter-chromatid tension is replaced by an outer–inner
kinetochore plate tension to model merotely for a
single kinetochore, whilst the chromosome drag
forces are the same as before. The simplification
comes in treating the force produced at the kineto-
chore (always directed poleward) as simple linear
force–velocity relationships, with prescribed stall
forces and maximum velocities, ignoring the intrica-
cies of polymerisation, depolymerisation and motors.
Furthermore, a stochastic process with constant
frequencies of attachment and detachment controls
the number of kMTs attached to the kinetochore. This
minimal mechanical model can reproduce the dynam-
ics of a merotelic fission yeast kinetochore in vivo. It
makes the prediction that if three or more of the six
kinetochores are merotelic then the spindle would
collapse—future observations of live cells will be
needed to test this hypothesis. However, the simpli-
fications of the Courtheoux et al. model will need
development if it is to drive our understanding of the
merotelic state. Further work will also certainly be
needed to understand the merotelic state in mamma-
lian pre-anaphase and anaphase cells and whether we
can be guided by these initial yeast-based models.
Again, quantitative analysis of the dynamics of
merotelic attached kinetochores is essential to inform
the building of further models.
New models, new experiments
Modelling of chromosome directional instability has
demonstrated that there are key (structural) require-
ments for oscillatory behaviour, specifically a spatial-
ly dependent restoration force and a feedback
mechanism, while a kinetochore–MT mechanism
with a load-dependent variable number of bindings,
as in the Hill sleeve, endows the oscillation with
realistic constant velocity characteristics. A variety of
biological processes can produce the latter, and thus
testing out which factors are essential for a given
system requires extensive experimentation. Oscillatory
behaviour itself is not able to distinguish between
mechanisms and asking which processes are essential
for oscillations will only provide an entry point for
further experiments. We know the minimal require-
ments for oscillations, but it is very unlikely that the
system is minimal, and the key questions are what are
the behavioural characteristics of the system and what
processes provide that behaviour. The circadian clock
field is an excellent exemplar; for decades the
minimal requirements for an oscillatory clock have
been known whilst only over the last decade has it
become clear that behaviour such as tracking both
dawn and dusk, and having a period that is tolerant to
temperature variation are crucial aspects of the
biological clock (Edwards et al. 2010; Gould et al.
2006), characteristics that emerge from a more
complex clock network. A detailed analysis of
kinetochore oscillatory trajectories and functional
dependencies (of amplitude, shape and frequency)
can thus determine underlying mechanisms, whilst
defining the key behavioural characteristics will
require a broader remit for experimentation and
modelling, possibly incorporating error correction
(merotelic and syntelic attachments), transitions
between attachment states, robustness to noise, and
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integration with spindle checkpoint processes. Crucial
unresolved questions also remain to be answered: Is
kMT dynamic instability the driving force for
chromosome directional instability or is kMT (de)
polymerization totally controlled through a chemical
regulatory network? Which mechanisms and feed-
backs are important for what aspects of the behaviour
and in which species? Are there functional interac-
tions between proximal chromosomes? How do
kinetochores switch between attachment states? And
then, the most important question of all—What are
the oscillations actually for? We propose that they
may reflect the underlying mechanochemistry of the
kinetochore and function as a “self-test” on the
system to check for the correct balance of forces/
kMT engagement. This could be closely related to
experimental work in Drosophila (and an associated
mathematical model), which supports the idea that
flux-dependent mechanisms could operate to equalise
tension across kinetochores within the metaphase
plate and that this is important for error-free anaphase
(Matos et al. 2009). It will be exciting to see how
oscillatory behaviour is coupled to spindle checkpoint
activation/inactivation and/or downstream consequen-
ces for a chromosome in terms of anaphase fidelity.
Other ideas are that the oscillations are crucial to
avoid the chromosome arm entanglement that would
otherwise be catastrophic for anaphase chromatid
separation.
The major limitation to progress in this area is that
we are data poor; there is an increasing need for large
numbers of quantitative datasets that describe kinet-
ochore trajectories and transitions between attachment
states in three dimensions under multiple parameter
variations (perturbations) and at varying temporal
resolutions. Improvements in the application of
fluorescent reporters in human cells, rapidly advanc-
ing microscope technology and the development of
automated machine vision allows the collection of
datasets consisting of hundreds of kinetochore trajec-
tories (Jaqaman et al. 2010). The future should see the
development of further live cell assays that can read
out the multiple mechanical properties of the
kinetochore-k-fibre-spindle pole system and/or report
on the dynamics of kinetochore components, includ-
ing Mad2 (checkpoint activation/inactivation), EB
proteins (number of growing kMTs), CENP-H/I
(control of kMT dynamics) during kinetochore direc-
tional switching. We then need to test models over a
range of parameter variations, for example, those
invoked by RNAi, somatic gene knockouts and
targeted proteolysis methodologies that are workable
in human cells (Elbashir et al. 2001; Berdougo et al.
2009; Nishimura et al. 2009). Such advances will
open up a new area of data-driven modelling that will
necessitate a computationally heavy statistical meth-
odology to integrate models with experimental data.
This will lead to an iterative cycle of mathematical
modelling and empirical observation, which will be a
powerful tool for providing new insight into the
mechanisms of chromosome motion control.
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Summary
Microtubule-associated proteins of the mitotic spindle are thought to be important for the initial assembly and the maintenance of
spindle structure and function. However, distinguishing assembly and maintenance roles for a given protein is difficult. Most
experimental methods for protein inactivation are slow and therefore affect both assembly and maintenance. Here, we have used
‘knocksideways’ to rapidly (,5 minutes) and specifically remove TACC3–ch-TOG–clathrin non-motor complexes from kinetochore
fibers (K-fibers). This method allows the complex to be inactivated at defined stages of mitosis. Removal of TACC3–ch-TOG–clathrin
after nuclear envelope breakdown caused severe delays in chromosome alignment. Inactivation at metaphase, following a normal
prometaphase, significantly delayed progression to anaphase. In these cells, K-fiber tension was reduced and the spindle checkpoint was
not satisfied. Surprisingly, there was no significant loss of K-fiber microtubules, even after prolonged removal. TACC3–ch-TOG–
clathrin removal during metaphase also resulted in a decrease in spindle length and significant alteration in kinetochore dynamics. Our
results indicate that TACC3–ch-TOG–clathrin complexes are important for the maintenance of spindle structure and function as well as
for initial spindle assembly.
Key words: Checkpoint, Knocksideways, Microtubule, Mitotic spindle, Rapid inactivation
Introduction
Accurate chromosome segregation by the mitotic spindle is
essential for life. It must proceed error-free in order to prevent
cell death, cancer or birth defects (Murray, 2011). The spindle
apparatus is an ensemble of microtubules (MTs), motors and non-
motor proteins (Peterman and Scholey, 2009). Non-motor spindle
proteins are involved in the initial assembly of the spindle and the
maintenance of spindle structure and function. However,
distinguishing the role in assembly and maintenance for a
given spindle protein is problematic.
Over the last decade, RNA interference (RNAi) has dominated
cell biology and it is the method of choice for understanding the
function of spindle proteins. However, interpreting depletion
phenotypes at later stages of mitosis is problematic because any
defects observed could be due to errors that occurred at earlier
stages, e.g. assembly of a defective spindle. In this study, we have
used the ‘knocksideways’ method to rapidly and inducibly
reroute spindle proteins to nearby mitochondria (Robinson et al.,
2010). This allowed us to examine the role of inter-MT bridges at
specific stages of mitosis, and particularly, in mature K-fibers
following normal assembly of the mitotic spindle. Briefly, the
knocksideways (KS) method exploits the binding of mammalian
target of rapamycin (mTOR) to a complex of rapamycin bound to
FKBP12. Rapamycin binds via the FKBP domain of FKBP12 and
this binds the FRB (FKBP and rapamycin-binding) domain of
mTOR kinase. KS involves the depletion of the target protein by
RNAi and the re-expression of a version of the target protein that
is refractory to RNAi and is tagged with the FKBP domain from
FKBP12. In the same cells, MitoTrap, a mitochondrially targeted
FRB domain is also expressed. Addition of rapamycin induces
the heterodimerization of FKBP and FRB domains. This results
in the protein of interest being rerouted from one subcellular
location to mitochondria on a timescale of seconds (Robinson
et al., 2010). If this new localization is incompatible with
function, then the protein is inactivated.
TACC3 is an essential non-motor protein that binds the MT
polymerase ch-TOG and localizes it to spindle fibers (Gergely
et al., 2003; Gergely et al., 2000a; Gergely et al., 2000b; Lee et al.,
2001; Piekorz et al., 2002). It was originally proposed that
TACC3–ch-TOG are important for promoting spindle assembly by
stabilizing MT minus ends at the centrosome or by antagonizing
the depolymerizing activity of MCAK (Barr and Gergely, 2008;
Kinoshita et al., 2005; Peset and Vernos, 2008). Later, it was found
that TACC3–ch-TOG are bound to clathrin (Booth et al., 2011; Fu
et al., 2010; Hubner et al., 2010; Lin et al., 2010), and possibly
GTSE1 (Borner et al., 2012; Hubner et al., 2010) on kinetochore
fibers (K-fibers) of the spindle. Here, TACC3–ch-TOG–clathrin
complexes are thought to crosslink MTs by forming inter-MT
bridges, suggesting a possible role for this non-motor complex in
maintenance of spindle structure (Booth et al., 2011; Cheeseman
et al., 2011; Royle, 2012; Royle et al., 2005). A rapid method of
inactivation is therefore required to distinguish the role of the
TACC3–ch-TOG–clathrin complex in assembly and maintenance
of spindle structure. Furthermore, clathrin has distinct functions in
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membrane trafficking and centrosome maturation in interphase
(Brodsky, 2012) and TACC3 has a role in mRNA translation
(Peset and Vernos, 2008). Slow inactivation methods alter these
processes, which may cause indirect effects on mitosis and further
confuse the interpretation of mitotic phenotypes.
In this study we use KS to remove TACC3–ch-TOG–clathrin
complexes from mitotic spindles following normal spindle
assembly and chromosome alignment. We find that TACC3–
ch-TOG–clathrin complexes are required for the maintenance of
K-fiber tension. Our findings demonstrate the utility of KS versus
RNAi alone and describe the importance of non-motor proteins in
the maintenance of spindle structure and micromechanics beyond
initial assembly.
Results
Knocksideways is effective in mitosis for rapid, inducible
removal of TACC3 from the mitotic spindle
We began by determining if rapid removal of spindle proteins is
feasible during mitosis using knocksideways (KS), and on what
timescale it could occur. To do this, we co-transfected HeLa cells
with a plasmid to express mCherry-MitoTrap and a pBrain vector
that simultaneously depleted endogenous TACC3 via shRNA and
re-expressed a shRNA-refractory version of TACC3 that was
tagged with GFP and FKBP (Fig. 1A). Live cells at metaphase
were identified and imaged, with addition of rapamycin (200 nM)
after 3 minutes (supplementary material Movie 1; Fig. 1B). We
observed the removal of GFP-FKBP-TACC3 from the metaphase
spindle within ,5 minutes of rapamycin application, and its
colocalization to the mitochondria surrounding the spindle
(Fig. 1B,C). Rerouting of GFP-FKBP-TACC3 to mitochondria
was slower than in interphase, where rerouting followed a double
exponential decay (Fig. 1D). We suspect that this difference is due
to absence of a spindle in interphase to which TACC3 binds. By
comparison, GFP-FKBP was rerouted extremely rapidly to
mitochondria in interphase and at metaphase (Fig. 1D).
In a typical KS experiment we used four conditions, three
controls and one test condition (Fig. 2A). In vehicle-treated cells,
GFP-FKBP-TACC3 remained unaltered; and in cells expressing
GFP-TACC3 without the FKBP domain, localization was
unaffected by vehicle or rapamycin addition (Fig. 2A;
supplementary material Fig. S1).
We found that effective rerouting of TACC3 KS depended on
co-transfection of both plasmids and good expression of
MitoTrap, which must be present in excess. For the method to
be useful, the levels of TACC3 prior to KS must be within the
normal range and after KS, the levels must be comparable to
RNAi or Aurora A inhibition with MLN8237 (Booth et al.,
2011). We assessed the levels of TACC3 on the spindle and in the
cytoplasm for all conditions (Fig. 2B). This analysis showed that
our re-expression of shRNA-refractory TACC3 in cells depleted
of endogenous TACC3 was equivalent to endogenous levels and
was not overexpressed (Fig. 2B). In addition, TACC3 KS
resulted in a lower level of TACC3 at the spindle compared to
RNAi or Aurora A inhibition.
TACC3 KS specifically removes the entire TACC3–ch-TOG–
clathrin complex from the mitotic spindle
We next asked whether the rapid removal of TACC3 from the
spindle affected other spindle proteins. To answer this question,
we tested for rerouting of a number of other spindle proteins
Fig. 1. Rapid, induced removal of
TACC3 by knocksideways. (A) Diagram
of knocksideways of a microtubule-
associated protein. Protein X is depleted by
RNAi and a shRNA-refractory version is re-
expressed. Left: In the absence of
rapamycin, the recombinant GFP- and
FKBP-tagged protein X cycles on and off
the microtubule. Right: Upon addition of
rapamycin, the FKBP domain
heterodimerizes with the FRB of XFP-
MitoTrap (red) located on the mitochondria.
(B) Video stills of TACC3 KS in a
metaphase HeLa cell. Rapamycin (200 nM)
was added at time zero (time is shown in
minutes:seconds). GFP-FKBP-TACC3 is
completely removed in ,5 minutes. Scale
bar: 10 mm. (C) Quantification of GFP DF/
F0 in the indicated areas over time during
TACC3 KS. See supplementary material
Movie 1. (D) Comparison of rerouting
kinetics for GFP-FKBP-TACC3 or GFP-
FKBP to mitochondria in interphase or
mitosis, single cell examples. An overlay of
curve fits to describe the rerouting are
shown on the same time scale. Rapamycin
application is denoted by the arrowhead.
GFP-FKBP-TACC3 in mitosis was
best fit by the Hill logistic function, all other
data were best fit by a double exponential
function.
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following 10 minutes of rapamycin application (Fig. 3). Indirect
immunofluorescence showed that TACC3 KS caused the removal
of clathrin and ch-TOG from the spindle. In both cases, clathrin
and ch-TOG were found colocalized with TACC3 at the
mitochondria. Interestingly, GTSE1, a protein reported to be
part of the TACC3–ch-TOG–clathrin complex (Hubner et al.,
2010; Royle, 2012), was also lost from the spindle following
TACC3 KS, although it was difficult to detect co-rerouting of
GTSE1 at mitochondria (Fig. 3). Normal localizations of ch-
TOG, clathrin and GTSE1 were observed in control cells, where
GFP-FKBP-TACC3 was expressed and vehicle-treated (Fig. 3)
or where GFP-TACC3 (without an FKBP domain) was expressed
and cells treated with either rapamycin or vehicle (supplementary
material Fig. S1). We also examined NuMA, Eg5 and HURP, as
Fig. 2. Removal of TACC3 from
mitotic spindles by knocksideways.
(A) Representative micrographs of TACC3 KS.
TACC3-depleted cells expressing PAGFP-
MitoTrap (not visible) and the indicated
TACC3 construct were treated for 30 minutes
with 200 nM rapamycin or vehicle, fixed and
stained for tubulin. Color coding for KS
conditions is used throughout the paper. Full
results are shown in supplementary material
Fig. S1. Scale bar: 10 mm. (B) Bar chart to show
quantification of TACC3 immunofluorescence
in various experimental conditions. Total
TACC3 was detected using anti-TACC3/A568
and analyzed by confocal microscopy. Aurora-
A inhibition: using MLN8237 (1 mM)
compared to vehicle. TACC3 expression:
control RNAi + GFP, TACC3 RNAi + GFP and
GFP-TACC3 expression (with no RNAi).
TACC3 KS: TACC3 RNAi + PAGFP-
MitoTrap + GFP-TACC3 or GFP-FKBP-
TACC3; treated with vehicle or rapamycin
(200 nM). Mean 6 s.e.m. for spindle regions
and cytoplasm. Number of cells was 18–31 as
indicated, from two experiments. **P,0.001
compared with vehicle (far left) values, one-
way ANOVA with Tukey–Kramer post-hoc
test.
Fig. 3. TACC3 KS removes ch-TOG, clathrin
and GTSE1 from the spindle without affecting
other spindle proteins. Representative confocal
micrographs of TACC3-depleted HeLa cells in
metaphase expressing GFP-FKBP-TACC3
(green) and PAGFP-MitoTrap (not visible) that
were treated with vehicle or rapamycin (200 nM)
for 10 minutes, fixed and stained for the indicated
proteins (red). TACC3 KS removed ch-TOG,
clathrin heavy chain (CHC) and GTSE1 from the
spindle. NuMA, HURP and Eg5 were unaffected
by TACC3 KS. Zoomed areas show the
colocalization of proteins at mitochondria
following TACC3 KS. The results are typical of
this experiment, repeated four times. See
supplementary material Fig. S1 for full results.
Scale bar: 10 mm.
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these proteins localize to different areas of the spindle yet require
phosphorylation by Aurora-A kinase for their activity, similarly
to TACC3 (Giet et al., 1999; Kettenbach et al., 2011; Yu et al.,
2005). The localization of all three proteins was unaltered by
TACC3 KS (Fig. 3). We also tested whether TACC3 removal
from the spindle would eventually cause deficiencies after
prolonged drug application. The results of these experiments,
with 30 minutes of drug application, were very similar to those
with 10 minutes application (supplementary material Fig. S1).
TACC3 KS is therefore a useful method to remove TACC3–ch-
TOG–clathrin complexes specifically from spindles on a rapid
timescale and that this will allow the molecular dissection of
TACC3–ch-TOG–clathrin function at different stages of mitosis.
Rerouting clathrin to mitochondria is equivalent to
TACC3 KS
We also used a similar system to reroute clathrin from the spindle
to mitochondria during mitosis (supplementary material Fig. S2).
Removal occurred with similar kinetics to TACC3 KS
(supplementary material Movie 2). Analysis of spindle protein
localization showed that rerouting of clathrin also removed
members of the TACC3–ch-TOG–clathrin complex including
GTSE1, whereas Eg5, NuMA and HURP were unaffected
(supplementary material Fig. S2). In cells with good rerouting of
clathrin to mitochondria, TACC3 was completely colocalized with
clathrin on the mitochondria (supplementary material Fig. S3).
TACC3 was lost from spindle microtubules and centrosomes, even
in early mitosis, arguing against the existence of a clathrin-
independent pool of TACC3. However, due to the abundance of
clathrin in the cell, we could not rule out the possibility that
clathrin removal in some cells may be incomplete (supplementary
material Fig. S2). Therefore TACC3 KS was used to remove
TACC3–ch-TOG–clathrin in all subsequent experiments.
TACC3 KS causes loss of a subpopulation of inter-MT
bridges in K-fibers
K-fibers are bundles of parallel MTs that are crosslinked by inter-
MT bridges (Hepler et al., 1970; McDonald et al., 1992; Nicklas
et al., 1982). Previously, we showed that TACC3–ch-TOG–
clathrin complexes form a subset of inter-MT bridges in K-fibers
(Booth et al., 2011; Cheeseman et al., 2011; Royle, 2012; Royle
et al., 2005). We next used correlative light-electron microscopy
(CLEM) to verify if removal of TACC3–ch-TOG–clathrin
complexes by KS resulted in a concomitant loss of inter-MT
bridges. To do this, metaphase cells expressing GFP-FKBP-
TACC3 and mCherry-MitoTrap were identified by fluorescence
microscopy, and rapamycin (200 nM) or vehicle was applied for
10 minutes. TACC3 KS was visualized and the cells were then
fixed and processed (Fig. 4A). The target cell was relocated in
the resin and sectioned longitudinally relative to the spindle axis,
and imaged by EM (Fig. 4A). Inter-MT bridges were quantified
as previously described (Booth et al., 2011) (Fig. 4B). We found
that there was a significant loss of inter-MT bridges in K-fibers
after 10 minutes of TACC3 KS (Fig. 4C). This indicates that the
removal of TACC3–ch-TOG–clathrin complexes from spindles
by TACC3 KS results in removal of some inter-MT bridges.
Many bridges clearly remain and these bridges must be
composed of other proteins. With a method to inducibly and
specifically remove TACC3–ch-TOG–clathrin bridges in hand
we could investigate the role of these structures in K-fibers at
different stages of mitosis.
Removal of TACC3–ch-TOG–clathrin complexes at NEBD
or after metaphase reveals two different aspects of
crosslinking function
Our next aim was to use live-cell imaging and TACC3 KS to
assess the role of TACC3–ch-TOG–clathrin inter-MT bridges at
different stages in mitosis. For reference, TACC3 KS was
compared with depletion of TACC3 by RNAi. Progression
through mitosis of live HeLa cells expressing mCherry-H2B was
visualized and the time from NEBD-to-metaphase and from
metaphase-to-anaphase was measured (Fig. 5A). In agreement
with previous studies, depletion of TACC3 by RNAi prolonged
the time from NEBD to metaphase and the time from metaphase
to anaphase, relative to untransfected cells (Gergely et al., 2003;
Lin et al., 2010; Schneider et al., 2007) (Fig. 5B). These defects
Fig. 4. Loss of inter-microtubule bridges from K-fibers
following TACC3 KS. (A) TACC3-depleted HeLa cells at
metaphase expressing GFP-FKBP-TACC3 and mCherry-
MitoTrap were treated with rapamycin (200 nM) or vehicle
for 10 minutes, fixed and processed for CLEM. The cell was
located, 80-nm longitudinal sections taken (EM) and the
bridge frequency in K-fibers quantified. Scale bars: 10 mm
(left) and 500 nm (right). (B) Example micrographs to show
visualization of inter-MT bridges for quantification.
Annotated micrograph (right) shows MTs (green) and
bridges (red). Scale bar: 50 nm. (C) Tukey box plot of inter-
MT bridge frequency in K-fibers, expressed per micron of
total MT length. In TACC3 KS cells, a significant loss of
MT crosslinkers was observed: control n54 cells (20
sections), TACC3 KS n55 cells (25 sections); Student’s
t-test, P50.037.
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Fig. 5. TACC3 KS at NEBD or after metaphase reveals two different aspects of crosslinking function. (A) Diagram to show the timing of mitosis and
experimental conditions. (B) Mitotic progression of control cells (no RNAi) and TACC3-depleted cells expressing GFP, GFP-TACC3 or GFP-FKBP-TACC3.
TACC3 RNAi caused delay in chromosomal alignment in HeLa cells (NEBD-to-metaphase timing, gold) and also a delay in anaphase onset (metaphase-to-
anaphase timing, brown). Cells that did not reach anaphase within the movie are marked with a circle. (C) Mitotic progression of TACC3-depleted HeLa cells
expressing GFP-TACC3 or GFP-FKBP-TACC3; either vehicle or rapamycin (200 nM) was added at NEBD. (D) Normal mitotic progression of cells where GFP-
FKBP was rerouted to mitochondria at NEBD. (E) Similar graph as in C except that TACC3 KS was performed after metaphase. All cells in the figure
coexpressed H2B-mCherry for chromosome visualization and PAGFP-MitoTrap. (F) ‘Survival curves’ of the data shown in E. Example video stills from the
indicated conditions are shown in the boxed area. Timings are indicated in hh:mm:ss. Scale bar: 20 mm.
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were rescued by re-expression of shRNA-refractory GFP-TACC3
or GFP-FKBP-TACC3 (Fig. 5B), which indicates that the RNAi
phenotype is specific to depletion of TACC3 and that our
constructs are functional when expressed in cells depleted of
TACC3. Delayed progression to anaphase in TACC3-depleted
cells could be due to a role for MT crosslinking in K-fiber
function at metaphase or simply a defect that is secondary to the
prolonged prometaphase. These possibilities could now be
distinguished using KS.
We next tested the effect of TACC3 KS at NEBD. To do this,
live HeLa cells expressing PAGFP-MitoTrap, mCherry-H2B and
TACC3 shRNA together with either GFP-TACC3 or GFP-FKBP-
TACC3, were imaged with either vehicle or rapamycin added at
NEBD. TACC3 KS at NEBD resulted in a severely prolonged
prometaphase (Fig. 5C). The defects in chromosome alignment
were so extreme that most TACC3 KS cells did not attain
metaphase within several hours of imaging (Fig. 5C). The three
control groups had normal prometaphase and subsequent
metaphase-to-anaphase timings indicating that the effect of
TACC3 KS was indeed due to removal of TACC3-containing
complexes and not to application of rapamycin itself. This
suggests that TACC3–ch-TOG–clathrin complexes are essential
for an efficient and successful prometaphase, a time when the K-
fiber matures.
TACC3 KS at NEBD produced a much stronger phenotype
than TACC3 RNAi. To rule out the possibility that loading
protein onto mitochondria delays mitosis non-specifically
(‘neomorphic’ phenotype), we tested the effect of rerouting
GFP-FKBP to mitochondria at NEBD. In six out of six cells, no
delay was seen in NEBD–metaphase or in metaphase–anaphase
timing (Fig. 5D). Furthermore, in TACC3 KS experiments,
mitotic entry did not appear blocked in neighboring G2 cells.
These observations indicate that the stronger phenotype upon
rapid removal of TACC3 (compared to TACC3 RNAi), reflects a
genuine difference between the methodologies.
To test the effect of TACC3–ch-TOG–clathrin complexes in
mature spindles, we performed the same experiments but applied
rapamycin after all chromosomes had aligned. These cells had
therefore undergone a normal prometaphase and attained
metaphase. Any changes caused by TACC3 KS would only be
the result of TACC3–ch-TOG–clathrin loss from mature spindles
and not from problems earlier in mitosis. TACC3 KS after
metaphase caused a delay in anaphase onset (Fig. 5E), when
compared with the three control groups (Fig. 5F). This indicates
that removal of this complex from mature spindles at metaphase
results in perturbed K-fiber function. Thus, TACC3–ch-TOG–
clathrin inter-MT bridges are important for the function of mature
K-fibers as well as having essential roles earlier in mitosis, e.g. in
spindle assembly.
TACC3 KS during metaphase reduces K-fiber tension and
this is sensed by the spindle checkpoint
We next investigated the cause of the metaphase-to-anaphase
delay that resulted from TACC3 KS at metaphase. First, we
assessed the spindle checkpoint by quantifying Mad2-positive
kinetochores in metaphase cells following rapamycin treatment
(30 minutes). The number of Mad2 immunoreactive puncta per
cell that colocalized with the anti-centromere antibody CREST
was quantified (Fig. 6A,B). The proportion of cells containing no
Mad2-positive kinetochores was decreased by 40% following
Fig. 6. TACC3 KS at metaphase reduces K-fiber tension
and cells are arrested by the spindle checkpoint.
(A) Representative confocal micrographs to show the
recruitment of Mad2 to kinetochores following TACC3 KS.
TACC3-depleted HeLa cells expressing GFP-TACC3 or GFP-
FKBP-TACC3 were treated as indicated in the key in B. Inset
shows three Mad2-positive kinetochores (2.56 zoom). Scale
bar: 10 mm. (B) Proportion of cells with a satisfied or active
spindle checkpoint, as revealed by Mad2 presence at
kinetochores. Bars show mean 6 s.e.m. of three experiments
(n590–93 cells). (C) Histograms of inter-kinetochore
distances. Histograms (colored according to the key in B) are
shown for GFP-TACC3 or GFP-FKBP-TACC3 treated with
vehicle or rapamycin (200 nM) for 30 minutes, overlaid on a
histogram of unattached inter-kinetochore distances from
prophase/early prometaphase cells (light grey). The mean
inter-kinetochore distance is shown by a dashed line. The
unattached data were fitted with a log-normal function and all
other data were fitted with a single Gaussian function. TACC3
KS cells (red, n5645 from 20 cells) displayed significantly
reduced inter-kinetochore distance compared with controls
(grey, n5654 from 22 cells; green, n5656 from 23 cells; blue,
n5578 from 23 cells), but was not significantly different from
unattached kinetochores (n5238 from 8 cells); ***P,0.001.
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TACC3 KS compared to controls (Fig. 6B). In addition, the
proportion displaying .4 Mad2-positive kinetochores was
increased 3-fold following the removal of TACC3–ch-TOG–
clathrin inter-MT bridges from K-fibers (Fig. 6B). Second, we
assessed the effect of TACC3 KS on K-fiber tension by
measuring inter-kinetochore distances. After rapamycin
application (30 minutes), we observed a decrease in the
mean 6 s.d. inter-kinetochore distance from 1.6860.06 mm
(vehicle) to 1.3860.04 mm (rapamycin). This suggested that
the kinetochores were still attached but were under less tension
because in prometaphase cells, unattached kinetochores had a
mean inter-kinetochore distance of 0.8360.06 mm (Fig. 6C). The
distribution of inter-kinetochore distances showed an overall shift
to lower values following TACC3 KS with no emergence of a
second population around 0.6–1 mm suggesting no loss of
attachment following TACC3 KS (Fig. 6C). Together, these
results indicate that the slowed progression to anaphase following
TACC3 KS was due to spindle checkpoint signaling. As the
control cells had silenced the checkpoint satisfactorily and
maintained tension, we interpret this to mean that the spindle
checkpoint had been ‘re-activated’ and that this re-activation was
due to a loss of K-fiber tension.
TACC3 KS from mature K-fibers causes minimal MT loss
In order to determine whether kinetochores had lost attachment to
the spindle following TACC3 KS, we tested the number of
kinetochores with cold-stable microtubule attachments in
metaphase cells (Fig. 7A,B). In control or TACC3 KS cells, all
kinetochores had cold-stable attachment to the spindle. Depletion
of Nuf2 served as a positive control to show that we could detect
kinetochores that lacked cold-stable attachments (Fig. 7B).
TACC3 KS did not significantly alter the remaining tubulin
signal in cold-treated cells relative to control cells, which
suggested that MT occupancy is normal.
To investigate this further we used CLEM to analyze MT
number in K-fibers sectioned orthogonally relative to the spindle
axis (Fig. 7C). We found only a small decrease in MT number
compared to controls after 10 minutes TACC3 KS, and this
remained stable at 30 minutes (Fig. 7D), i.e. there was no
progressive loss of MTs (P.0.05). Neither of these decreases
was statistically significant compared to rapamycin-treated
control K-fibers (P.0.05), although there was significant
decrease when compared to vehicle-treated K-fibers (P,0.001).
The cross-sectional area of K-fibers was estimated and the
relation between K-fiber area and MT number plotted (Fig. 7E).
These plots illustrate that after TACC3 KS, MT number per K-
fiber is within the normal range, albeit at the lower end. The MT
density within K-fibers was equivalent suggesting that any MT
loss that occurred following TACC3 KS was limited to the
periphery of the fiber. Nearest neighbor analysis and neighbor
density analysis both failed to show any effect of TACC3 KS on
MT spacing or distribution within K-fibers compared to control
cells following 10 or 30 minutes rapamycin application
(supplementary material Fig. S3). These results are in contrast
to our previous analysis of K-fibers in clathrin RNAi cells, where
MT loss occurred throughout the K-fiber (Booth et al., 2011).
The difference is likely due to the fact that TACC3 KS was
performed at metaphase after the K-fiber had accumulated the
correct number of MTs and stabilized them; whereas clathrin-
depleted cells may have been unable to accumulate MTs during
prometaphase. Together, these results show that the number of
attachments and the MT occupancy at kinetochores is normal
following TACC3 KS. The mitotic delay and re-activated spindle
checkpoint signaling following TACC3 KS indicates that the
spindle checkpoint can sense reduced K-fiber tension that occurs
without detectable loss of MT attachment.
TACC3 KS from mature K-fibers causes changes in spindle
shape and dynamicity
How does removal of TACC3–ch-TOG–clathrin inter-MT
bridges result in reduced K-fiber tension? To address this
question we examined mitotic spindle dynamics following
removal of TACC3–ch-TOG–clathrin complexes, using 4D
kinetochore and spindle pole tracking in live HeLa cells stably
expressing GFP-CENP-A and centrin-GFP (Fig. 8). TACC3 KS
was performed using mCherry-tagged TACC3 constructs at late
prometaphase/metaphase. Cells were imaged and time-lapse
datasets were analyzed as previously described (Jaqaman et al.,
2010) and also with a new algorithm (see Materials and
Methods), allowing kinetochore and spindle pole motions to be
tracked in an automated manner (Fig. 8).
Removal of TACC3–ch-TOG–clathrin complexes by TACC3
KS resulted in a number of changes in kinetochore dynamics.
First, kinetochore oscillations in typical trajectories from TACC3
KS cells were visibly dampened compared to controls (Fig. 8A–
C). Second, inter-kinetochore distance was reduced by ,10%
(Fig. 8D,E) confirming in live cells our earlier observations in
fixed cells that K-fiber tension was decreased despite normal MT
occupancy. Third, the metaphase plate was thicker following
TACC3 KS, as the distance of sister kinetochore centers was
more variable than in cells without TACC3 removal (Fig. 8E;
Bartlett’s statistic, 87.799, P,0.001). Note, that this variability is
likely much larger as the analysis rejects kinetochores where x
.2.5s. Fourth, auto-correlation analysis of sister center
displacement (Dx) showed that kinetochore oscillations had a
reduced periodicity following TACC3 KS (Fig. 8F), whereas
sister displacement cross-correlation analysis showed no
alteration of kinetochore ‘breathing’ by TACC3 KS. Fifth,
mean squared displacement analysis for kinetochore pairs
showed that movement of kinetochores following TACC3 KS
was less constrained compared to controls (Fig. 8G). In other
words, for a given duration, kinetochores have moved further
following TACC3 KS than in cells with normal levels of TACC3
on the spindle. This observation is in agreement with the
increased variability in x (Fig. 8E). All of these changes in
kinetochore dynamics following TACC3 KS during metaphase
are consistent with a decrease in K-fiber tension.
We also analyzed the motions of spindle poles in the same
cells using automated tracking (Fig. 8H). This analysis revealed
that the pole-to-pole distance of spindles was reduced by ,12%
following TACC3 KS (Fig. 8I). This decrease in spindle length
(S), which was noted previously (Fig. 2A), was the only
detectable change in spindle pole dynamics. The movement of
spindle poles is random, i.e. they do not undergo oscillations over
time; and there was no alteration in the mean squared
displacement (m.s.d.) of spindle poles following TACC3 KS.
The average inter-kinetochore distance (d) was plotted as a
function of the average pole-to-pole distance (S) for each cell
analyzed across four experiments (Fig. 8J). This showed that the
d and S did not scale with one another and argues that the
decrease in d is not caused by the reduction in S. These results
indicate that removal of TACC3–ch-TOG–clathrin complexes
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from mitotic spindles that had completed a normal prometaphase
caused the following changes: reduced spindle length, reduced K-
fiber tension and decreased micromechanics of the spindle.
Discussion
We investigated the requirement for one class of non-motor MT
crosslinker (TACC3–ch-TOG–clathrin) for the function of
mature K-fibers. Such an investigation was made possible by
the knocksideways technique which allowed the inducible, rapid
removal of certain inter-MT bridges from K-fibers at different
stages of mitosis. Our findings demonstrated the utility of KS
versus RNAi and a role for TACC3–ch-TOG–clathrin complexes
in the shape and micromechanics of mature spindles.
The advantages of KS over RNAi are clear, given that protein
depletion via RNAi is slow (24–72 hours) compared to the
timescale of mitosis (1–2 hours). Using RNAi, attempts to
determine the function of a spindle protein are complicated
because the cell may have undergone several cell cycles with
gradually declining levels of the protein. In this time, the cell may
upregulate alternative pathways to compensate for the reduced
protein, potentially masking the true phenotype. For spindle
proteins with distinct interphase functions the picture is further
complicated (Royle, 2011). In addition, trying to understand RNAi
phenotypes at later stages of mitosis are potentially confounded by
earlier defects. In other words, is the phenotype caused by a true
requirement for the depleted protein at that later stage or is it
because the earlier absence of the protein produced a defective
spindle? It is now possible to dissect these differences using KS.
Rapid inactivation methods are particularly crucial for mitosis,
which is a succession of steps, each lasting less than 30 minutes.
Fig. 7. TACC3 KS at metaphase does not
significantly alter kinetochore–microtubule
attachments. (A,B) Cold-stable kinetochore–
microtubule attachments. (A) Representative
pictures of each condition analyzed are shown as
maximum intensity projections of confocal Z-
series micrographs. Metaphase cells were cold-
treated, fixed and stained with anti-tubulin
(green) and CREST (red); GFP channel (blue)
shows TACC3 KS. Scale bar: 10 mm.
(B) Analysis of confocal z-series micrographs to
detect cold-stable kinetochore–microtubule
attachments. Cumulative frequency plot to show
the average tubulin signal adjacent to
kinetochores. Ncell59–12 from two experiments.
Nkinetochore is shown in the legend.
(C) Representative views of electron tomograms
of orthogonal sections of K-fibers in metaphase
HeLa cells expressing mCherry-MitoTrap and
GFP-TACC3 or GFP-FKBP-TACC3 treated as
indicated. Overlaid are microtubules (red) and
the calculated K-fiber perimeter (green). Scale
bar: 100 nm. (D) Tukey box plots of K-fiber MT
number in TACC3-depleted HeLa cells
expressing mCherry-MitoTrap and GFP-TACC3
or GFP-FKBP-TACC3, treated with vehicle or
rapamycin (200 nM) for 10 minutes (top) or
30 minutes (bottom). TACC3 KS (red) causes a
slight reduction in MTs of K-fibers after both
10 minutes and 30 minutes of rapamycin
application. The reduction was significantly
lower than for vehicle-treated cells (ANOVA
with Tukey–Kramer post-hoc test, ***P,0.01),
but not when compared with rapamycin-treated
GFP-TACC3-expressing cells (n.s. indicates
P.0.05). (E) Plots of MT number versus K-fiber
cross-sectional area after 10 minutes and
30 minutes of treatment. Lines of best fit show
the similar MT density in all conditions. Insets
show mean 6 s.e.m. K-fiber MT density in
control (green, blue) or TACC3 KS cells (red)
(10-minute data: green, n522 K-fibers; blue,
n554; red, n532. 30-minutes data: green, n532;
blue, n538; red, n528). See supplementary
material Fig. S4 for spatial analysis of K-fibers.
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The effectiveness of KS on a timescale of ,5 minutes makes it
better suited than methods for inducible protein degradation, which
work on the timescale of 30 minutes (Nishimura et al., 2009).
Besides the use of KS as a tool for protein inactivation (Hirst et al.,
2012; Robinson et al., 2010), we showed indirectly two additional
uses for the method. First, the lifetime of proteins on the spindle
could be inferred by comparing the kinetics of rerouting in mitotic
and interphase cells. Second, testing which proteins are co-
rerouted to mitochondria upon KS is a useful way to determine
which proteins bind one another in cells.
Fig. 8. See next page for legend.
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TACC3 KS caused the specific rerouting of ch-TOG and
clathrin from the spindle to mitochondria. Importantly, these
partners were co-rerouted with TACC3 to the mitochondria,
rather than being simply lost from the spindle, unable to bind in
the absence of TACC3. This observation indicates that TACC3
KS reroutes the intact TACC3–ch-TOG–clathrin complex.
Moreover, the co-rerouting suggests that interactions within the
complex, for example between clathrin and TACC3, are of higher
affinity than clathrin–adaptor interactions, as it was shown
previously that AP-2 KS did not co-reroute clathrin to
mitochondria (Robinson et al., 2010). We note that a pool of
ch-TOG was retained at the spindle pole after TACC3 KS
(supplementary material Fig. S1), which presumably corresponds
to a functionally separate ch-TOG population, as previously
described (Booth et al., 2011; Cassimeris et al., 2009; Gergely
et al., 2003). Since the discovery of clathrin as a binding partner
of TACC3–ch-TOG, it has been debated whether TACC3–ch-
TOG can operate independently of this complex (Booth et al.,
2011; Fu et al., 2011; Fu et al., 2010; Hubner et al., 2010; Lin
et al., 2010; Royle, 2012). Co-rerouting of TACC3 and clathrin
was complete, indicating that these proteins do not exist as
functionally separate entities at the spindle and are probably
interdependent for their recruitment to the spindle (Royle, 2012).
TACC3 KS caused the loss of some inter-MT bridges.
However, we found that the extent of loss following TACC3
KS was less than that observed after RNAi of TACC3 or clathrin
(Booth et al., 2011) or after inhibition of Aurora-A kinase using
MLN8237–Alisertib (Cheeseman et al., 2011). As KS is a more
rapid and specific method for protein inactivation, we interpret
this to mean that our previous analyses overestimated the size of
this population of inter-MT bridge. If correct, this points to
secondary effects of RNAi or Alisertib beyond the simple
removal of TACC3–ch-TOG–clathrin complexes. For example,
clathrin-depleted K-fibers had fewer MTs than control RNAi and
this could have confounded the quantification of bridge
frequency (Booth et al., 2011). As noted previously, many
crosslinkers remain in the K-fiber following TACC3 KS and this
underscores that other inter-MT bridges exist in K-fibers that are
not composed of TACC3–ch-TOG–clathrin.
Using TACC3 KS to remove TACC3–ch-TOG–clathrin inter-
MT bridges at metaphase, following a normal prometaphase, we
observed delays in the progression to anaphase. We found a net
decrease in K-fiber tension despite normal MT attachment and
that this state was detected by the spindle checkpoint. These
observations could be taken as evidence that the spindle
checkpoint can sense K-fiber tension, distinctly from MT
attachment (Khodjakov and Pines, 2010). However, the number
of Mad2-positive kinetochores was only a small fraction of the
total kinetochores despite an overall shift to lower tension at all
kinetochores. This result is similar to delayed progression to
anaphase in taxol-treated PtK1 cells, where tension is reduced,
MT attachment is normal, but Mad2 is only recruited to a subset
of kinetochores (McEwen et al., 1997; Waters et al., 1998). The
range of MTs/fiber had a tendency to be lower after TACC3 KS
and so it is difficult to exclude the possibility that Mad2 is
recruited to those kinetochores with fewest MTs.
The decrease in inter-kinetochore distance following TACC3
KS was 10%, while the decrease in pole–pole distance was
,12%. Although these changes are equivalent, several
observations suggest that the decreases in inter-kinetochore
distance are due to loss of K-fiber tension rather than being
simply scaled with spindle size. First, experimental manipulation
of pole–pole distance and the resultant change of spindle size
have little effect on kinetochore separation (Dumont and
Mitchison, 2009). Second, MT crosslinkers increase the tensile
strength of MT bundles in vitro (Charlebois et al., 2011) and so
the removal of a crosslinker is consistent with decreased K-fiber
tension. Third, we saw changes in the dynamicity of the spindle
and behavior of kinetochores, which argues that TACC3 KS
affects the micromechanical properties of the K-fibers in addition
to spindle size. Finally, plots of the average inter-kinetochore
distance versus pole-to-pole distance showed that these two
measures were independent.
One further surprising finding was the magnitude of mitotic
delay induced by TACC3 KS at NEBD. This manipulation was
predicted to be equivalent to TACC3 RNAi, but was far more
severe. Using RNAi, TACC3-depleted cells had a delayed
prometaphase but did eventually align their chromosomes. By
contrast, cells with TACC3 KS at NEBD were unable to align the
chromosomes at all. Four possibilities to explain this difference
are: (i) TACC3-depleted cells may have time to compensate for
the loss of TACC3 during the depletion period; (ii) removal of
TACC3 from spindles by KS may be more extensive than RNAi,
due to dimerization of GFP-FKBP-TACC3 with residual
TACC3; (iii) rerouting of the whole TACC3–ch-TOG–clathrin
complex may result in a significant fraction of ch-TOG and
clathrin being trapped on mitochondria and thus unavailable for
potential functions that are independent of the complex; (iv) a
‘neomorphic’ phenotype, where loading mitochondria with
heterologous proteins delays mitosis non-specifically. This
latter possibility was ruled out by the normal NEBD–anaphase
times for cells with rerouting of GFP-FKBP and the observation
that TACC3 KS does not impede mitotic entry. Quantification of
TACC3 levels on spindle MTs following KS versus TACC3
RNAi suggest that the levels are indeed lower, arguing for the
second possibility. Whatever the reason, we think that it is
possible that RNAi phenotypes of other spindle proteins may
Fig. 8. TACC3 KS at metaphase alters kinetochore dynamics and
decreases spindle length. Analysis of kinetochore motions in live HeLa cells
stably expressing CENP-A-GFP and Centrin-GFP. Cells were depleted of
endogenous TACC3 and were coexpressing PAGFP-MitoTrap and either
mCherry-TACC3 or mCherry-FKBP-TACC3 and were treated with DMSO
(vehicle) or rapamycin (200 nM). (A–C) Three example kinetochore
trajectories from typical cells are shown. Left: Images of automated
kinetochore tracking. Right: Plots of kinetochore distances relative to the
metaphase plate as a function of time. Tracks of two sisters are shown for
each pair; difference plot is shown (dotted line). (D) Diagram to show the
measurement of d and x. (E) Population data for sister separation (d, inter-
kinetochore distance) and sister center normal position (x). (F) Sister center
normal displacement (Dx auto-correlation). Line thickness represents 95%
confidence interval. Peaks of negative and positive lobes (half- and full-
period) are shown by dashed and full vertical lines, respectively. (G) Mean
squared displacement analysis for kinetochore pairs. Error bars show s.e.m.
(H) Image to show the automated 4D tracking of spindle poles (centrin-GFP)
in addition to kinetochores (see Materials and Methods). See supplementary
material Movie 3. (I) Euclidian interpolar distances (S) for each condition.
Color coding is the same as in previous figures. (J) Scatter plots to show that
the average inter-kinetochore distance (d) does not vary as a function of
spindle length (S). Insets show control data (above) and TACC3 KS data
(below) for reference; a line of best fit is shown (r250.08 and 0.11,
respectively). Analysis in all figure panels is from four independent
experiments.
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have been similarly underestimated. Revisiting some of these
proteins using KS in the future may give a more accurate picture
of their mitotic function(s).
Materials and Methods
Molecular biology
To make pBrain-GFP-FKBP-TACC3KDP-shTACC3, an FKBP fragment was
amplified from gamma-FKBP by PCR and inserted into pBrain-GFP-TACC3KDP-
shTACC3 via Acc65I/BsrGI and Acc65I. To make mCherry- or PAGFP-MitoTrap,
YFP in YFP-MitoTrap (pMito-YFP-FRB) was replaced with either mCherry or
photo-activatable-GFP (PAGFP) via AgeI and BsrGI. PAGFP-MitoTrap was used
as an ‘invisible’ MitoTrap to make other channels available for experiments
(Willox and Royle, 2012). Gamma-FKBP and YFP-MitoTrap were kind gifts from
Prof. M. S. Robinson (Cambridge Institute for Medical Research, UK).
For clathrin rerouting experiments, GFP-FKBP-LCa was used with no RNAi.
GFP-FKBP-LCa was made by inserting a PCR-amplified FKBP fragment between
GFP and LCa via BsrGI/Acc65I. GFP was exchanged with mCherry to make
mCherry-H2B using AgeI/NotI from GFP-H2B. GFP-H2B, GFP-LCa and pBrain-
GFP-TACC3KDP-shTACC3 were available from previous work (Booth et al.,
2011; Royle et al., 2005).
Cell culture, reagents and antibodies
HeLa cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (Invitrogen)
supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 100 U/ml penicillin/
streptomycin at 37 C˚ and 5% CO2. Cells were transfected using GeneJuice
(Novagen). Rapamycin (SigmaAldrich) was used at 200 nM, vehicle was ethanol
(0.1%). MLN8237 (Selleck) was used at 1 mM, vehicle was DMSO (0.01%).
For indirect immunofluorescence, HeLa on coverslips were fixed with PTEMF
(50 mM PIPES [1,4-Piperazinediethanesulfonic acid], pH 7.2, 10 mM EGTA,
1 mM MgCl2, 0.2% Triton X-100, 4% paraformaldehyde) at room temperature, or
methanol at 220 C˚ for ch-TOG staining. Cells were then permeabilized (PBS with
0.5% Triton X-100) and blocked (PBS with 5% BSA and 5% goat serum). The
following antibodies were used: (1) mouse monoclonals: clathrin heavy chain
(X22, CRL-2228 ATCC), TACC3 (ab56595, Abcam), and Eg5 (611186, BD
Biosciences) (2) mouse polyclonal: GTSE1 (H00051512-B01P, Abnova), (3)
rabbit polyclonals: ch-TOG (34032, Autogen Bioclear) and b-tubulin (ab6046,
Abcam), NuMA (3888s, Cell Signaling), HURP (kind gift from Prof. E. A. Nigg,
University of Basel, Switzerland), Mad2 (Covance), (4) human polyclonal: Crest
(CS1058, Europa Bioproducts). Fluorescently-conjugated secondary antibodies
were Alexa488, Alexa568 or Alexa633 (Molecular Probes). Coverslips were
mounted using Mowiol containing 49,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI).
Light microscopy
Live-cell imaging of KS kinetics was performed on an Olympus IX71 in glass-
bottom dishes heated to 37 C˚ (Bioptechs Delta T5 m-environmental culture dish
controller) in CO2-independent medium (Invitrogen) supplemented with 10% FBS
and 100 U/ml penicillin/streptomycin, using Cell-R acquisition software and a
Hamamatsu ORCA-ER C4742-80 camera with a 606 oil-immersion objective
(1.42 NA). Quantification of GFP intensity during KS was performed using
ImageJ, with an ROI that defined the spindle and one that excluded it, and plotted
as DF/F0.
Live-cell imaging of mitotic progression following RNAi or KS was performed
on a Nikon Eclipse Ti with a heated Perspex chamber (OKOlab) using standard
filter sets for visualization of GFP and mCherry, NIS acquisition software, a
CoolSNAP HQ2 camera and a 206 air objective (0.45 NA). Cells were kept at
37 C˚, in supplemented CO2-independent medium. Light intensity was kept to a
minimum to avoid light-induced cell damage. Chromosomes were visualized with
mCherry-H2B (imaged once per minute), and GFP monitored every 5 minutes.
Rapamycin was added to 200 nM by adding a concentrated media solution at 37 C˚
to the cell culture medium. Note that, for rerouting at metaphase, KS was induced
at a variable time after the last chromosome aligned. It is likely therefore that we
have underestimated the metaphase delay.
Confocal imaging was performed using a Leica confocal microscope SP2 with a
636(1.4 NA) oil-immersion objective as described previously (Booth et al., 2011).
For inter-kinetochore distance measurements, Z-stacks of CREST-immunostained
cells were taken, assembled in ImageJ and distances between unambiguous
CREST-positive kinetochore pairs in the stack were measured. For measurement
of TACC3 levels, fixed, stained cells were imaged using identical acquisition
parameters for all conditions. Mean pixel intensity for TACC3 was measured in a
20620 pixel ROI using ImageJ software and the background subtracted.
Epifluorescence images of fixed cells were taken using a Nikon Eclipse Ti-U
microscope with standard filter sets for visualization of DAPI, GFP, Alexa Fluor
568 and Alexa Fluor 633, a Nikon Digital Sight DS-Qi1Mc camera, a 606 (1.40
NA) oil-immersion objective and NIS acquisition software. To quantify Mad2
recruitment to the kinetochore, cells immunostained for Mad2 and CREST were
imaged throughout the full Z dimension of the metaphase plate, and Mad2 puncta
which colocalized with CREST were counted.
Cold-stable MT assay and analysis was performed as described previously (Toso
et al., 2009). Briefly, cells treated with RNAi (48 hours) or KS (30 minutes), were
placed in ice-cold medium, and incubated on ice for 10 minutes. The cells were
then fixed with PTEMF and stained for tubulin and CREST. Confocal Z stacks
were taken of metaphase cells and analyzed using Imaris as described.
4D kinetochore and spindle pole tracking
Cells were seeded in 35-mm Fluorodishes (WPI) in DMEM with 10% FBS and
imaged on a widefield imaging system (Personal DeltaVision; Applied Precision)
fitted with an environmental chamber maintained at 37 C˚ and 10% CO2
atmospheric concentration. Images were acquired with a 1006 1.35 NA
objective (Olympus) and a CDC (CoolSnap HQ2; Photometrics). Image
acquisition was controlled by the softWoRx software suite (Applied Precision),
15 image stacks spaced 0.5 mm apart were collected every 7.5 seconds for
5 minutes (41 time-points). Pixels were set to 161 binning (65 nm effective pixel
size).
Movies were deconvolved in softWoRx before tracking analysis. Automatic
kinetochore tracking was performed as described (Jaqaman et al., 2010). All
analysis was performed in MATLAB R2012a (MathWorks) with core algorithms
written in C (compiled with the MATLAB MEX compiler). Only inlier
kinetochores were used for analysis (spots that were,2.5s from metaphase plate).
Spindle pole tracks were identified by assigning a cost to each pair of tracks.
The cost was defined as c5|d2s| * a where d was the average distance between the
tracks, s was the expected average spindle length, set to 11 mm and a was the
average angle between the tracks and the metaphase plate. Tracks were only
considered if d .5 mm and a ,30 ,˚ and if both tracks were unaligned throughout
both their lifetimes. The pair of tracks with the lowest cost was chosen. Since both
centrioles in each pole were tagged, the second centriole track for each pole was
found by assigning a cost: c5g21 where g was the cross-correlation between the
pole track and the candidate track. Tracks were only considered if g .0.9 and if
the average distance between the tracks was less than 1 mm. The track with the
lowest cost was chosen for each pole as its respective second centriole.
For pole tracks where two centrioles were found, the pole position was defined
as the center point between the two, otherwise the position of a single centriole was
used. Spindle length was taken as the 3D distance between the two poles.
Correlative light-electron microscopy
Correlative light-electron microscopy was performed as previously (Booth et al.,
2011). HeLa cells were transfected with mCherry-MitoTrap and either pBrain-
GFP-FKBP-TACC3KDP-shTACC3 or pBrain-GFP-TACC3KDP-shTACC3.
Tomograms were assembled from tilt image series using eTOMO software
(Boulder Laboratory for 3D Electron Microscopy). Quantification of EM images
was carried out by an experimenter blind to the conditions of the experiment. All
methods were as described previously (Booth et al., 2011), with the following
exceptions. MT positions and cross-sectional area were plotted and calculated in
tomograms. For measurement of K-fiber cross-sectional area, a 40 nm perimeter
was computed around clusters of annotated MTs and measured using ImageJ. MTs
within this boundary were counted as part of the K-fiber. To measure inter-MT
distances, a map of MTs was created using IMOD Software (Boulder Laboratory
for 3D Electron Microscopy), the coordinates were exported using model2point.
The distance between each point was calculated in Microsoft Excel, from here the
distance for each MT and its nearest neighboring MT was selected. To give the
edge-to-edge distance, 20 nm was subtracted from these measurements. Neighbor
density analysis was performed using nda in IMOD. MTs were annotated as circles
of ,25 nm diameter throughout the Z slices, and flattened to a single Z plane.
MTs within 80 nm of each other were padded by 50 nm using a convex polygon
boundary.
Data analysis
Statistical testing was performed with InStat or SPSS. Normally distributed data
were compared using one-way ANOVA followed by a Tukey–Kramer post hoc
test. Student’s unpaired t-test was used to compare two data sets. Non-parametric
data were compared using Kruskal–Wallis’ ANOVA test. The Kolmogorov–
Smirnov test was used to determine if the data followed a Gaussian distribution.
Cox regression analysis was used to test for significance of mitotic delays. Tukey
box plots show the median, interquartile range and the 10th and 90th percentile.
Figures were assembled using IgorPro 6.22A (Wavemetrics), Matlab (R2012),
Adobe Photoshop and Adobe Illustrator.
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